Summary of Comments Received by CDD Staff as of September 8, 2014 @ 4:45pm
There are a number of recurring and overarching themes within the comments received by email and from recent public
meetings the following list is simply a summary which identifies requests for more information, revisions, or enhanced
analysis to be included in the Port Master Plan Update and the associated Comprehensive Plan amendments.


Request to specifically detail compliance with applicable Florida Statutes for deepwater port planning



Request for risk analysis for each proposed project



Request for an environmental, socioeconomic, and fiscal impact statement for each proposed project



Request for Background and History Section



Request to identify a realistic approach to what is achievable on Port property within the next 10‐years



Request to remove projects that are unattainable due to physical or environmental constraints from within the
plan



Request for additional analysis of how rail and barge transportation may be utilized to offset truck traffic
o

Questions: What are the hours of operation for train activities between mills and port? AND Is it possible
to enforce hours of operation?



Request for methodology used to determine the increased truck traffic forecasted



Request for vessel loading assumptions to be included in report



Questions raised about the ports ability to handle certain sized containers and its ability to service 106’ beam
vessels



Citizens provided specific and detailed input on Comp Plan policies proposed in Appendix D



Request for strike‐thru and underline version of the existing Comp Plan policies with the new policies



The addition of coal handling and storage was not included in the Master Plan Update, only “bulk commodities”‐
repeated requests to provide explanation and environmental analysis

Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Keacwilson <keacwilson@aol.com>
Monday, September 08, 2014 4:37 PM
Kelly Gibson
Proposed expansion of Fernandina Beach port

Dear Planning Advisory Board:
As a homeowner in Fernandina Beach, I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed expansion of the
Fernandina Beach port, as well as opposition to approval of any permits to allow coal transport by truck or barge.
The activity of the port at present, which supports the mills in Fernandina Beach and other minor shipping, already has
enough of a negative impact on this small island. To expand the port would have a detrimental--and irreversible--impact
on Amelia Island's environment, historic district, tourism industry, and overall quality of life for residents and visitors
alike. The few jobs that may be created will be greatly outnumbered by the loss of jobs from the impact of the truck traffic
through our small downtown and on the access roads to Amelia Island and the port.
Please have the courage to do the right thing for the present and future and deny all requests to expand the Fernandina
Beach port, and to deny any applications that would facilitate this expansion.
Respectfully yours,
Elizabeth F. Wilson
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Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Phillip Scanlan <phillipscanlan@comcast.net>
Monday, September 08, 2014 4:09 PM
Adkins Janet; Bean Aaron; Johnny Miller; Leeper Danny
Port Plan missed the boat

Janet, Aaron, Johnny and Danny
9/8/14
RE: The Port plan missed the boat
The Port was chartered in 1941 by the State of FL to enable "Nassau County"
to prosper and grow in new ways.
In 1941 new ways focused on industrial programs such as manufacturing and transport of US manufactured goods.
The Port is authorized to engage in enterprises that stimulate the "area"
economy and create the ultimate area jobs.
That was industrial manufacturing and transport of manufactured goods in 1941.
The problem I see is the "Port" has not focused on the "area" economy -- "Fernandina Beach, Amelia Island" or "Nassau
County" but instead focused on the "Port" economy. The Port plan has missed the
boat.
The "Port" is charted, by the state of Florida, to help the local economy; not compete with it.
The local economy; Fernandina Beach and Amelia Island produce about 50% of Nassau County property taxes and in
2014 is focused on tourism and real estate; not Industrial manufacturing and manufactured goods shipping.
The F.B. Port does not even serve Rayonier, a local mill, that has to truck their output to the Savannah, GA Port for shipment
to Europe.
The Port plan has not even considered the "local area economy" they were chartered to help. The Port plan does ignores
the negative impact of their plans on the
2014 local area tourism (500,000 tourists in 2013) and real estate driven economy. The Port has not even considered the
impact of more trucks, trains and toxic materials on what is now a tourist and real estate based local economy.
As you know the Trail Team goal is to have Amelia Island become the best place in all of Florida to walk, run and bike
safely.
I have been leading that team for about 10 years and hope to continue until we reach that goal.
I presume the City and County goals include having Fernandina Beach and Amelia Island become the best place in all of
Florida to live and visit.
We cannot meet those goals if the Port Plan is implemented causing our river front to be covered with coal dust (as has
been done elsewhere by
Kinder-Morgan)
and with vastly increased trains (along the river front) and truck traffic (on A1A/8th St. our entrance road); traffic that is
not supporting local businesses.
The Port has not followed their state charter to assist the "local"
economy -- which is now focused on tourism and real estate in 2014.
The Port is instead focused on the "Port" economy (run by Kinder Morgan) which still has a 1941 industrial focus without the
high value manufacturing
local jobs. So we are left with a plan to transport goods to support
manufacturing jobs that are elsewhere and transport of toxic materials to serve people elsewhere.
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The Port Commission should be required by the elected leaders of the local area -- city, county and state -- to completely
redo their Port Plan to focus on how they could help the 2014 local tourism and real estate market; as required in the Port
charter, instead of how they can help Kinder Morgan who runs the port.
Thanks for your help on this important matter to Fernandina Beach and Amelia Island.

Phil Scanlan
1832 Village Court Amelia Island, FL 32034
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Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Patricia Davenport <dport77@earthlink.net>
Monday, September 08, 2014 2:59 PM
Kelly Gibson
Port Master Plan Update

Much has already been said about the Port Master Plan Update, most of it negative. And for good reason. The focus
and concern going forward should be what is NOT contained in the Plan Update.
1. The need for expansion is not evident in the Plan Update. Cargo handled by the Port has decreased 55% from 2010
through 2012; there is no data for 2013. No expansion, and certainly not that outlined in the Plan, should be considered
until the Port is operating closer to its capacity. Go back and review the 2002 plan and update that if needed.
2. There is no socioeconomic or fiscal impact analysis of the proposed expansion plan on the community. Clearly, the
expansion plan will impact the City of Fernandina Beach and its tourism based economy. The Port must undertake and
provide a detailed analysis of the Plan Update’s impact on the community before any decision can be made regarding
the Plan Update. The community is a stakeholder in this process. Currently, all that is provided in the Plan Update is the
impact on the Port operations and its future growth.
3. There is no environmental impact analysis in the Plan. A catalog of fish and marine mammals is not the analysis
required, and it is readily apparent that dredging will not be the sole polluting operation. FDEP has given notice of its
intent to issue an air construction permit to Kinder Morgan for its proposed handling and transportation of coal from the
Port. Kinder Morgan has been fined repeatedly for violations in its coal export operations, including a $1 million fine for
violating the Clean Air Act at its Florida Port Manatee terminal. There have also been issues with water pollution at
Kinder Morgan’s coal export operations. While paying fines may be just the cost of doing business, such violations
inevitably result in permanent damage to the environment. Significantly, there is no mention of coal operations in the
Plan Update, although Morgan Kinder is the Port’s partner. A detailed environmental impact analysis should be
provided by the Port regarding marine life and the Class II and Class III waters. Additionally, the Plan Update should be
modified to include coal operations.
4. Other than a statement in the Plan Update that shipping containerized ISA of LNG is “well suited” to the Port, there
are no principles provided for hazard mitigation and protection of human life. If LNG shipping is being considered by the
Port, then the LNG facility must be added to the Plan Update with the separation distances to separate land‐based
facilities from communities and other public areas.
The Port’s Plan Update is not based on need and certainly not based in reality. Only after all of the necessary
information is provided by the Port, can a careful and thorough consideration be made of the proposed Plan Update.
Patricia Davenport
Fernandina Beach
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Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Adrienne Burke
Monday, September 08, 2014 8:57 AM
Marshall, D. McCrary; Kelly Gibson
FW: Port Coal Bulk Coal Handling Facility

More.
Adrienne Burke
Community Development Director
City of Fernandina Beach
204 Ash Street
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034
Office: 904.310.3142
Mobile: 904.557.1521
Fax: 904.310.3460
aburke@fbfl.org
www.fbfl.us/cdd
CDD: Working Together for a Safer Community
Tell us how we’re doing: CDD Customer Feedback
Disclaimer: According to Florida Public Records Law, email correspondence to and from the City of Fernandina
Beach, including email addresses and other personal information, is public record and must be made available to
the public and media upon request, unless otherwise exempt by the Public Records Law. If you do not want your
email address released in response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead,
contact this office by phone or in writing.
From: Phillip Scanlan [mailto:phillipscanlan@comcast.net]
Sent: Sunday, September 07, 2014 3:10 PM
To: DEP Russell Simpson Waste & Air Resource Mgmt
Subject: Fwd: Port Coal Bulk Coal Handling Facility

Subject: Fwd: Port Coal Bulk Coal Handling Facility
Russell Simpson.
DEP -Air Quality

9/7/14

I talked to someone at the DEP a few days
ago who told me Kinder Morgan has assured
The DEP they will keep the coal at the port
"Wet" all the time to avoid coal dust -- which
Is the air pollution potential problem .
The DEP should not simply take the word of Kinder
Morgan that they will in fact keep the coal wet
To avoid air pollution. The DEP should "require"
Good references from all of the cities where
1

Kinder Morgan currently handles coal.
From the below email Charleston, SC is one of several unhappy ports
now living with a lot of coal dust.
Based on reports from
Other cities -- I believe the DEP should deny the
Kinder Morgan request for an air quality permit
To handle coal at the FB Port.
The DEP should not reward past poor behavior
On this issue.

Phil Scanlan
1832 Village Ct.
Amelia Island, Fl. 32034
904-491-8852
Phillipscanlan@comcast.net

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Concerned Friends of Fernandina <bordersofheaven@hotmail.com>
Date: September 7, 2014 at 2:37:55 PM EDT
To: Phil Scanlan <phillipscanlan@comcast.net>
Subject: Port Coal Bulk Coal Handling Facility
Reply-To: Concerned Friends of Fernandina <bordersofheaven@hotmail.com>
Email not displaying correctly? Click here
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Your Future Port of Fernandina ?
Since the public forum at St. Peter's Church-

we have become aware, that even through there have been many
recent PAB meetings regarding Port expansion- the Port
representatives seem to have forgotten to mention that Kinder-Morgan
is asking the Florida Dept of Environmental Protection to revise the air
quality permit for the Port.
Kinder-Morgan is now wanting to transport large quantities of bulk coal
through our community. Unfortunately even the City wasn't kept in

the loop. They were not aware of the request to change the air
quality permit until a concerned citizen thankfully brought it to
their attention at Tuesday night's Commission meeting.
There are only a few days left for the public to respond within the
FDEP's comment period. Comments are due by Sept 9th.
The FDEP air quality proposal says that Kinder-Morgan will trans-load
coal from vessels to hoppers and then transfer to trucks for offsite
delivery; they also will trans-load coal via clamshell to barges for
temporary storage. The coal will then be transferred from the barge via

3

clamshell to the hoppers and then to trucks for offsite delivery.
This is NOT a clean industry. Kinder-Morgan has grown into one of the
largest bulk port operators in the country. They operate coal export
facilities in Virginia, South Carolina, and Louisiana. If you do research,
they have a miserable track record and their existing coal export
operations are well known for blighting neighborhoods and fouling
rivers.
We already have a lot of particulate matter in our air. Coal trains and
trucks release coal dust that can further degrade air quality and expose
the community to dust inhalation. Health effects of coal dust exposure
include: increased asthma, wheezing & cough in children and persons
with respiratory problems.
Numerous studies have shown that the largest concentration of coal
dust escapes near the loading point and the first few miles of the
transport- which includes the downtown Historic District and
surrounding neighborhoods.
Kinder-Morgan operates the Shipyard River Terminal in Charleston,
South Carolina. A typical account from Charleston’s Post and
Courier newspaper reads: "As nearby residents and city officials hack
about gritty air and clogged roads, Kinder-Morgan says it is just filling a
need... Residents say that coal dust from the facility already is polluting
the air in nearby neighborhoods and at the Cooper River Marina".
Kinder-Morgan's permit ( 0890440-001-AC) also states that the hours of
operation are not restricted, i.e. they will allowed to operate
continuously- 24 hours a day/365 days a year. They are saying the
maximum amount they would off-load and transport "is estimated to be
500,000 tons per year of coal".
According to others who have done the math- if 500,000 tons is shipped
by rail, that could translate to an additional 434 train trips through
downtown. Wouldn't this increased rail traffic impact pedestrian and
vehicular traffic downtown? If trucks are used for transport and a truck
carries 15-30 tons per load- that would add 50 more trucks daily
operating 365 days/yr.
Air quality is a large concern but so is water quality. The Master
Plan alludes to utilizing storage at the Pogy Plant. Whether coal is kept
4

on barges or stored at Pogy, this could be devastating for the Egan's
Creek Watershed.
FDEP has plans to approve Kinder-Morgan's request, however they are
still accepting written comments concerning the proposed Draft Permit.
The permit number is 0890440-001-AC. Written comments must be
received by the Permitting Authority by close of business (5:00 p.m.) on
or before the end of the 14-day period after Public Notice was
published. That date is Sept. 9th.

Russell Simpson at the FDEP will be the "point" person for
these issues. PLEASE EMAIL HIM WITH YOUR
CONCERNS. His email address
is russell.simpson@dep.state.fl.us
Given the short window of time before the end of the FDEP
comment period is over (Sept 9th), please call or email each of
your City Commissioners and ask that they request an
Administrative Hearing on behalf of the citizens of Fernandina
Beach and the Historic District. This must be done immediately so
the city can file a petition for the Administrative Hearing before the
deadline!
There is a Port Authority Meeting Sept. 10, 2014 at 6 pm at County
Commission Chambers, James Page Governmental Complex,
Nassau Place, Yulee.
Thank you for participating in the future of our community.
Please encourage others to do the same. Quality of life matters.

As a CFOF supporter or meeting attendee you have been added to our mailing list. To make sure
you continue to receive our e-mails in your inbox (not in your bulk or junk folders), please add
comments@fofgroup.org to your address book or safe sender list.
Forward to a friend
Update your profile
Our mailing address is:
Concerned Friends of Fernandina
2487 Captain Hook Dr
Fernandina Beach, Florida 32034
Add us to your address book

Unsubscribe phillipscanlan@comcast.net from this list
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Copyright (C) 2014 Concerned Friends of Fernandina All rights reserved.
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Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Betty Philemon <bettyphilemon2013@gmail.com>
Monday, September 08, 2014 8:30 AM
Kelly Gibson
Fwd: Port

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Betty Philemon <bettyphilemon2013@gmail.com>
Date: Sunday, September 7, 2014
Subject: Port
To: "kgibson@fb.fl.org" <kgibson@fb.fl.org>

My husband and I moved here 8 years ago for one reason. It's a beautiful, quaint tourist town. We Do Not want
the Port enlarged. It is fine the way it is and currently not functioning at full capacity. We definitely do not want
more trucks on our streets. The infrastructure simply cannot handle it. When people for this change talk about
700 percent ROI, just exactly whose pocket is this going in? Not ours that's for sure. I'm sure you have seen the
site www.sightline.org on Kinder. Where there is smoke, there will be fire. Please reconsider your direction.

-Sent from Gmail Mobile

-Sent from Gmail Mobile
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. 210 N 3rd St - Google Maps
210 N 3rd St
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034

II

Directions

Save

Explore this area
Search nearby pizza shrimp bed and breakfast
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OffiCIAL Htl;uJt~
PRELIMINARY DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT FOR
PORT FACILITIES DEVELOPMENT
FEBNANDINA BEACH, NASSAU COUNTY 1 FJ.ORIDA
SITES A, B AND C
S.:;:r,

\

~

'""9 ..... 1.
°83
-::.6u

THIS AGREEMENT is entered into by and between the OCEAN
HIGHWAY AND PORT AUTHORITY, NASSAU COUNTY, FLORIDA, hereinafter
referred to as "Owner•, and the STATE OF FLORIDA, DEPARTMENT OF
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS, hereinafter referred to as "Department", and
the NORTHEAST ~RIDA REGIONAL PLANNING COUNCIL hereinafter
referred to as "Council", joined by the BOARD Ot COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS OF NASSAU COUNTY, hereinafter referred to as
"County•, subject to all other governmental approvals and solely
at the OWner's own risk.
WHEREAS 1 the Department is the state land planning agency
having the power and duty to exercise general supervision of the
administration and enforcement of Chapter 380, Florida Statutes,
which includes provisions relating to developments of reqional
impact (DRI)f and

!!"'

WHEREAS, The Department is authorized to enter into
preliminary development aqreements pursuant to Subsection
380.06(8), Florida Statutes (1985), and Rule 9J-2.0185, Florida
Administrative Cadet and
WHEREAS, the OWner is a sUbdivision and aqency of the State
of Florida and plans to develop three sites, more particularly
described in the attached Exhibit "A", for a port facility in
Nassau countyr and
WHEREAS, the OWner proposes to develop such port facilities
in Sites A, 8 and c, hereinafter referred to as "the Project",
legal description of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "B"r and
WftEREAS, the OWner at present does not own any of said
property but plans to acquire or lease same over a period of five
(5) years beginninq with the site for Site A (See attached
Exhibit "B"). The Seaboard Systems Railroad owns part of Site A
and Container Corporation of America owns part of Site A, which
will be leasedr ITT Rayonier, Inc., through Rayland, Inc., is the
owner of Site BJ and Elton Stubbs, William I<avanauqh, William
Agricola and o. o. Brown are the owners of Site c, all of whom
are siqnatories to this agreement.
This aqreement for each
signatory shall not take effect until the land owned by that
signatory is either purchased or leased by OWner; and
WHEREAS, the OWner has applied for and received all
necessary pe~ts from·local and state agencies to construct the
project as described in Site A of Exhibit "A" attached heretor
and

I

I

WHEREAS~
the Department agrees that it is in the best
interest of the State of Florida to enter into this agreement
because the OWner is instituting a manatee sighting program. The
stUdy scope, methodology, duration and consultant will be
coordinated and approved by DNR, with the results of the program
submitted to DNR, and

WHEREAS, the
best interest of
agreement because
benefit the region

EXHIBIT
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Department agrees that it is further in the
the State of Florida to enter into this
the owner has aqreed to certain matters to
as described in paragraph 21 and

WHEREAS, the OWner believes it is able to develop Site A;
however they are Willin9 to seek a development order, through the

-

OFACJAL HtVUHU~
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Development of Regional Impact process, for Sites A, B and C, and
under no circumstances shall OWner not do a DRI for Site A, or if
for some reason Site c is not developed, there will be a DRI on
Site B, as well, if it is developed along with Site AJ and

•

WHEREAS, the development of Site A will have no adverse
regional impactsr and
WHEREAS, the owner holds no title or interest to any
property nor plans to acquire any other properties within five
(5) miles of the property as described in the attached Exhibit

"A".

NOW, THEREFORE, for a•td in consideration of the mutual
covenants contained herein, it is hereby understood and agreed as
follows:
(A):
The recitals set forth hereinabove are by
reference incorporated herein and made a part hereof.
1.
'l'he owner asserts and warrants that all the
representations and statements concerning the Project made to the
Department and contained in this agreement are true, accurate and
correct. Based upon said representations and statements, the
Department concludes that this Agreement is in the best interest
of the State, is necessary and beneficial to the Department in
its role as the state agency with the responsibility for the
administration and enforcement of Chapter 380, Florida Statutes,
and reasonably applies and effectuates the provisions and intent
of Chapter 380, Florida Statutes.
The owner will hold a
Pre-application Conference with the Northeast Florida Regional
Planning Council for the development described in Sites A, B and
c of Exhibit "A" within one (1) month from the execution of this
Agreement.
Further, OWner will file an Application for
Development Approval (ADA) for the project as described in
Exhibit "A" by July 1, 1986, and will not withdraw the ADA. The
impacts in Site A shall be reviewed as part of the overall DRI
application.
2.
The owner further agrees to the following as
consideration for the issuance of the pre-development agreement
attached hereto:
(a) OWner aqrees to comply in all ways with Resolution
No. 801 pa&sed by the City Collllllission of Fernandina Beach on
February 20, 1986, attached hereto as Exhibit •c•.
(b)
owner agrees to participate in an island wide
traffic study being prepared by Barton Aschman Associates, Xnc.,
and to pay their proportionate share thereof. The owner's said
participation shall include the study of that portion of Amelia
Island not included in the original study desiqn for the island
wide transportation study.
(c) OWner agrees to participate in the Regional Private
Industry Council employment programs to the maximum extent
possible. The OWner will report to the NEFRPC monthly as to the
extent of this participation.
(d) owner agrees to fund and cause to be developed
through the DRI process an island wide data base map using
CADD/CAM process.
(et
OWner agrees to offer those jobs which become
available through this project to qualified Nassau County
citizens on a first priority basis. Owner further agrees to
monitor these hiring practices quarterly and provide the
Northeast Florida Regional Planning Council with such a report.
3.
Prior to the Development Order, owner anticipates
handling general and containerized cargo.
Examples (without
limitation) include (i) lumber, (ii) liner board, (iii) waste
paper, (iv) wood pulp, (v) rip rap, (vi) ocean containers, and
(vii) steel.
They will handle no petroleum products or
hazardous/toxic materials.

.I
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4. OWner will be anchoring a 40' x 200 1 barge with platform
to shore along with (4) temporary dolphins for mooring
capabil:l.ties. The barge and dolphins will be located in the
footprint of the permanent pier as permitted and within the
submerged land lease area of the Department of Natural Resources.
The barge will be used for the loading and unloading of
construction material while the permanent pier is being built.
The barge will also be used as a temporary dock facilit~· for
barges and other small vessels. It is estimated that the barge
will remain in place for approximately one year, at which time
the construction proqress will cover the area requiring their
removal. The Corps of Engineers has permitted this temporary
measure.
5. Time is of the essence. Failure to timely attend the
Pre-application Conference or to timely file the ADA or to
otherwise fail to diligently proceed in qood faith to obtain a
final development order shall constitute a breach of tbis
Aqreement.
In the event of such a breach, the Owner shall
immediately cease all development of the Project, includinq the
preliminary development authorized by this Aqreement.
6. 'l'here are no archaeological sites located on Site A.
See letter attached hereto as Exhibit "D".
7. Prior to the issuance of a final development order,
owner may commence to develop Site A of Exhibit •A• to the extent
as described in the Engineering Study for the Port of Fernandina,
!'lorida, by Harbor Engineering Company. The remaining Sites B
and C of Exhibit •A• shall remain undeveloped until the issuance
of a final DRI development order.
8. So long as the Department determines that the Owner is
in compliance with this Agreement, the Department shall not
initiate enforcement action, includinq any proceedinq to enjoin
any development within that described in Site A of Exhibit "A".
9. In the event that the owner fails to comply with any of
the terms or conditions stipulated in this Aqreement, or if there
is any other development beyond that specifically authorized
herein, or if this Aqreement is based upon materially inaccurate
information, the Department may terminate this Agreement or file
suit to enforce this Aqreement as provided in Sections 380.06 and
380.11, Florida Statutes, includinq a suit to enjoin all
development activities of owner on those real properties
described in Sites A, B and c of Exhibit "A11 , including the
development allowed in paragraph 4 above. This Agreement may be
introduced as evidence by either party in any proceeding brought
to enforce the terms of this Agreement to establish the intent of
the parties and their respective rights and obligations with
respect to the development described herein.
10. 'l'he owner shall not claim vested rights, or assert
equitable estoppel, arising from this Agreement or any
expenditures or actions taken in reliance on this Agreement to
continue with the total proposed development beyond the
preliminary development. This Agreement shall not entitle the
OWner to a final development order approving the total proposed
development nor to particular conditions in a final development
order.
11. Nothinq in this Aqreement shall constitute a waiver by
any party of the right to appeal any development order pursuant
to Section 380.07, !'lorida Statutes.
12. The restrictions and conditions of the final development
order issued pursuant to Chapter 380 , Florida Statutes, shall
supersede the restrictions and conditions upon devel.opment ol!
this Agreement.
13. 'l'he owner an~ Department aqree that if the ocean Highway
and Port Authority does not undertake the development of Sites B

l

J

and c of the port developmtOffii:IALtb!w,lf}S:ean Highway and . Port
Authority will still submit an APA for tne development allowed on
Site A.
14. This Agreement affects the rights and obligations of the
parties under Chapter 380, Florida Statutes. It is not intended
to determine or influence the authority or decisions of any other
state or local government or agency in issuance of any other
permits or approvals which might be required by state law or
local ordinance for any development authorized by this Agreement.
This Agreement shall not prohibit the Northeast Florida Regional
Planning Council from reviewing or commenting on any regional
issue that the regional planning council determines should be
included in the regional planninq council's report on the ADA.
15. The terms and condition~ of this Agreement shall inure
to the benefit of and be binding upon the heirs, personal
representatives, successors and assigns of the parties hereto.
The owner shall ensure and provide that any successor in interest
in and to any lands or parcels affected by this Agreement is
bound by the terms of this A9reement. 'lhe OWner shall record
this Agreement in the Official Records of Nassau County, Florida,
and shall provide the Department with a copy of the recorded
Agreement including Book and Page nua~er within two (2) weeks of
the date of this Agreement.
16.
'l'he date of execution of this Agreement shall be the
date that the last party signs and acknowledges this Agreement.

Signed, sealed and delivered
in th
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STATE OF FLORIDA

COUNTY OF NASSAU
--The foreqoin instrument was acknowledged before me
this p.~~
day of
'
, 1986, by E. E. LASSERRE ·
and BARBARA A. THORNTON as c a rman and Secretary, respectively,
of the OCEAN HIGHWAY AND PORT AUTHORITY, NASSAU COUN'l'Y, FLORIDA,
on behalf of said authority.
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COUNTY OF DUVAL
~-·fhe fore;oin
this .,...~ day of -..:~=::...::=-=:::~
ana ------------------~~

REGIONAL PLANNING

My

CoDUilission .Expires: ,

· ·
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tlarARY PUBUC. STATE OF flORIDA
fJI t:.xnmJsslon Exp~es llaxll, 198&

STATE OF FLORIDA
COUNTY OF NASSAU
~~
Jhe foreqoNg
i~strument was acknowledged before me
this ~day of
1 1986 1 by JAMES TESTONE and T.
J. GREESON, Who are ecairman and Clerk, respectively, .of the
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF NASSAU COUNTY, on behalf of said

Board.

~ ML rL ~~:tifJ~. l l
N~cTstate 'Of~
Florida at Large
My

.:.' :'

commission Expir~s :·: · ·

NOTARY PUBUC, STATE OF ri.,Oft!D-' .,
.., commiSsion pP!res Nov. 2, '198~ • •
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STATE OF FLORIDA
COUNTY OF DUVAL
this

25th

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me
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I, VICKI P. wnG\!l'E, City Clel:k of the City of Fernandil1a Beach,

Florida, DO BERE:BY CERm'Y, tbat the attached Besolut:ion Nuntler 801
:j

was duly

adopted by the City Qmntssian of the City of Fe:mandina Beach,

Florida, on the 20th day of FebruaJ:y, 1986, A.D. and that said Resolution
has been c:arpu;ed by me with the original tllereof recxn:ded in the
official Resol.Uticn Elcck of the City caantssjon of the City of Femancllna
Beach, Florida, and that it 1a a COJ:reCt tzMscript theref:tan and of the

lttbJle of said original,
IN wrmESS 'iiiERmF, I have hereunto set

my hand ana

the Seal of

the said City of Fernandina Beach, Florida, this 24th day of February,

1986, A.D.
IS&U.l

VICKI P •

w:IR;M'E

City CleJ:l:
City of FextliUidina Beach, Florida
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RESOLUTION NUMBER 801

1..::.:;

CITY OF FERNA!IlDINA BEACH, FLORIDA

WHEREAS, the Ocean, Highway and Port Authority of Nassau
County, Florida, has applied to the Department of Community
Affairs of the State of Florida for a Preliminary Development
Agreement for the development of Site "A" of the proposed port
facility (consisting of Sites "A", "B" and "C"); and
WHEREAS, the City Commission of the City of Fernandina
Beach, Florida, has determined it to be in the best interests of
the citizens of the said City that the Preliminary Development
Agreement be approved subject to certain conditions.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE PEOPLE OF THE CITY

OF FER.'fANDINA BEACH, FLORIDA, that the Department of Colllllunity
Affairs is hereby requested to approve the Preliminary Development Agreement for the development of Site "A" of the proposed
port facility as submitted by the Ocean, Highway and Port
Authority of Nassau County, subject to the following conditions:
1)

-

-·3

The port will not import nor export petroleum products,
coal or hazardous materials without re-submitting an
amended ADA/DRI.
2) Equitable annual fees will be negotiated to fund City
services normally funded through ad valorem taxes,
These incl~de fire and police protection, street
maintenance, administrative and recreation services.
3) There will be no exemption from fees which fund City
wastewater treatment and sanitation (trash and garbag~)
services.
4a) Impact fees imposed by City Ordinance Number 704 and
others for capital improvements will be paid at the
time construction permits are issued. These fees are
specifically dedicated to facilities for:
a) Wastewater Treatment
b) Fire Protection
c) Police Protection
d) Sanitation
e) Recreation
f) Administration
4b) If completed application(&) for con6truction permits
are not made within two (2) years from current date,
all project approvals by the City s~ll lapse and be
of no further force or effect,
5) The operators of the port will compile a code governing
the operations of vessels and vehicles using the port
facilities, and this code will be submitted to the
City Commission of the City of Fernandina Beach for
approval and incorporation in the City code prior to
the start of port operations. The code shall include
all applicable international, federal and state regulations and specific rules regarding hurricane conditions, long term mooring of vessels, normal working
hours, and no-wake zones.
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The wording of the last sentence of Paragraph 2 of
the current version of the Pr~liminary Development
Agreement should be revised to read "However, the
impacts of Part A shall be reviewed and combined with
the overall DRI application".

ADOPTED this 20th day of February, 1986.
CITY OF FERNANDINA BEACH, FLORIDA

A'l'TEST:~P• {.2)~~b_
WINGtl
City Clerk
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Mayor/Commissioner
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RESOLUTION NO.

962

A RESOLUTION GRANTING APPROVAL OF DEVELOPMENT OF REGIONAL
IMPACT FOR THE PORT OF FERNANDINA, PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 380,
FLORIDA STATUTES, AND ESTABLISHING THE CONDITIONS OF SUCH
APPROVAL.
WHEREAS, the owner or authorized agent of the owner of
that certain property located in Blocks 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 56, 57,
58, 59, 60, 64 and 65, and Water Lots 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and
14, as shown in the shaded area in the attached Exhibit "A", has
applied for development approval of a Development of Regional
Impact (DRI) on the described property; and
WHEREAS, the Northeast Florida Regional Planning Council
has considered the application and made its report and
recommendations thereon; and
WHEREAS, the City of Fernandina Beach Planning Advisory
Board has considered such application and made its report and
recommendations thereon; and
WHEREAS, a Notice of Public Hearing on the proposed
Development of Regional Impact was advertised in the Fernandina
Beach News leader,
a newspaper of general circulation in
Fernandina Beach, Florida, on November 9, 1988; and
WHEREAS, a public hearing was held on such application by
the City Commission of the City of Fernandina Beach, Florida, on
January 10, 1989, and on February 14, 1989; and
WHEREAS, after consideration of the testimony and evidence
presented on such application and at the public hearings thereon,
and of the reports and recommendations of the Northeast Florida
Regional Planning Council and the Planning Advisory Board, the
City Commission makes the following findings:
A. That the proposed development is not in an area
of critical state concern, as defined in F.S. §380.05.
B.
That
the
proposed
development
does
not
unreasonably interfere with the achievement of the objectives of
any adopted state, regional and local land development plan
applicable to the area.
C. That the proposed development is consistent with
the Comprehensive Plan and development regulations of the City of
Fernandina Beach.
D. That the proposed development is consistent with
the report and recommendations of the Northeast Regional Planning
Council (NEFRPC), dated February 2, 1989.
E.
That the City Commission is authorized and
empowered under F. S. §380. 06 to issue the Development Order
approving the application for development.
F.
That the approval of the application
development and issuance of the Development Order will
adversely affect the public interest of health, safety
welfare.

for
not
and

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the CITY COMMISSION of
the CITY of FERNANDINA BEACH, FLORIDA, at its meeting duly
assembled and called, that the Application for Development
Approval, submitted September 23, 1986, and Amended Application
for Development Approval, submitted June 7, 1988, (ADA), by the
OCEAN HIGHWAY and PORT AUTHORITY of Nassau County, Florida,
Applicant, be, and the same is, hereby, approved; subject to the
following conditions:
~..........NE-.um~

l; -1·
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GENERAL CONDITIONS

1.
The Port of Fernandina Application for Development
Approval
(ADA) submitted September 23,
1986,
the P~r~ of
Fernandina Amended ADA submitted June 7, 1988, the Prell.m~nary
Development Agreement entered into in April, 1986, the First
Amendment to the PDA entered into May 26, 1987; the Second
amendment to the PDA entered into on February 29, 1988, and all
commitments
therein,
as well
as
the Port of Fernandina
Sufficiency Response Document submitted August 17, 1988, plus
additional information submitted to the NEFRPC and the City of
Fernandina Beach by the applicant I developer during the review
period September 23, 1986, to. February ____ , 198?, are by
reference incorporated herein as ~f fully set out here~n.
2.
Any subsequent owner/developer or assignee shall be
Gubject to the provisions contained herein.
~
The City Manager is hereby designated as the person
responsible for monitoring the development for compliance with
this Development Order.

4. The Applicant shall commence the uncompleted physical
development no later than June 1, 1989, and shall complete such
development no later than June 1, 1990.
5.
Until February 13, 1990, the approved development of
regional impact shall not be subject to down-zoning, unit density
reduction,
or
intensity
reduction,
unless
the
City
can
demonstrate the substantial changes in the conditions underlying
the approval of the development order have occurred or the
development
order
was
based
on
substantially
inaccurate
information provided by the developer or that the change is
clearly established by City to be essential to the public health,
safety or welfare.
6.
An annual monitoring report shall be prepared and
submitted by the
applicant or subsequent developer(s)
in
accordance with Section 380. 06, F. S. , to the Northeast Florida
Regional Planning Council, Department of Community Affairs, and
the City of Fernandina Beach, no later than February 28 of each
year until buildout, commencing February 28, 1989.
The annual
report shall include:
6.1
A description of any changes made in the
proposed plan of development, phasing, or in the representations
contained in the Application for Development Approval (ADA) since
the DRI received approval, and any actions (substantial deviation
or non-substantial deviation determinations) taken by local
government to address these changes.
6. 2
A summary comparison of development activity
proposed and actually conducted during the preceding calendar
year, and projected for the ensuing calendar year, to include:
site improvements, gross floor area constructed by land use type,
location, and phase with appropriate maps.
6.3 An identification by location, size, and buyer of
any undeveloped tracts of land in the development that have been
sold to a separate person, entity or developer, with map(s) which
show the parcel(s) or sub-parcel(s) involved.
6.4 A description of any lands purchased or optioned
within one mile of the original DRI site by the Nassau County
Ocean Highway and Port Authority, any members of the Nassau
County Ocean Highway and Port Authority, or any persons or
corporations tied to the Nassau County Ocean Highway and Port
Authority through joint members or funding mechanism subsequent
to issuance of the development order. Identify such land, its
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size, and intended use on a site plan and map.
6.5 A listing of any substantial local, state, and
federal permits which have been obtained, applied for, or denied,
Specify the agency, type of
during this reporting period.
permit, parcel, location(s) and activity for each.
6. 6 Describe any moratorium on development imposed
by a regulatory agency.
Specify the type of moratorium,
duration, cause and remedy.
6.7 Provide a synopsis of the operating parameters
of the potable water, wastewater, and solid waste facilities
serving the development area for the preceding year.
6.8
An
assessment
of
the
applicant's,
successor's,
and
local
government's
compliance
with
conditions and commitments contained in the application
development approval.

any
all
for

6. 9
Any
changes
to
the
previously
reported
stormwater plans, design criteria, or planting and maintenance
programs shall be reported each year in the monitoring reports.
6.10
Any known incremental DRI applications for
development approval or requests for a substantial deviation
determination that were filed in the reporting year and to be
filed during the next year.
6.11 Any change in local government jurisdiction for
any portion of the development since the development order was
issued.
6.12 Copies of monitoring reports completed during
the previous year on the created wetlands and stormwater/wetland
systems as required by permitting agencies.
6.13 A description of new and/or improved roadways,
traffic
control
devices
or
other
transportation
facility
improvements to be constructed or provided by the applicant or
governmental entity to accommodate the total existing and
anticipated traffic demands.
6.14
Provide a
statement certifying that the
Northeast Florida Regional Planning Council, Department of
CommUt;ity Affairs, City of Fernandina Beach, and all affected
agenc~es
have been sent copies of the annual report in
conformance with Subsections 380.06(15) and (18), F.S.
SPECIFIC CONDITIONS
7.
AIR QUALITY:
The following fugitive dust control
measures shall be undertaken during the life of the Port of
Fernandina project:
7.1
All exposed/barren solids within the project
boundary shall be treated with mulch, liquid resinous adhesives,
moistening or other means to suppress fugitive dust.
7.2
Soil and other material deposited on paved
streets by earth-moving equipment, vehicular traffic, or soil
erosion as a result of port activities shall be promptly removed.
8. AIR QUALITY: Should coal be shipped into the Port of
Fernandina, the applicant shall comply at a minimum with the
following conditions which may be required by FDER:
8.1
The maximum allowable
pollutant is as follows:

-3-

emission rate

for

each

Regulation

Pollutant

Emission Rate
lbs/hr
TPY

Unconfined
Particulate matter

17-2.610(3)

(See #8.2)

8.2 Unconfined particulate matter emissions shall be
controlled by complying with the reasonable precautions listed
below, but shall not be limited to those listed:
a.

b..
c.

The wind speed shall be continuously monitored
and recorded during all periods of operation with
the date and time indicated on the recorder chart
paper.
All operations shall cease when the wind speed
exceeds 18 mph for any 5 minute period.
Coal drop heights shall not exceed
1.
2.
3.

2 ft. from grab bucket (clamshell)
3 ft. from front-end loader
5 ft. from all other drops.

8.3 All trucks and railcars shall be cleaned and the
coal covered before leaving the port, including cleaning the
truck tires to prevent out-tracking.
wet.

8. 4

All surface areas and roadways shall be kept

8.5

Fire prevention practices shall be used.

8.6

Ship unloading via self-unloading system shall:
l.

2.
3.
8.7

Ship unloading via clamshell shall:
l.

2.
3.
8.8

unload all of the coal into the receiving
hopper;
have dust control shield at end of boom and
adjustable transfer control; and
use water sprays.

unload all of the coal into the receiving
hopper;
use clamshell bucket with tight lip and
inspect the lip daily; and
not allow the clamshell grab to exceed 75%
of the bucket capacity.

Hopper receiving coal from ship shall:
1.
2.

8.9

have wind walls on three sides;
have water sprays with protection from
damage by clamshell; and
3. have adjustable dust control for
transferring coal to stacker,
conveyor, railcar and/or truck.
Conveyor to stacker shall:
1.
2.
3.
4.

8.10

be a deep-V belt;
have an incline angle not to exceed 15°;
be inverted at stacker end to prevent coal
particles from falling on return;
and
be inverted again at the hopper end.

Stacker shall:
1.
2.

have an adjustable transfer control; and
use water sprays.
-4-
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8.11
railcar shall:

Front-end loader from stockpile to truck or
1.
2.
3.
4.

not exceed 15 mph;
not exceed 75% of bucket capacity;
have rubber tires; and
keep all of travel area wet.

8.12 Front-end loader from stockpile to hopper No. 2
near stockpile shall:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

not exceed 15 mph;
not exceed 75% of bucket capacity;
have rubber tires; and
keep all of travel area wet.
have wind walls on 3 sides of hopper; and
use water sprays during hopper loading.

8.13 Conveyor from hopper No. 2 to pulp mill shall
not be constructed.
8. 14

Loading conveyor to barge from hopper No.

2

shall:
1.
2.
8.15.
1.

2.
3.

8.16

Conveyor to barge shall:
Be a deep-V belt;
.
Have an incline angle not to exceed ;!:_~,?;
Be inverted at stacker end to prevent coal
particles from falling on return.

Conveyor discharge into barge shall:
1.
2.
3.

8.17

use an adjustable transfer control; and
use water spray.

have dust control shield at end of conveyor
boom;
use an adjustable transfer control; and
use water spray.

Coal stockpile shall:
1.
2.

use wind walls/screens; and
use water sprays.

8.18 DER Jacksonville Office and the City of Fernandina
Beach shall be notified four (4) days prior to unloading the
first ship.
9. 1 WETLANDS: Any development within the 4. 1 acres of
wetlands, including but not limited to the conjunction of
stormwater facilities, can only take place after determination by
the Northeast Florida Regional Planning Council of adequate
mitigation to the regional impacts associated with the loss of
4.1 acres of wetlands. The NEFRPC will request comments on the
proposed plan from the Department of Environmental Regulation,
Department of Natural Resources, Florida Game and_ Fresh Water Fish
Commission, Army Corps of Engineers, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, as to the adequacy of the mitigation to offset the
impacts associated with the filling of the wetlands.
9.2 Approval by the NEFRPC will not be unreasonably
withheld if regional impacts are mitigated.
If filling is
approved, the acres to be filled and the subject mitigation shall
be incorporated into this Development Order for the Port of
Fernandina prior to any filling taking place.
The NEFRPC's
decision and any recommendations will be issued to Fernandina
Beach. Any development or otherwise filling of any of the 4.1

-s-
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acres of wetlands prior to incorporation into the Port of
Fernandina Development Order shall constitute a substantial
deviation for the entire project requiring further DRI review.
10.1 ESTUARIES:
If the 4.1 acres of wetlands are not
filled, a 25-foot vegetative buffer shall be maintained between
all port development and the adjacent 4.1 acres of salt marsh at
the northeast end of the project.
10.2 If filling of the wetlands is allowed, a 25foot vegetative buffer shall be maintained between all port
development and any adjacent wetlands.
10.3
Any encroachment on the 25-foot buffer area
shall constitute a substantial deviation, subject to further
Development of Regional Impact review, as stipulated in Chapter
380.06(19), Florida Statutes.
11.
LAND RESOURCES:
Resinous adhesives, mulch or other
means to reduce soil erosion shall be used on barren and
landscaped areas including unpaved roads and parking lots, and
material stockpiles.
12. FLOODPLAIN. The developer shall meet all floodplain
regulations established by the City of Fernandina Beach, and
shall coordinate with the City of Fernandina Beach Building
Official to ensure that all finished floor elevations and all
permanent mechanical and electrical equipment are constructed at
or above the 100-year flood levels.
13.
VEGETATION AND WILDLIFE.
As the applicant has
committed, wharf bumpers shall be installed on all dock/pier/
wharf bulkheads at the Port of Fernandina at the time of
construction to prevent manatee crushing.
These bumpers shall
extend at least five feet from the dock/pier/wharf face, and
shall be inspected monthly and replaced if and when necessary.
Unless approved by all appropriate licensing agencies, the
applicant shall ensure that all grassbeds and other manatee food
sources are not impacted by this project, and shall immediately
install
and
maintain manatee
caution
signs
and manatee
information displays on the Port of Fernandina site.
If
sufficient wharf bumpers are not installed on all docks/piers to
protect manatees, and/ or grass beds or other food sources are
impacted and/or caution signs and information displays are not
installed, such action(s) shall be subject to further Development
of Regional Impact review, as stipulated in Section 380.06(19),
Florida Statutes.
14.1 HISTORICAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES. The applicant
shall protect the on-site bluff from erosion and shall prevent
damage to the historic structures on the bluff by either
immediately
banking
adequate
soil
against
the
bluff
or
immediately constructing a concrete retaining wall against the
bluff.
If soil is not banked against the bluff or a concrete
retaining wall is not constructed along the bluff, such action
shall constitute a substantial deviation, subject to further
Development of Regional Impact review, as stipulated in Chapter
380.06(19), Florida Statutes.
14.2
If
any
historical
and/or
archaeological
resources are discovered on the Port of Fernandina site during
the development process, the applicant shall immediately notify
the Division of Historical Resources and the Northeast Florida
Regional Planning Council
(NEFRPC).
No disruption of the
findings shall be permitted and no development as defined under
Section 380. 04, F. S. , shall occur in the area of the findings
until such time as the Division of Historical Resources has
surveyed the findings and determined significance and appropriate
protection measures. The applicant and any subsequent owner/
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developer or assignee shall be subject to all conditions
determined by the NEFRPC and the Florida Division of Historical
Resources. Any failure to report subsequent findings, disruption
of findings, and/or development in an area of findings prior to
consent by the Division of Historical Resources shall constitute
a substantial review, as stipulated in Section 380.06(19),
Florida Statutes.
15.
ECONOMY AND EMPLOYMENT.
To aid the Port of
Fernandina in meeting its commitment to offer jobs to Nassau
County citizens on a first-priority basis, the applicant shall be
required to enter into a First Source Agreement with the
Northeast Florida Private Industry Council within 90 days of an
executed Development Order for the project.
Failure to enter
into the First Source Agreement shall constitute a substantial
~viation,
subject to further Development of Regional Impact
~tJ;_veview, as stipulated in Section 380. 06(1), Florida Statutes.
'

16.
WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT.
Development shall occur
concurrent with the provision of adequate central wastewater
treatment service. Septic tanks shall not be allowed to occur on
the Port of Fernandina site, as the applicant has committed. The
applicant shall bear the cost of utility improvements required to
provide central wastewater treatment service to this project from
the appropriate sewer force main.

17.1 DRAINAGE. No further development shall occur at the
Port of Fernandina until all mitigation measures of all
environmental permits have been fully met to the satisfaction of
the appropriate agency(ies), and documentation of such mitigating
measures and agency satisfaction has been provided to the City of
Fernandina Beach, Nassau County Planning Department, Department
of Community Affairs, and the Northeast Florida Regional Planning
Council. Any development on the Port of Fernandina site prior to
submittal of such mitigation report to all of the above agencies
shall constitute a substantial deviation, and the project shall
be subject to further Development of Regional Impact review as
stipulated in Chapter 380.06(19)
17. 2 The applicant shall design and construct the
surface water management system to maintain the natural
hydroperiod within all wetlands not permitted by the Department
of Environmental Regulation for stormwater management use, and to
maintain the natural functions and values of these wetlands. Any
alteration of the natural hydroperiod and/or function of such
wetlands shall constitute a substantial deviation, subject to
further Development of Regional Impact review, as stipulated in
Section 380.16(19), Florida Statutes.
17.3 Stormwater management detention ponds shall be
constructed and maintained to provide a vegetated littoral zone
with side slopes less steep than four foot; one foot (horizontal/
vertical) out to a depth of three feet below normal water
surface, at a minimum, and shall be planted with appropriate
native vegetation. The percentage of stormwater management pond
area which shall be used to calculate the size and extent of
littoral zones shall be determined by the Department of
Environmental Regulation.
17.4
Development shall occur concurrent
continguous, functioning stormwater management system.

with

a

18.1
WATER SUPPLY.
The applicant shall immediately
review the St. Johns River Water Management District records for
all recorded water wells on the Port of Fernandina property and
shall survey the Port property for existing \'Tater wells at the
initiation of his project.
All water wells discovered during
this survey, and any future wells discovered during the
development process, shall be reported immediately to the St.
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Johns River Water Management District.
All wells shall be
adequately identified and protected from construction activities
by such means as fencing the area of the well(s). All existing
water wells shall be properly plugged and abandoned by a SJRWMD
licensed water well contractor and registered driller, unless
otherwise stipulated by the SJRWMD.
The applicant shall be
responsible for all water wells which are discovered before,
during and after development of this property.
Any failure to
report on-site water wells to the SJRWMD and/or failure to comply
with SJRWMD stipulations for such wells shall constitute a
substantial deviation, subject to further Development of Regional
Impact review, as stipulated in Section 380.06(19), Florida
Statutes.
18.2
Water
conservation
measures
shall
be
incorporated in all development at the Port of Fernandina,
including but not limited to the use of water-saving plumbing
devices, drought resistant native vegetation for landscaping,
limited
irrigation
during
drought
conditions,
and
all
requirements of Section 553.14, Florida Statutes.
19.
INDUSTRIAL DUMP SITE.
Within 45 days of issuance
hereof, the applicant shall provide a report on the former
industrial
dump
site to
the Department
of Environmental
Regulation, City of Fernandina Beach, Nassau County Planning
Department, Department of Community Affairs, and the Northeast
Florida Regional Planning Council for comment and approval, prior
to initiation of any development on this site, and this plan
shall be incorporated into the development order for the Port of
Fernandina project.
The report shall include, at a minimum, a
definition of the industrial dump site in terms of size, types of
wastes, evidence of soils, surface water, or ground water
contamination, source of the wastes, and method and location of
treatment and disposal; a proposal for eliminating the dump site;
and a proposal for a monitoring program to determine any
environmental effects of the site.
Failure to implement this
recommendation shall constitute a substantial deviation, subject
to further Development of Regional Impact review, as stipulated
in Section 380.06(19), Florida Statutes.
20.
SOLID WASTE. Within 45 days of issuance hereof, the
applicant shall submit a solid waste volume reduction plan for
the Port of Fernandina to the City of Fernandina Beach, and
comment and to Nassau County for review and approval.
The plan
shall be compatible with existing and proposed Nassau County
collection
facilities
designed
to
accommodate
recycling,
compaction, garbage separation and any other reduction programs,
and shall be immediately incorporated into the development order
and implemented.
21.
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS.
Within 45 days of issuance
hereof, the applicant shall provide a hazardous materials/waste
contingency plan, compatible with 33 CFR Chapter 1, Part 126, to
the Department of Environmental Regulation, Department of Natural
Resources, U.S. Coast Guard, City of Fernandina Beach Planning
Department, City of Fernandina Beach Fire Department, Nassau
County Planning Department, Department of Community Affairs, and
the Northeast Florida Regional Planning Council for review and
approval, and this plan shall be incorporated by reference
herein.
The contingency plan shall, at a minimum, outline a
specific procedures which shall be implemented during the
handling, use and/or storage of all hazardous materials/wastes at
the Port of Fernandina, as well as all available equipment,
staff, and procedures which shall be used for containment and
clean-up of any future spills.
Failure to implement this
recommendation shall constitute a substantial deviation, subject
to further Development of Regional Impact review, as stipulated
in Section 380.06(19), Florida Statutes.
22.

FUEL SPILLS.

Within 45 days of issuance hereof, the
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applicant shall provide a hazardous/fuel spill contingency plan to
the Department of Environmental Regulation,
the City of
Fernandina Beach, the Nassau County Planning Department, the
Department of Community Affairs, and the Northeast Florida
Regional Planning Council for review and approval, and this plan
shall be incorporated herein. The contingency plan shall, at a
minimum, outline all available equipment, staff, and procedures
for containment and clean-up of any future spills at the Port of
Fernandina.
Failure to implement this recommendation shall
constitute
a
substantial
deviation,
subject
to
further
Development of Regional Impact review, as stipulated in Section
380.06(19), Florida Statues.
23 .1.
PUBLIC SAFETY.
The applicant shall immediately
coordinate with the City of Fernandina Beach Fire Department and
Public Works Department to ensure that adequate water mains are
in place to supply the necessary fire flow to this project, as
determined by the City Fire Department. All future, development
to addition to that allowed under the Preliminary Development
shall occur concurrent with adequate fire flow capacity to this
project. The applicant shall install a fifth fire hydrant on the
north end of the dock, and a drafting hydrant near the
Intracoastal Waterway, as required by the City of Fernandina Beach
Fire Department.
23.2 The developer shall provide information to the
City's Fire Inspectors concerning the size and height of all
structures, maximum fire flow rate of the water system, internal
fire suppression and life safety mechanisms such as sprinkler
systems (pursuant to Life Safety Code NFPA 101), construction/
complex standards, and plans for each building, at the time
application for a building permit is made with the City.
23.3 Failure to implement Sections 23.1 or 23.2 shall
constitute
a
substantial
deviation,
subject
to
further
Development of Regional Impact review, as stipulated in Section
380.06(19), Florida Statutes.
23.4 The Applicant shall provide the necessary fire
flow to this project according to the specifications agreed upon
by the Fernandina Beach Fire Department, by fire pump on the dock
prior to a certificate of occupancy being issued.
24.1 TRANSPORTATION. Prior to any further construction
activities at the Port of Fernandina, an additional westbound
left turn lane shall be put in place by additional signalization
of lights and striping on Sadler Road (SR 108) at 8th Street (SR
200 /US AlA) .
24.2
Prior to approval of the 610-foot dock
extension proposed by the applicant, an additional northbound
right turn lane on 8th Street (SR 200/US AlA) at Sadler Road
shall be addressed.
24.3
These improvements shall be designed and
constructed according to Florida Department of Transportation
(FDOT) standards.
In addition, any necessary modification of
signal timing and phasing as approved by FDOT shall have been
implemented and in operation. The applicant shall be responsible
for all improvements to Dade Street as agreed upon by the City of
Fernandina Beach.
25.
PDA.
All commitments and conditions made in the
original PDA and subsequent amendments to the PDA which have not
been met shall become conditions of the Development Order for the
project.
ADDITIONAL APPLICANT COMMITMENTS
The following additional applicant commitments are hereby
-9-
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stated above which conflict with the following shall supersede
adopted as specific conditions of this approval. Any conditions
the following:
26. All exposed surfaces will be revegetated with grass,
ground cover, and/or shrubs as soon as possible following
construction.
27.

New plantings will be irrigated to promote growth.

28. Wetting of soil will be undertaken if wind erosion
should occur.
29,
If water erosion should occur, temporary water
management practices shall be implemented including the use of
hay bales, mulch, sod or geotextiles.
30.
All runoff from the site will be filtered by the
stormwater system which will include final discharge through a
wetland system.
31. All contractors will be required to maintain spill
containment and clean up equipment on their barges.
32.

No new deep wells are proposed for the site.

33. The stormwater system will eliminate all untreated
runoff to the Amelia River.
34. A 20-foot wide area behind the existing dock will be
planted with spartina,
area.

35.

One acre of wetland will be created in the detention

36.
All
finished
floor
elevations
for
habitable
structures will be constructed at or above the appropriate flood
elevation.
37. Permanent mechanical and electrical equipment will be
constructed at or above the 100-year flood levels.
38.
To minimize the impact of flood waters on the
facilities, the site will be graded to allow for thorough
drainage while following the appropriate water management
criteria set forth by the St. Johns Water Management District and
local agencies.
39. The Port will continue to participate in a program to
document all sightings of Right whales by Port pilots,
40. Wharf bumpers which extend at least 5 feet out from
the dock will be used on the new dock extension to protect
manatees and other marine animals from being crushed.

41. A vegetative visual barrier will be planted to ensure
that the project does not negatively impact the Historic District
or adjoining residential district.
42. Site plans depicting mitigation measures will be sent
to the Florida Division of Historical Resources, as they become
available, for comment and review.
43. Licensed marine sanitary haulers will be contracted
for sanitary sewage disposal of cargo ships at dock.
44. Site facilities have been designed to conserve fuel
for mechanical handling facilities and other gasoline powered
vehicles and equipment by minimizing haul distances wherever
-10-
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possible for the facilities, vehicles, and equipment.
45. New buildings will be designed to conserve energy to
the extent that the building code demands.
46. Mechanical and electrical equipment will be properly
maintained to provide maximum efficiency.
LOCAL CONDITIONS
47. The Port of Fernandina will be subject to all Federal
regulations concerning marine terminal operations and safety,
i.e. , Code of Federal Regulations 33 Parts 1-99, which contain
current regulations of the U.S. Coast Guard and Department of
Transportation governing all ports, wharves, and adjacent land
activities on or about navigable waters of the United States.
Particularly incorporated into the port operation procedures are
the following:
a.

Subchapter P, Part 160 - Ports and Waterways
Safety

b.

Subchapter 0, Part 153 - Control of Pollution by
Oil and Hazardous Substances,
Discharge Removal

c.

Subchapter L, Part 126 - Handling of Explosives
or Other Dangerous Cargoes within
or Continguous to Waterfront
Facilities

d.

Subchapter L, Part 125 - Identification
Credentials for Persons Requiring
Access to Waterfront Faciltiies
or Vessels

48.
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS:
The Port of Fernandina will
make part of this Development Order, their Fire/Hazardous
Materials/Oil S~ill Control Manual, dated June 4, 1987, revised
December 28, 19 8, and February 16, 1989. This manual outlines
all available equipment, the location of said equipment, specific
procedures which shall be implemented during the handling, use
and/or storage of hazardous materials/wastes and procedures for
containment and clean-up of any spills that might occur at the
Port of Fernandina.
48.1
The City Fire Department has a hazardous
materials truck. Applicant will provide equipment and materials
that could be used by the Fire Department personnel.
Such
equipment and materials could consist of detection equipment,
patching material, plugging material, and non-sparking tools.
Cost of providing these additional materials/equipment shall not
exceed four thousand dollars ($4,000.00).
48.2 Applicant will also have available on the dock
site materials and equipment that would be used in the
containment of hazardous materials such as absorbent boom and
pads, gloves, boots, etc.
48.3 This equipment and materials will be kept in a
container on the dock site so as to be available for emergency
response.
49. Applicant shall pay for the resignalization of the
traffic light located at 8th and Atlantic Avenue for a priority
left turn for southbound traffic from 8th onto Atlantic.
49.1 Applicant shall, no later than June 1, 1989,
1989,
provide
at
its
expense
the necessary
plans
and
specifications.
-11-
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a. For the improvements to Dade Street from Third
Street through the intersection of North 8th Street with standard
engineering practices for the City of Fernandina Beach to review
and the appropriate City Staff to sign off on.
b.
For the improvements on North 8th Street for
acceleration and deceleration lanes with a stacking or holding
lane for the purpose of left turns off of North 8th Street west
on to Dade Street with other major improvement to the
intersection. These in accord with sound engineering practices
so that City Public Works can sign off on an approved drawing.
c. The applicant shall, at its expense, conduct a
traffic study at the time of any substantial deviation to the DRI
approval, said study to be concentrated on the port-related
traffic primarily in the Dade and 8th Street areas.
The
applicant shall upon request provide the City with copies of its
internal container movement counts by truck on a no more frequent
basis than twice per year.
d. The Port's wetlands mitigation plan as approved
by permitting agencies. After approval by permitting agencies,
the mitiga~ion plan will be sent to the City of Fernandina Beach
City Commission for approval to become part of the Development
Order.
50.

LAW ENFORCEMENT PROTECTION.

50.1
Continue
routine port operations.

to

provide

private

security

for

50.2 Agree to supplement local law enforcement with
user fees for actions of a non-routine nature when overtime is
incurred to maintain order or control.
50.3 The applicant shall grant the representatives
of the City access to the property and facilities providing:
a.
representative
11125.15)

proper identification
(pursuant to CFR 33,

is gj.ven by the City
part 125, 1125.09 and

b.
the
City
representative
obtains
a
pass,
authorized by Nassau Terminals Executive Office located at 501
North 3rd Street and,
c.
the City representative is accompanied at all
times by a Nassau Terminals representative.
51.
In the absence of ad valorem taxes being due and
payable by the applicant shall pay to the City an annual fee of
S50,000, due and payable on July 1 of each year, beginning July
1, 1989. Such payment shall be used, $25,000 toward a capital
acquisition or development for downtown parking and $25,000 for
development of a community civic center, for each of the first
five years. Said annual amount shall be renegotiated every year,
but shall never be less than $50,000.00'per year.
54. Applicant shall, no later than June 1, 1989, install
the culverts in Alligator Creek Basin area, in accordance with
the plans included in the Applicant's Wetlands Mitigation Plan.

55. DEFAULT. Failure of the applicant to adhere to any
of the above conditions shall subject the same to additional
review as a substantial deviation pursuant to Section 380. 06,
F .S.
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ADOPTED this

Jlst

day of

J~

, 1989.

CITY OF FERNANDINA BEACH

~Sw

Mayor-Commissioner
Attest:

Vicki

P.~6

City Clerk

city 16/regional.imp

(Note: Certified copies sent to the Department of Community Affairs and
Northeast Florida Regional Planning Council on 3-14-89 by Victoria Robas
of Nassau Terminals.)
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LEGAL .DESCRiPTION
ATTACHMENT TO RESOLUTION NUMBER 962
DEVELOPMENT ORDER FOR THE
PORT OF FERNANDINA
All that certain piece or parcel of land situate, lying and ~eing
in the City of Fernandina Beach, {formerly named Fernand1na)'
County of Nassau and State of Florida and being furth7r de~cribed
according to the official map or plat of sa1d C1ty as
lithographed and issued by the Florida Town Improvement Company
in 1887 and 1901 as:
Block 3, Lots 18-25

and

Block 4, Lots 1-34

and

Block 5, Lots 1-34

and

Block 6, Lots 1-18 and 27-34
Block 7, Lots 1-26 and 33-34
Block 56, Lots 1-34
Block 57, Lots 1-34,
Third Street
Block 58, Lots

and
and
and

including the abandoned portion of North
and

1-15

and

Block 59, Lots 1-16
and
Block 60, Lots 1-16
and
Block 64, Lots 1-8
and
Block 65, Lots 1-8
and
Water lots 7 and 9-14
and
A portion of Waterlot 8 described as follows: Begin at the
Northeast corner of said Lot Eight {8); run North Eighty-two {82)
degrees, Thirty-one {31) minutes, Eighteen {18) seconds West,
along the North line of said Lot, a distance of Fifty {50) feet;
run thence South Ten {10) degrees, Fifty-seven {57) minutes,
Twenty-four {24) seconds East, a distance of One Hundred FiftyEight and Eleven Hundredths {158.11) feet, to the West right of
way line of North Front Street {a Sixty (60) foot right of way);
run thence North Seven (07) degrees, Twenty-eight (28) minutes,
Forty-two (42) seconds, along said right of way, a distance of
One Hundred Fifty (150) feet, to the POINT OF BEGINNING, as shown
on prints of surveys dated June 7, 1983, revised January 9, 1985,
prepared by Vernon N. Drake & Associates.
and
That portion of North Front Street commencing at the Southwest
corner of Block 5 on a line extended to the westerly right-of-way
line of Front Street as platted and thence northerly to the
Northwest corner of Lot 10, Block 57 to the southerly line of
Block 93. as vacated and discontinued under ordinance No. 675,
recorded in the Official Records Book 497, Page 15, Public
Records of Nassau County, Florida.
and

..

,,,

That portion of North Second·. Str:ee't. lying between the northerly
right-of-way line of Dade Street to the southerly right-of-way
line of Franklin Street, as vacated and discontinued under
Ordinance No. 373, City of Fernandina Beach, County of Nassau,
Florida.
and
All of that certain lot, piece or parcel of land situate, lying
and being in the City of Fernandina Beach, County of Nassau, and
State of Florida, and further known and described on the official
plat of said City as that part of North Second Street lying and
being in Block 57 of said City as conveyed to the City on the 9th
day of January 1908 by the Fernandina Dock and Realty Company
(Reference Deed Book B-9, Page 137) the same being accepted by
Ordinance on December 18, 1907.
and
That portion of North Third Street lying between the northerly
right-of-way line of Escambia, excluding the south 75 feet, to
the southerly right-of-way line of Franklin Street, as vacated
and discontinued under Ordinance No. 636, City of Fernandina
Beach, County of Nassau, Florida.
and
That portion of Escambia Street lying between the easterly rightof-way line of North Front Street and the westerly right-of-way
line of North Second Street, as vacated and discontinued under
Ordinance No. 371, City of Fernandina Beach, County of Nassau,
Florida.
and
That portion of Escambia Street lying between the easterly rightof-way line of North Second Street to the easterly property line
of Lot 31, Block 57, as vacated and discontinued under Ordinance
No. 374, City of Fernandina Beach, County of Nassau, Florida.
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Listed Species of Nassau River- St. Johns River Marshes and Fort Clinch Aquatic Preserves

Roseate Spoonbill
Piping Plover
Little Blue Heron
Reddish Egret
Snowy Egret
Tricolored (Louisiana) Heron
White Ibis
Arctic Peregrine Falcon
American Oystercatcher
Bald Eagle
Wood Stork
Brown Pelican
Black Skimmer
Least Tern

Ajaia ajaja
Charadrius me/odus
Egretta caerulea
Egretta rufescens
Egretta thula
Egretta tricolor
Eudocimus a/bus
Fa/co peregrinus tundrius
Haematopus pa//iatus
Haliaeetus /eucocephatus
Mycteria americana
Pe/ecanus occidentalis
Rynchops niger
Sterna antillarum

Right Whale
Humpback Whale
West Indian Manatee

Balaena gtacialis
Megaptera novaeangliae
Trichechus manatus /atirostris

American Alligator
Atlantic Loggerhead Turtle
Atlantic Green Turtle
Leatherback Turtle
Eastern Indigo Snake
Atlantic Hawksbill
Kemp's Ridley Turtle
Legend: E Endangered • T

Alligator mississippienisis
Caretta caretta
Chelonia mydas mydas
Dermochelys coriacea
Drymarchon corals couperi
Eretmochelys imbricata imbricata
Le idochelys kempii
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PETITION FOR ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING

TO: Florida Department of Environmental Protection
Waste and Air Resource Management, Northeast District Office
8800 Baymeadows Way West, Suite 100
Jacksonville, Florida 32256
FROM: Ronald J. Ross [self-represented]
210 North 3rd Street
Fernandina Beach, Florida 32034
Mobile: 410-394-0220
chipl4758@hotmail.com
RE: Project No. 0890440-00 l-AC
Kinder Morgan Operating L.P. "C" Nassau Terminal LLC
DATE: 7 September 2014
I am a full time, permanent resident of Florida whose substantial interests are affected by the
proposed permitting of an air construction permit. My primary residence is located less than
1,000 feet of the proposed project. [Exhibit 1]
I believe if the permit is granted and the project proceeds there is a substantial likelihood that
there will be degradation of the air and water quality in the surrounding area which adversely
effects my quality of life.
On 3 September 2014 I became of aware ofthe project from an internet web site that the
following was proposed for the Port of Fernandina.
The Kinder Morgan Terminal currently stores and transports break bulk
type materials and do not require an air permit. Kinder Morgan is in the
process of re-purposing the facility and has an immediate business
opportunity to handle and transport coal. The operation would consist of
transporting inbound coal from vessels, via a ship-mounted clamshell, to up to
three hoppers and then to truck(s) for offsite deliver. The proposed operation
also includes transloading, which would consist of loading coal via a clamshell
to a barge for temporary storage. The coal would then be transferred from
the barge via clamshell to the hopper(s) and then to truck(s) for offsite
delivery. 1

1

Non-Title V Air Permit Construction Application- page 6

1

STATEMENT OF ALL DISPUTED ISSUES OF MATERIAL FACT
1. The address and location of the proposed project are not correct and do not identify the
current owner of the property. [See Appendix A]
2. The Ocean Highway and Port Authority [OHP A] entered a Development for Regional
Impact Agreement in 1989. As part of that agreement the port agreed to the following
condition:
The port will not import nor export petroleum products, coal or hazardous
materials without re-submitting an amended ADA/DRI.
A search of the public record has not revealed an amended ADA/DRI [See Appendix B]
3. The Ocean Highway and Port Authority [OHPA] entered a Development for Regional
Impact Agreement in 1989. As part of that agreement the port also agreed that "should
coal be shipped into the Port of Fernandina ... " that the Port would comply with certain
conditions which are delineated in the agreement. It would appear that those conditions
are more restrictive than those required by the subject permit. [See Appendix C]
4. Policy 9.02.02. of the Fernandina Beach Comprehensive Plan states:
Prior to any future expansion to the Port of Fernandina, all plans or
proposals for expansion shall be reviewed by the City of Fernandina Beach
or the County, as appropriate, for consistency in meeting all applicable land
development regulations, building permits or other permit requirements.
Future Port Development projects shall be consistent with the Port Master
Plan and Port Master Plan Map. No port development or project inconsistent
with the Port Master Plan shall be undertaken without prior review, input
and adoption as a Comprehensive Plan Amendment by the City of
Fernandina Beach.
The importing, transfer and barge storage of coal is an expansion of the use of the
Fernandina Port. These uses are not included in the current Port Master Plan. The
importing, transfer and barge storage of coal is not included in the recently proposed
updated Port Master Plan. [See Appendix D]
The importing, transfer and barge storage of coal is inconsistent with the Port Master
Plan. There has been no adoption of a Comprehensive Plan amendment allowing the
importing, transfer and barge storage of coal at the Port.
2

5. The applicant proposes:
The proposed operation also includes transloading, which would
consist of loading coal via a clamshell to a barge for temporary
storage.2

The applicant gives no details as to:
-the size of the barge(s); or
- the number of barges; or
-the location of the barge(s); or
-the length of time the coal will be stored on the barge(s); or
-the amount of coal that would be stored on the barge(s); or
- the height the coal will be piled; or
- how the coal will be kept out of the water; or
- how the coal dust will be kept out of the air from the coal piles.
Additionally the applicant did not list the storage of coal on barges as a source of
pollutant emissions. [See Appendix E]

6. The applicant proposes:
The coal would then be transferred from the barge via clamshell to the
hopper(s) and then to truck(s) for offsite delivery. 3

If the port processes the proposed 500,000 tons of coal per year, that averages about 400
additional truck trips in and out of the city DAILY (assuming they are running 360
days/year). [Appendix F]
It is assumed by the petitioner, but not stated by the applicant, that the trucks will be

supplied by a third independent party. The application does not address how the coal dust
will be controlled once the trucks leave the port and roll down the residential streets that
service the Port. Neither does the application list the emission from the 400 daily truck
trips as an additional source of air pollution associated with this proposed project.
The applicant gives no details on the type of truck, the number of truck trips, or the route
the trucks will take leaving the port. Without that information it is impossible to
determine the air quality impact on the various neighborhoods which the trucks might
traverse.
2

3

Non-Title V Air Permit Construction Application- page 6
Non-Title V Air Permit Construction Application- page 6
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7. The proposed development is adjacent to the Fort Clinch Aquatic Preserve which
provides critical habitat to a wide variety of fish and wildlife, including endangered
species, such as sea turtles, bald eagles, wood storks, least terns, Florida manatees and
right whales. 4 [See Appendix G]
The applicant does not address the potential impacts of coal dust falling into the water,
during unloading or transloading or the coal dust created by the applicant's proposed
project on the adjacent Fort Clinch Aquatic Preserve.

ACTION REQUESTED
The petitioner requests that the agency decline issuing the applicants' proposed permit
until:
• the location of the project is corrected and the responsible owner identified; and
• it is determined that coal processing is an allowed activity at the Port; and
• the applicant provides the additional material concerning barge storage and truck
transport, necessary to determine the true environmental impact of the project; and
• the agency determines the impact of the operation on the surrounding aquatic
environment including the endangered species in the adjacent aquatic preserve.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Ronald J. Ross

4

Boating and Angling Guides to Nassau and Duval Counties Web Site

4

APPENDIX (A]
The location of the property and responsible property owner are not correctly
stated in the application
The permit application states the "the facility is located at 501 North 3rd Street in Fernandina
Beach Florida". 5 The land records of Nassau County confirm the address of a house located in
the Fernandina Beach Historic District. The owner of that property is Fernandina Port
Development, Inc. - an inactive Delaware corporation.
The petitioner assumes, although not stated by the applicant, that the project is located at the
Port of Fernandina which is owned by the Ocean Highway and Port Authority [OHPA].
[Exhibit 2]
OPHA is a governmental entity on behalf of Florida citizens that owns and has principle
responsibility for the land, buildings and security of Port of Fernandina located on Amelia
Island at Fernandina Beach Florida.
The Port of Fernandina is operated by Nassau Terminals, LLC, a subsidiary of Kinder Morgan,
under a long term contract with the Ocean Highway and Port Authority. Under the agreement,
Nassau Terminals provides marketing, terminal handling and stevedoring services at the Port of
Fernandina. 6

APPENDIX [B]
OHPA entered a Development for Regional Impact Agreement in 1989 that prohibits the
importation of coal.

Attached is Exhibit 3 - a signed Preliminary Development Agreement signed by OPHA.
Section 2(a) states "the owner [OPHA] agrees to comply in all ways with Resolution No. 801
passed by the City commission of Fernandina Beach on February 20, 1986, attached hereto as
Exhibit "C"."
Section 1 ofResolution 801 [Exhibit "C" of the PDA] states:

5
6
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1) "The port will not import nor export petroleum, products, coal or hazardous materials
without re-submitting an amended ADA/DRI"
Resolution 962 was signed on 21 February 1989 approving the Development ofRegional
Impact for the Port of Fernandina [Exhibit 4] The general conditions delineated in Section 1 on
page 2 incorporates the PDA referenced above as part of the document.
Section 2 of Resolution 962 states "[a]ny subsequent owner /developer or assignee shall be
subject to the provisions contained herein."
The previous agreements signed by OHP A prohibit the import or export of coal without
resubmitting an amended ADA/DRI -which has not been done.

APPENDIX [C]
If coal should be shipped, the Port must follow certain guidelines previously agreed to.

Pages of 3, 4 and 5 of Resolution 962 detail the conditions OHP A shall comply with if coal
should be shipped into Fernandina Beach. [See Exhibit 4]. These guidelines are more specific
and restrictive than the practices proposed by the applicant.

APPENDIX [D]
The importing and offsite truck distribution of coal is inconsistent with the
Fernandina Beach Comprehensive Plan and currently adopted Port Master
Plan
The F emandina Beach Comprehensive Plan and currently adopted Port Master Plan
are incorporated by reference. The documents may be accessed on the F emandina
Beach website [see Community Development - Planning Department].
No port development or project inconsistent with the Port Master Plan shall
be undertaken without prior review, input and adoption as a Comprehensive
Plan Amendment by the City of Fernandina Beach.
The Port Master Plan does not mention coal import and distribution as a port activity, therefore
without amendment of the Port Master Plan the proposed project is not allowed.

6

Currently the OHP A and the City are having public hearings to revised the Port Master Plan and
amend the comprehensive plan. Coal import and transfer has not been mentioned as part of
those updates.

APPENDIX (E]
The application to transload coal to a barge for temporary storage is devoid of
any details.

It is impossible to predict the environmental impact on the air quality or water
quality from the information provided by the applicant.

APPENDIX [F]
The additional coal truck traffic will adversely impact air quality

Coal weight per cubic yard varies so much depending on type of coal and where it was
mined, but using an average of 1,400 lbs. per cubic yard, a double-axled commercial
dump truck can typically carry 10 cubic yards so that would be 14,000 lbs. per load or 7
tons. So 500,000 tons would be 71,400 loads or 143,000 trips in and out each yearaverages about 400 additional truck trips in and out of the city DAILY (assuming they
are running 360 days/year) 7 .

APPENDIX (G]
Coal dust does not promote the health of endangered wildlife species
Fort Clinch Aquatic Preserve, in northeastern Nassau County along Amelia Island, was
designated on March 4, 1970 to provide an aesthetic buffer for the state park and historic Fort
Clinch. The preserve surrounds the state park and is largely comprised of open waters around
St. Marys Inlet, the Amelia River and a three mile extension into the Atlantic Ocean off Amelia
Island. The western edge of the preserve borders extensive saltmarsh along Amelia Island and
the preserve extends to the Florida-Georgia border. This preserve is about 7,600 acres/. 8
[Exhibit 5]
The Preserve provides critical habitat to a wide variety of fish and wildlife, including
endangered species, such as sea turtles, bald eagles, wood storks, least terns, Florida manatees
and right whales. [Exhibit 6]
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DEP intent to issue Air Permit to Fernandina Beach Port operator- Fernandina Observer- comment Dave Lott, 3 September 2014
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RONALD J. ROSS, M.D.
210 North Third Street
FERNANDINA BEACH
FLORIDA, 32034
TELEPHONE 410.394.0220
chip14758@hotmail.com
7 September 2014

RichardS. Rachal, III, P.G.
Florida Department of Environmental Protection
Waste and Air Resource Management, Northeast District Office
8800 Baymeadows Way West, Suite 10
Jacksonville, Florida 32256
C/0

Department's Agency Clerk in the Office of the General Counsel
Department of Environmental Protection
3900 Commonwealth Boulevard
Mail Station #35
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000

RE: Draft Air: Construction Permit- Project No. 0890440-001-AC
Attached is my petition for an administrative hearing in accordance with Sections
120.569 and 120.57, F.S. delineated in the Public Notice of Intent to Issue Air
Permit. A copy has been mailed to the applicant.

Ronald J. Ross
CC:
Rodney Palmer, Kinder Morgan Operating LP, [via mail]
RichardS. Rachal, III, P.G., Florida Department of Environmental Protection [electronically]
City Commissioners Fernandina Beach Florida [electronically]

Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

chip ross <chip14758@hotmail.com>
Sunday, September 07, 2014 9:50 PM
russell.simpson@dep.state.fl.us
Ed Boner; Sarah Pelican; Charles Corbett; Pat Gass; Johnny Miller
Permit No. 0890440-001-AC - Petition for Administrative Hearing
2014.09.07PetitionForAdministrativeHearing.pdf; 2014.09.07Exhibits.pdf;
2014.09.07CoverLetter.pdf

7 September 2014
Please forward the above attachments [cover letter, Petition for Administrative Hearing, Exhibits] to Richard
S. Rachal. Please confirm receipt of this e‐mail and that you could open the attachments.
The original will be sent by FED EX to the Department's Agency Clerk in the Office of the General Counsel as
required by the public notice.
A copy will be mailed to the applicant as required by the notice.
If you have any questions or concerns, please contact me. 410‐394‐0220
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
RJRoss
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Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

athomas9135@gmail.com
Sunday, September 07, 2014 7:17 PM
Joe Gerrity
Kelly Gibson
Fwd: Port Master Plan/Kinder Morgan FDEP Air Construction Permit

Dear Mr. Gerrity,
Regarding my email below to the City Commissioners and the members of the Planning Advisory Board, I
would very much appreciate your making a request to FDEP, on behalf of the City of Fernandina Beach, that an
administrative hearing be held on Kinder Morgan's application for an Air Pollution Construction Permit to
transport coal to and from the Port of Fernandina.
Thank you for your consideration.
Anne M. Thomas
402 Date Street
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034
Sent from my iPad
Begin forwarded message:
From: "athomas9135@gmail.com" <athomas9135@gmail.com>
Date: September 6, 2014 at 3:42:00 PM EDT
To: "eboner@fbfl.org, spelican@fbfl.org, ccorbett@fbfl.org, pgass@fbfl.org, jmiller@fbfl.org,
pab1@fbfl.org, pab3@fbfl.org, pab5@fbfl.org, pab9@fbfl.org, lucykauffman@bellsouth,
sharyl.wood@nassau.k12.fl.us, jon@lassere-law.com" <eboner@fbfl.org>, "spelican@fbfl.org"
<spelican@fbfl.org>, "ccorbett@fbfl.org" <ccorbett@fbfl.org>, "pgass@fbfl.org"
<pgass@fbfl.org>, "jmiller@fbfl.org" <jmiller@fbfl.org>, "pab1@fbfl.org" <pab1@fbfl.org>,
"pab3@fbfl.org" <pab3@fbfl.org>, "pab5@fbfl.org" <pab5@fbfl.org>, "pab9@fbfl.org"
<pab9@fbfl.org>, "sharyl.wood@nassau.k12.fl.us" <sharyl.wood@nassau.k12.fl.us>,
"jon@lassere-law.com> >" <jon@lassere-law.com>, lucykauffman@bellsouth.net
Cc: "kgibson@fbfl.org" <kgibson@fbfl.org>
Subject: Port Master Plan/Kinder Morgan FDEP Air Construction Permit
Dear Commissioners and Members of the Planning Advisory Board:
On September 2nd, approximately 120 local citizens came together at St. Peter's Church in order
to inform themselves about the OHPA Master Plan and ask questions and make
comments. Many serious concerns were expressed at this meeting. These concerns have
escalated substantially after the discovery a few days ago that a corporate affiliate of Kinder
Morgan, the Port Operator, had applied to FDEP for an Air Pollution Construction Permit
(Project No. 0890440-001-AC), and that the 14-day public comment period is due to expire early
next week.
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Kinder Morgan is seeking to load and transport 500,000 tons of coal per year via barge and
truck. The hours of operation, according to the draft permit, consist of "8,760 hours a year
(8,784 in any leap year)". Although the numbers are slightly miscalculated, that amounts to 7
days/week, 365 days/year (366 in any leap year). The Plan Update, by the way, says nothing
about coal, and I believe there is a document in the City archives, namely Resolution 801, that
specifically places restrictions on the Port's ability to import and export coal, petroleum, and
other hazardous products. It is also worth mentioning that, to the best of my knowledge,
northern Nassau County and Fernandina Beach in particular are not in compliance with air
pollution standards and that transporting substantial amounts of coal will simply exacerbate the
problem.
During the past few weeks, the Planning Advisory Board has held four public meetings (one with
the full PAB and three with a PAB subcommittee). Port Commissioner Richard Bruce and Port
Manager Val Schweck were present at all of these meetings and neither said a word about the
Air Pollution Permit, although it appears to have been pending at the time. Instead, both made
(what seemed to me) specious arguments that the public has nothing to worry about because (1)
the Port is "under no obligation" to undertake any of the expansion projects described in Phases
I, II, and III of the Master Plan; (2) the likelihood of the expansion projects coming to fruition is
remote because the cost is prohibitive and the Port, currently at 50-60% capacity, is operating at
a loss; and (3) the Master Plan is a "living" document which can and probably will be amended
over time and so should be viewed as a "flexible" and easily changed. To #1, I say that Port
Authority seems to have the best of both worlds: if we were to want the expansion, they are
under no obligation to provide it; however, if we don't want the expansion -- and many of us
don't -- we will have no recourse after adoption of the Plan because the expansion and its
nightmare consequences are all there in black and white. As for #2, there are millions of federal
and state dollars available for transportation-related infrastructure projects and there is also the
possibility that a new business opportunity -- coal perhaps?-- could suddenly crop up and restore
the Port's profitability. Finally, in my experience, "living" things are growing things -- they get
bigger and bigger -- and it is simply preposterous to believe that this Master Plan will ever be
amended to shrink the vision. As a postscript, what is the likelihood of this Plan Update being
amended when, to the best of my knowledge, the 2002 Master Plan has existed for fourteen
years without a single amendment.
I have two requests. (1) My immediate request is that the Commissioners and the Planning
Advisory Board members write individually to FDEP voicing their dismay over the lack of
transparency on the part of OHPA and Kinder Morgan and stating that they are opposed to the
Air Pollution Construction Permit unless and until the Commission and the DEP are able to hold
hearings on the matter and come to an informed conclusion. (2) My longer term request is that a
recommendation be sent up the line -- from the PAB Subcommittee, to the full PAB, to the
Commission -- that the Port Authority prepare a new Updated Master Plan which significantly
curtails the Port's expansion, and that the Commission follow the PAB's recommendation.
Thank you for your consideration,
Anne M. Thomas

Sent from my iPad
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Faith A. Ross
210 N. 3'd St, Fernandina Beach, FL 32034
Voice: (904) 321-8360 Email:jloritkifaithross(tiJ_gmailcom

September 6, 2014
Dear Planning Advisory Board, City Commissioners and County Commissioners,
RE: Ocean Highways and Port Authority Proposed Updated Master Plan/Amendments
In the area of socioeconomic impact to Nassau County and the City of Fernandina Beach the
following information may assist you in evaluating the proposed Master Plan.
Material Facts:
1. The Port ofFernandina (OHPA) has not been profitable for many years. (See OHPA
financial statements for 2010 through 2014.)
2. The proposed Master Plan does not offer financial viability in the near future, nor does it
offer stability in the future.
3. The Port of Fernandina enjoys tax-exempt status. Nassau County receives no tax revenue
from the Port.
4. The Port's bond obligates it to pay all revenues to the Bank ofNew York. (See attached
Revenue Bond recording from the Florida UCC.)
5. The Ocean Highways and Port Authority purchases properties in the historic district of
Fernandina and then removes them from the tax rolls.
6. Trucking is damaging the historic buildings in Fernandina with vibration, lowering property
values, giving fewer opportunities for tourism. (83% of the tourists arriving in Amelia Island
want to visit the historic district.)
7. Heavy trucks are destructive to our roads.
8. The Port of Fernandina is heavily subsidized by the Florida Department of Transportation.
(See OHP A financial statements and Florida Ports Commission.)
Powers of the Nassau Port Authority
Despite all of the powers of the Nassau Port Authority, the Port continues on the path of
unprofitable shipping. Other powers of the Port appear to have not been explored for the betterment
of the economic health of the community. Let's just pursue one avenue of the Port's powers.
Making a Business Plan Work on the Back of an Envelope
Below is a public-private business model that offers:
1. Steady tax revenue to Nassau County and the City of Fernandina Beach
2. No further subsidies of taxpayer transportation monies to the Port of Fernandina
3. Far more jobs than the proposed Master Plan
4. A boost to the tourism business of Fernandina (more sales tax receipts)
5. More customers to the downtown of Fernandina during the winter months and to the
shopping district ofYulee.
6. Additional customers to local marinas and fish charting businesses.
7. Less damage to our roads (One semi tractor trailer equals the damage of9,600 cars.)
8. Rising volumes and sales ofbuilding materials.
Using the Powers of the Port Authority
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority possesses the power to buy and sell real estate, and
construct residential housing. The following information is utilized for quick calculation:

1. My home, 1,000 ft. from the Port ofFernandina is assessed at $352,669.
2. Homesteaded, my historic home generates greater than $6,000 in real estate taxes per
year.
3. The above property is . 13 acres in size.
4. My property is not on the water.
5. According to the Port's most recent bond (attached), the Port possesses 29 acres of
"useable land". Much of the acreage is on the Amelia River with spectacular views
consisting of the Amelia River, the marshes, and sunsets.
6. Allowing for roads and rail, 25 acres could be developed into approximately 200 "historic
looking" homes valued well over the $350,000 price range of my existing property.
7. If one used the lower value of my home, used the low estimate of $6,000 per year of
homesteaded tax revenue per home, then $1.2 million per year would be generated in real
estate taxes. This would be a low estimate since residential, water view property within
walking distance to downtown is difficult to find on the west side of Amelia Island.
Advantages of Changing the Focus ofthe OHPA
With a construction focus on historic looking water view homes, the Port offers:
1. Compatibility with the existing neighborhood.
2. Support for tourism of the historic district.
3. Permanent customers for our restaurants and stores in both the City and Yulee. (Sales tax
revenues increase.)
4. Jobs, not only in the construction field but also in the manufacturing of construction
materials.
5. A rise in the real estate values of Fernandina Beach rather than a fall from trucking.
6. To give transportation funds to the much needed transportation projects ofNassau
County rather than to the activities of the Port.
7. Less road damage for AIN200 and County roads.
8. No further damage to our historic buildings.
9. Steady consistent real estate tax revenue and more sales tax generation (which has been
lost for the last 29 years due to the tax exempt state of the Port.)
10. $50 million in bonds that would not need to be added to the debt ofthe Port. This amount
will be funded by FDOT when revenues slump at the Port.
Possibilities for the Port of Fernandina
If I can sit at my desk for an hour and generate a plan that offers more benefit to the quality
oflife of the people ofNassau County and the City of Fernandina, and it generates more tax revenue
and jobs, then perhaps the proposed Master Plan needs to be rewritten by someone who has the best
interests ofthe citizens at heart.
There are endless opportunities listed in the powers of the Ocean Highways and Port
Authority (hotels, radio stations, housing, etc.). Better yet, make us all famous by putting the project
out for bid as was done with the Vietnam Memorial. Generate a plan for change that gets national
attention for being a world class center for conservative, fiscally responsible thought! The $100,000
of grant money that was utilized to prepare the present proposed Master Plan could have easily
funded such a project.
Sincerely,

/.-~~~//

q.aith Ross
Resident, Fernandina Beach

Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Faith Ross <floridafaithross@gmail.com>
Sunday, September 07, 2014 4:09 PM
Kelly Gibson
OHPA Updated Master Plan and Amendments Letter
2014.09.06FRoss.Ltr.OHPA.MasterPlan.pdf; BondInfo02.pdf; FloridaPorts
FinancingCommission.pdf; BondInfo03.pdf

Follow Up Flag:
Due By:
Flag Status:

Follow Up
Sunday, September 07, 2014 6:28 PM
Flagged

Kelly,
Thank you for being a trooper about all this.
Attached is my letter and also supporting documents. I could have written about endangered species,
development agreements, etc. But the record was light on the socioeconomic impact to our community and the
county.
So my letter only deals with the socioeconomic aspects of the proposed plan.
Attached:
1.Letter
2.OHPA Revenue Bond (Bond Info02 and BondInfo03)
3.Florida Ports Commission
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Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Margaret Kirkland <kirkland.mrk@gmail.com>
Saturday, September 06, 2014 4:14 PM
Kelly Gibson
Port expansion plan, OHPA Master Plan Update

Kelly, please make sure that the letter below is shared with the rest of the PAB. Thanks!!

Dear Ms. Gibson and PAB Members:

As residents, property owners and voters on Amelia Island, Nassau County, FL, we are very strongly opposed
to the proposed Nassau Terminal port expansion plan outlined in the OHPA Master Plan Update. We are
opposed to any increase in industrial activity that would further pollute the environment in which we live or
radically alter the character and economy of Amelia Island. Furthermore, we are absolutely opposed to any
transport of flammable substances like LNG, coal or other fossil fuels through the residential and commercial
Historic District and to the transport or storage of such materials on or near the island. Because this proposal
represents a personal threat to residents and visitors and an economic threat to the future of the island, we
request that you not allow the proposal to go forward.

Residents of Amelia Island, and particularly Fernandina Beach, are already subject to the negative effects of
industrial pollution from the Rayonier and RockTenn plants and the coal that is hauled in to support those
plants. Despite the claims being made that the proposed activities pose no danger, we know from the
experiences of other locations (e.g. Newport News, VA and Charleston, SC) that there will be an increase in
pollution and the associated health effects from daily operations and occasional accidents. In fact, we recently
had a coal spill on the same track in Fernandina Beach that they plan to use. LNG is simply a disaster waiting to
happen; transport, trans-loading and storage should not be allowed in residential and commercial areas.

The location of the port is simply inappropriate for the proposed changes. It is located right at the edge of the
Historic District, and the train tracks run right through the western end of the Historic District, between the
waterfront park and marina and Centre St, our main street. In fact, the tracks are right next to restaurants and
shops, on both sides of the tracks. 8th Street, which would be utilized by a greatly increased number of trucks,
cuts through the other end of the Historic District. The Historic District is a fairly dense residential area; thus,
residents would be impacted by the pollution, noise, traffic and the constant threat of disaster.

The Historic District is the heart of activity on the island and a major attraction for tourism and retirees. There is
constant foot traffic along and across the railroad tracks. Not only is the pollution a major problem in this
situation, but the risk of accidents and loss of life on the tracks will increase dramatically with any increase in
rail traffic through the Historic District. The density of truck traffic is already a problem on 8th St. in Fernandina
1

Beach and along SR 200 (and the current expansion will not solve this problem). Fernandina Beach is simply
too small and inappropriately laid out for this sort of industrial flow across the downtown. We would be fools
to allow this plan to go forward when it could mean that an explosion, not such a rare occurrence when shipping
and storage of fossil fuels are involved, annihilates most of Fernandina Beach.

The increase of rail cars, trucks, ships and barges carrying pollutants will destroy the economic foundation of
Fernandina Beach and Amelia Island. The major focus in developing the economy on Amelia Island in recent
years has been making the island into a destination for relatively upscale tourists and retirees. Who wants to
vacation or live in the midst of a dangerous industrial process? An increase in the pollution from these activities
will destroy the tourism and ensure that retirees no longer find Amelia Island an attractive environment in
which to live. Those retirees currently living on the island who have the resources to do so will find a cleaner
environment elsewhere. Thus, the property values and the tax base for the city and county will be gutted. This is
not progress, and it is not smart development.

We do not understand why it has taken so long for the citizens of Amelia Island to learn the nature of the port
expansion. It is only in the last week that we have understood what is going on, and we are certain that most
residents are still unaware of the nature of this proposal. Clearly, we should have been more attentive. However,
we expect our city, county and state officials to protect the safety and stability of the community.

Please prevent this port expansion from ruining our home.

Sincerely,

Margaret R. Kirkland and John E. Baker
1377 Plantation Point Drive
Amelia Island, FL 32034
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Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

athomas9135@gmail.com
Saturday, September 06, 2014 3:42 PM
Ed Boner; Sarah Pelican; Charles Corbett; Pat Gass; Johnny Miller; PAB 1; PAB 3; PAB 5;
PAB 9; sharyl.wood@nassau.k12.fl.us; jon@lassere-law.com> >;
lucykauffman@bellsouth.net
Kelly Gibson
Port Master Plan/Kinder Morgan FDEP Air Construction Permit

Dear Commissioners and Members of the Planning Advisory Board:
On September 2nd, approximately 120 local citizens came together at St. Peter's Church in order to inform
themselves about the OHPA Master Plan and ask questions and make comments. Many serious concerns were
expressed at this meeting. These concerns have escalated substantially after the discovery a few days ago that a
corporate affiliate of Kinder Morgan, the Port Operator, had applied to FDEP for an Air Pollution Construction
Permit (Project No. 0890440-001-AC), and that the 14-day public comment period is due to expire early next
week.
Kinder Morgan is seeking to load and transport 500,000 tons of coal per year via barge and truck. The hours of
operation, according to the draft permit, consist of "8,760 hours a year (8,784 in any leap year)". Although the
numbers are slightly miscalculated, that amounts to 7 days/week, 365 days/year (366 in any leap year). The
Plan Update, by the way, says nothing about coal, and I believe there is a document in the City archives, namely
Resolution 801, that specifically places restrictions on the Port's ability to import and export coal, petroleum,
and other hazardous products. It is also worth mentioning that, to the best of my knowledge, northern Nassau
County and Fernandina Beach in particular are not in compliance with air pollution standards and that
transporting substantial amounts of coal will simply exacerbate the problem.
During the past few weeks, the Planning Advisory Board has held four public meetings (one with the full PAB
and three with a PAB subcommittee). Port Commissioner Richard Bruce and Port Manager Val Schweck were
present at all of these meetings and neither said a word about the Air Pollution Permit, although it appears to
have been pending at the time. Instead, both made (what seemed to me) specious arguments that the public has
nothing to worry about because (1) the Port is "under no obligation" to undertake any of the expansion projects
described in Phases I, II, and III of the Master Plan; (2) the likelihood of the expansion projects coming to
fruition is remote because the cost is prohibitive and the Port, currently at 50-60% capacity, is operating at a
loss; and (3) the Master Plan is a "living" document which can and probably will be amended over time and so
should be viewed as a "flexible" and easily changed. To #1, I say that Port Authority seems to have the best of
both worlds: if we were to want the expansion, they are under no obligation to provide it; however, if we don't
want the expansion -- and many of us don't -- we will have no recourse after adoption of the Plan because the
expansion and its nightmare consequences are all there in black and white. As for #2, there are millions of
federal and state dollars available for transportation-related infrastructure projects and there is also the
possibility that a new business opportunity -- coal perhaps?-- could suddenly crop up and restore the Port's
profitability. Finally, in my experience, "living" things are growing things -- they get bigger and bigger -- and it
is simply preposterous to believe that this Master Plan will ever be amended to shrink the vision. As a
postscript, what is the likelihood of this Plan Update being amended when, to the best of my knowledge, the
2002 Master Plan has existed for fourteen years without a single amendment.
I have two requests. (1) My immediate request is that the Commissioners and the Planning Advisory Board
members write individually to FDEP voicing their dismay over the lack of transparency on the part of OHPA
1

and Kinder Morgan and stating that they are opposed to the Air Pollution Construction Permit unless and until
the Commission and the DEP are able to hold hearings on the matter and come to an informed conclusion. (2)
My longer term request is that a recommendation be sent up the line -- from the PAB Subcommittee, to the full
PAB, to the Commission -- that the Port Authority prepare a new Updated Master Plan which significantly
curtails the Port's expansion, and that the Commission follow the PAB's recommendation.
Thank you for your consideration,
Anne M. Thomas

Sent from my iPad
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Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Peggy Bulger <peggy.bulger1949@gmail.com>
Saturday, September 06, 2014 11:16 AM
Kelly Gibson
Proposal to allow coal transport through Historic Fernandina Beach

Dear Kelly,
As you may know, many of the citizens of Nassau County and the City of Fernandina Beach have just become
aware of the proposal by an independent (non-local) company to get permission from the FDEP to ship tons of
coal, coming in by boat to the FB Port, sending it out by truck through Fernandina Beach's Historic District, and
over the bridge through Nassau County. We are shocked!! This proposal is not in the master plan for the port,
nor has it been discussed by the City or County Commissions!! Please do what you can to stop this permit and
save our Port!!!
Peggy Bulger
1949 Springbrook Road
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034
(301) 395-2425
peggy.bulger1949@gmail.com
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Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Phillip Scanlan <phillipscanlan@comcast.net>
Friday, September 05, 2014 1:16 PM
Berta Arias
Lyn Pannone; Len Kreger
Port Goals - wrong.

See the Viewpoint by Richard Bruce, Port Commissioner, in today's (9/5/14) News leader.
Port was chartered in 1941 by the state of FL to enable "Nassau County" to prosper and grow in new ways. (In 1941 new
ways focused on industrial programs -- manufacturing and transport of goods.)
Port is authorized to engage in enterprises that stimulate the "area" economy and create the ultimate objective --jobs.
(That was industrial manufacturing and transport of goods in 1941)
The problem I see is the "Port" has not focused on the "area" economy -- "Fernandina Beach, Amelia Island" or "Nassau
County" - but instead focused on "Port" economy and jobs.
The "port" is charted to help the local economy -- not compete with it.
The local economy -- Fernandina Beach and Amelia Island -- which produce about 50% of Nassau County property taxes ,
is now focused on tourism and real estate in 2014 -- not Industrial manufacturing and goods shipping.
The FB Port does not even serve Rayonier, a local mill, that has to truck their output to the Savannah Port for shipment to
Europe.
The Port is not considering the "local area economy" they were chartered to help. The Port plan does not address the
negative impact of their plans on the local area tourism and real estate driven economy. The Port has not even considered
the impact of more trucks, trains and toxic materials on a tourist and real estate based economy.
The Port is not following their charter to assist the local economy -- which is now focused on tourism and real estate in 2014.
The Port is now focused on their own "Port economy" and Port jobs which still has a 1941 industrial focus -- except the high
value manufacturing jobs they serve are now not here -- so we are left with a plan to transport goods to support
manufacturing jobs that are elsewhere -- and transport of toxic materials to serve people elsewhere.
The real problem with the Port Plan is that it is a plan for the "benefit of the Port" -- not the local economy which it was
charted to support .
Phil Scanlan
Sent from my iPhone
> On Sep 5, 2014, at 12:01 PM, Berta Arias <bertaarias@me.com> wrote:
>
> Wow! They really always know how to cover all their bases, don’t they? How many of us believe that (1) that coal will
be kept wet and stored well 24 hours a day, in all of our weather patterns and (2) that there will be no detrimental
runoff?
>
> Phil, do you think that the situation reported by other port communities that Kinder Morgan does NOT do a good job
have any impact for our situation?
1

>
> Berta
>
>
>> On Sep 5, 2014, at 11:51 AM, Phillip Scanlan <phillipscanlan@comcast.net> wrote:
>>
>> I just called the FL DEP and talked to a person in their air quality section.
>>
>> They will email me the Kinder Morgan permit application and the DEP evaluation and response. So I do not have to
drive to their office in Jax. -- as reported in the FB Observer.
>>
>> The "Construction" permit is not about any construction. Kinder
>> Morgan already has the clam shell Claw transport capability at the port for use in moving metal and paper.
>> The permit is about "use" of this claw To Transport coal -- and
>> possible coal dust impact on air quality.
>>
>> Since the coal is not bring burned here the only DEP concern is coal dust. Coal Dust can be controlled by keeping the
coal wet. Kinder Morgan has assured the DEP they will keep the coal wet while moving it, therefore if the coal is wet there
will be no coal dust air quality problem and no reason for the DEP to deny the permit request.
>>
>> One question may be how the DEP "insures" the coal is kept wet by Kinder Morgan and the Port during transport? Ship
to barge or Port then barge to Port. Then Port to truck.
>> Barge is just additional Port storage for coal.
>>
>> A concern may be keeping the coal wet all the time when being stored -- to avoid winds blowing dust -- and assurance
that will be done -- or is being done. This is also an additional use of water -- hopefully not aquifer water.
>>
>> Also does the wet coal water run-off into the river?
>>
>> I will look at the application and the DEP response --- but on the
>> surface it appears there may not be a basis for objection to this air quality permit.
>>
>>
>>
>> Phil Scanlan
>>
>>
>> Sent from my iPhone
>

2

Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

chip ross <chip14758@hotmail.com>
Friday, September 05, 2014 10:03 AM
rebruce@comcast.net
Ed Boner; Sarah Pelican; Charles Corbett; Pat Gass; Johnny Miller; PAB 5; Kelly Gibson;
Clyde Davis
Look for another article about the port soon - COAL

5 September 2014
Richard S. Bruce – Commissioner Ocean Highway & Port Authority
Thank you for the insights you provided in your post in the Fernandina Beach Observer on 2 September 2014.
It has come to my attention that Kinder Morgan has filed for a Non-Title V Air Permit Construction Application
I have reviewed the entire permit application. In pertinent part the application states under oath:
● Filed: July 2014
● Description of Proposed Project or Alteration:
The Kinder Morgan Terminal currently stores and transports break bulk type materials
and does not require an air permit. Kinder Morgan is in the process of re-purposing the
facility and has an immediate business opportunity to handle and transport coal. The
operation would consist of transporting inbound coal from vessels, via a ship-mounted
clamshell, to up to three hoppers and then to truck(s) for offsite deliver. The proposed
operation also includes transloading, which would consist of loading coal via a clamshell to
a barge for temporary storage. The coal would then be transferred from the barge via
clamshell to the hopper(s) and then to truck(s) for offsite delivery.
●Project Date of Completion of Construction: September 2014
●Requested Maximum Operating Schedule: 24 hours / day - 52 weeks per year
●Maximum Process or Throughput Rate: 500,000 tons/year

1

You ended your Observer article saying” Look for another article about the port soon.” Perhaps you would
write an article commenting on the above re-purposing of the port as a coal transfer station. The proposed Port
Master Plan failed to mention this activity.
Perhaps you would comment on:
- Why this was not in the Port Master Plan?
- How big will the barge(s) be that the coal is “transloaded” too?
- Where will the barge(s) be moored?
- How will you keep coal out of the water?
- How will you keep coal dust out of the air?
- How many trucks are anticipated?
- How big are the trucks?
- What route will the trucks follow leaving the port?
Perhaps you would also comment on Kinder Morgan’s operational record in preventing environmental
degradation at other coal transloading facilities they have operated.

I look forward to reading your comments.

chip ross

2

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Harrison
Kelly Gibson
PAB 5
RE: OHPA Plan - Appendix D
Thursday, September 04, 2014 6:47:33 PM

Kelly:
I have reviewed both the OHPA Appendix D, and the Comprehensive Plan ‘Goal 9: Port Element’.
They are vastly different documents, making any section-by-section comparison useless in my view.
It seems that OHPA were not aware of the ‘Goal 9: Port Element’ and seemed to be working to an
earlier Comp Plan. So much so that the wording offered by OHPA are additions to ‘Goal 5:
Conservation and Coastal Management Element’. It might be useful to establish when Goal 9 was
adopted by the City, and to ask why OHPA did not use it.
On a quick read-through of both documents, my impression is that Goal 9 has more teeth, and
specific requirements, while the OHPA offering is just words centered on negotiation and cooperation.
Hope this helps.
Mike

From: Kelly Gibson [mailto:kgibson@fbfl.org]
Sent: Thursday, September 04, 2014 10:40 AM
To: Mike Harrison
Subject: RE: OHPA Plan - Appendix D

There is not despite having asked several times for a document with stikethru and underline.
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone

-------- Original message -------From: Mike Harrison
Date:09/04/2014 9:26 AM (GMT-05:00)
To: Kelly Gibson
Cc: PAB 5
Subject: OHPA Plan - Appendix D
Hi Kelly:
Do you know if there is a version of OHPA’s Appendix D (suggestions for changes to city’s Comp
Plan) that shows the actual changes (using strike-through, underlining, etc)? And if so, how I can
get a copy?
Thanks.
Mike

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Harrison
"Joanna Cason"
Kelly Gibson; PAB 5
OHPA meeting
Wednesday, September 03, 2014 8:48:42 AM

Joanna:
I plan to attend the OHPA meeting on September 10. Primarily, I’d like to know the status of the

Sincerely Port’s Master Plan.
At an August Planning Advisory Board meeting, Commissioner Bruce says that the 242 page
document that had been called the Master Plan was not in fact the plan, but rather a research
document. As this statement effectively withdraws the 242 page document from consideration
by the City, I’d like to know when the OHPA will submit the plan that they want the City to
consider.
Please let me know how you would like me to raise the question at the meeting.
Many thanks.

Mike
Michael R Harrison
820 Someruelos Street
FERNANDINA, FL 32034
Tel:

904.491.1259

From:
To:
Cc:
Date:

Robert Warner
Kelly Gibson
Marshall, D. McCrary; Joe Gerrity; Tammi Bach; dleeper@nassaucountyfl.com; skelley@nassaucountyfl.com; Ed
Boner; Sarah Pelican; Charles Corbett; Pat Gass; Johnny Miller
Saturday, August 30, 2014 9:11:27 AM

Article and comments - with comment links - submitted for your information, review, and
consideration.
Bob Warner
2116 Natures Gate Ct., S.
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034
(904) 430-0481
http://fernandinaobserver.com/2014/08/29/port-of-fernandina-both-a-vision-and-a-challengean-opinion/#more-43205

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Robert Warner
Kelly Gibson
Marshall, D. McCrary; Joe Gerrity; Tammi Bach
Comments on PAB Subcomittee Meeting August 26, 2014
Thursday, August 28, 2014 8:48:21 AM

I second Charles Burns comments, Len Kreger’s guidance, Judith Lane’s ideas, and all public concerns voiced at
the PAB's final public hearing.
http://fernandinaobserver.com/
Concerning the extra cost of rail shipment under 200-300 miles, even if the 200-300 mile figure is accurate (and
this should be independently validated) low “costs” for the shippers involved translate into short term profits for
them and long term problems for businesses and residents of Fernandina Beach and the rest of Amelia Island.
This scenario also guarantees that any motive by the Port Authority to timely develop future inter modal transfer
facilities off island and promote movement of containers by rail will wither.
Perhaps the costs of truck drayage should be increased by a fee or dedicated tax on each container transported
through the city by truck to cover lost business, damage to roads and structures and environmental degradation.
This would incentivize use of existing rail capacity in the short term and encourage development of off island inter
model transfer facilities in or near the Nassau Tradeplex or future Nassau Crossing Industrial Parks– and facilitate
drayage and potential future rail connections with Crawford Diamond.
A tough issue for all concerned, but better to confront alternatives now, rather than later - when alternatives will not
be available.
Bob Warner
2116 Natures Gate Ct., S.
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034
904) 430-0481

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

chip ross
Kelly Gibson
cwd@neflaw.com; rebruce@comcast.net
Process for Rewriting the Port Amendment 1/2
Monday, August 25, 2014 6:08:49 PM
Preamble.docx
Goal 5P-1.docx
Goal 5P.01 Port Development.docx
Objective 5P.03 Port Development.docx
Objective 5P.03 Port Development.docx
Objective 5P.04 Intracoastal Connections.docx
Objective 5P.05 Highway Access and Connectivity.docx
Objective 5P.06 Rail Services and Connectivity.docx

25 August 2014
It is my understanding that:
Goal 9 of the Current Comprehensive Plan will be deleted
Goal 5P will replace the current Goal 9 as an amendment to Goal 5 of
the Conservation and Costal Management Section of the current
Comprehensive Plan
Please distribute and make part of the record, the attached to be
considered as a revision of the Port Master Plan in lieu of the Ocean
Highway Port Authorities' suggested revision. I have presented both
the current language and the Port's proposed language in addition to
the attached revision.
Because of the # of attachments I have sent as 2 e-mails.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
chip ross

23 August 2014
Both A Vision and Challenge
Ocean Highway & Port Authority
Revised Master Plan Dated June 2014
The Subcommittee of the Fernandina Beach Planning Advisory Board (PAB) has conducted a series of public
meetings to solicit comment both from the public and the Ocean Highway and Port Authority (OPHA) in an
effort to more fully understand the ramifications and possible impacts of the Port of Fernandina Beach’s
future operations on the local community. These discussions have revealed several significant issues,
specifically:
-

The revised OHPA Master Plan as presently written does not reflect the OHPA and Port
Operator’s (Kinder Morgan) vision of what is realistically possible within the next ten (10) years.
Both the OHPA and Kinder Morgan representatives present at the meetings to date have both
stated that they “are not happy” with some of the data and content of this document. The PAB
subcommittee has suggested that the OHPA revise and “distill” the existing document to more
accurately reflect the OHPA vision of where the Port of Fernandina Beach will possibly be within
the next 3-5 years, and 5-10 years.

-

Traffic volume and flow both within the city limits, and the confines of Nassau County is a major
concern of the residents of our community.

With these issues in mind, and recognizing that the OHPA may further substantially revise their Master Plan, I
believe the review process currently underway offers a unique opportunity to address an existing problem
that the present revised OHPA Master Plan attempts to quantify. This issue is the total volume of truck traffic
presently on our major traffic arteries (SR 200 and 8th Street). If the data in the existing Master Plan is
accurate, the total daily truck traffic on this highway system attributable to the two mills and the port is
approximately 1,474 truck trips (Rock Tenn 840, Port 134, and Rayonier 500). While the contribution of the
Port is presently relatively small, OPHA anticipates that it may grow somewhat to the levels experienced
during 2011.
The issue here is not so much what a modest increase in port truck traffic will have on the community, but
rather what impact the total truck traffic has had and will continue to have until an alternative solution is
identified and the necessary steps taken to implement an alternative transportation system. It is my belief
that Mr. Yulee’s railroad offers a viable solution, one that will not only result in a more efficient and cost
effective transportation model, But also at the same time measurably improve the quality of life in our
community.
There are those that will say that this has already been looked at, including a test by Rock Tenn’s predecessor
that demonstrated that use of the railroad increased the material handling costs, and was therefore not
justifiable on an economic basis. In any economic model there are a number of variables, one of which is
volume. It is my belief and recommendation that an economic model developed that substantially captured
most, if not all, of the raw materials going to both mills, the finished product delivered from these mills,
together with the containerized cargos going into and from the Port of Fernandina, that the “unit costs” for
handling (loading and unloading) and rail transport will be substantially reduced.
There is a further argument put forward that the use of rail to move a substantial portion of the current truck
traffic would have a negative impact on truckers’ income and livelihood. This argument holds water only in
so far as the other variables in the economic equation remain unchanged. If the intermodal facility were

located in either the Greater Yulee area, or possibly the Crawford Diamond development, it is reasonable to
assume that the harvesting area for pulp wood would also be adjusted as well. Depending upon where the
intermodal facility is located, it’s quite possible that the total pulp wood truck miles might remain
unchanged, and might possibly actually increase. However those truck miles would not be on SR 200 and 8th
Street.
The question then becomes how do we get there from here? First, the economic stakeholders need to be
encouraged to work together. These entities include Rayonier, OPHA, Rock Tenn and the Genesee and
Wyoming Railroad.
Second, the various governmental and NGO organizations need to agree a common goal and then begin
working in their respective areas to achieve the goal of a more efficient transportation system. There are
multiple benefits to such an approach which I will attempt to identify shortly. Stakeholders on this side of
the equation include the Fernandina Beach City Council, the Nassau County Commission, the Economic
Development Board, the Chamber of Commerce (city and county), Amelia Island Tourist Development
Council, FDOT, our elected representatives (local, state and federal), in addition to the citizens of Fernandina
Beach and the rest of Nassau County.
One of the fundamental issues encountered by a comprehensive change such as this is the cost of
implementation. Given the benefits derived from developing the railroad as a cost effective solution to the
current and future highway and street overload, I believe that much of the infrastructure costs can be
defrayed through the use of both State and Federal grants. Grant money can be used for land acquisition,
development of an intermodal facility, rail expansion as necessary to handle the increased volume and the
possibility of a centralized chipping plant that could handle the raw material requirements of both mills.
Benefits to the various stakeholders include:
-

Improving the cost stability of both mills, securing their place within our community.
Permitting the controlled growth of the Port focused on container traffic.
Creating additional employment opportunities within the community.
Alleviating traffic congestion on SR 200, 8th Street, Gum and Dade Streets.
A critical first step in improving the appearance of 8th Street, the front door to historic
Fernandina Beach.
Alleviating damage to historic structures within the city, including as an example St. Peters
Episcopal Church.

The Planning Advisory Board is in a unique position to identify this issue and make recommendations to the
City Commission that can move this issue forward. Some may argue that this is a discretionary
recommendation, but I believe it can be argued that this is the essence of what a Planning and Advisory
Board should be doing. I would encourage the PAB subcommittee to take this idea back to the Planning
Advisory Board, and to the City Commission for consideration and action.
Finally, one last thought: Change is inevitable. Those that ignore change are condemned to live with the
consequences. Those that recognize change, and plan to incorporate it into their plan s enjoy the benefit of
managing how change affects them and their community.

18 August 2014
OHPA MASTER PLAN UPDATE
PLANNING ADVISORY BOARD
SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING ISSUES
1. Data “delta” between 8/13 Presentation and 6/14 Updated Master Plan
2. Page 2.6, para 2.1.3.1: Provide number of vessels calling in the port for 2012 and 2013
3. Vessel loading and discharge assumptions (100% turn)
4. Port’s ability to handle 45’, 48’ and 53’ boxes
5. Port’s ability to service 106’ beam vessels (crane boom length)
6. Page 2-11, para 2.2.1: Question rationale for statement
7. Page 2-13, fig. 2.2-1: Question traffic volume figures
8. Page 2-25, fig. 2.2-7: Overlay projected port traffic volume growth onto baseline
9. Coordination with County’s Growth management process?

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Eugene E. Alley
Kelly Gibson
Gene Alley; Eugene E. Alley
PAB Subcommittee Comments Input
Sunday, August 24, 2014 1:22:56 PM
OHPA Doc 81514.docx
Transportation Vision Statement.docx

Kelly,
Two documents for inclusion in the public’s comments input to the subcommittee’s review of the
OHPA Master Plan. The first is the list that was not included in last week’s summary. The second is
a document that I would like to get into the Subcommittee Board Members hands before Tuesday
afternoon’s meeting. Unfortunately I have a medical procedure scheduled for Tuesday afternoon
that will preclude my attendance at this meeting. Your assistance in getting this document into the
hands of Mr. Kreger, Ms. Lane and Mr. Bennett is very much appreciated
Regards,
NORTH FLORIDA SHIPYARDS, INC.
Gene Alley
Gene Alley, Chief Estimator
(p) (904) 354-3278 ext. 214

(e) galley@nfsy.net

This e-mail, including any attachments, is intended solely for the person or
entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential, proprietary
and/or
non-public material.

Except as stated above, any review, re-transmission,

dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon this
information by persons or entities other than an intended recipient is
prohibited. If you receive this in error, please so notify the sender and
delete
the material from any media and destroy any printouts or copies.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Faith Ross
Kelly Gibson
Port Authority Financial Statements 2011, 2012, 2013
Thursday, August 28, 2014 1:00:37 PM
2011 ocean highway and port authority of nassau.pdf
2012 ocean highway and port authority of nassau county.pdf
2013 ocean highway and port authority of nassau county.pdf

Verification of Financial Viability and Debt Service

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
NORTHEAST DISTRICT
8800 BAYMEADOWS WAY WEST, SUITE 100
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 32256

RICK SCOTT
GOVERNOR
CARLOS LOPEZ-CANTERA
LT. GOVERNOR
HERSCHEL T. VINYARD JR.
SECRETARY

Sent by Electronic Mail – Received Receipt Requested
PERMITTEE
Kinder Morgan Operating L.P. “C”
5321 Hartford Street
Tampa, Florida 33619

Air Permit No. 0890440-001-AC
Permit Expires: xx/xx/xxxx
Nassau Terminal LLC
Initial Air Construction Permit

Authorized Representative:
Rodney Palmer, Director of Operations

This is the final air construction permit, which authorizes the re-purposing of the existing facility to also allow
for the handling and transporting of coal. This operation will consist of trans-loading inbound coal from
vessels, via ship-mounted clamshell, up to possibly three hoppers and then to truck(s) for offsite delivery; and
also trans-loading of coal via clamshell to a barge for temporary storage. The coal would then be transferred
from the barge via clamshell to the hopper(s) and then truck(s) for offsite delivery. The proposed work will be
conducted at the Nassau Terminal LLC, which is a Marine Cargo Handling facility (Standard Industrial
Classification No. 4491). The facility is located in Nassau County at 501 North 3rd Street in Fernandina Beach,
Florida. The UTM coordinates are Zone 17, 455.74 km East, and 3393.97 km North.
This final permit is organized by the following sections.
Section 1. General Information
Section 2. Administrative Requirements
Section 3. Emissions Unit Specific Conditions
Section 4. Appendices
Because of the technical nature of the project, the permit contains numerous acronyms and abbreviations, which
are defined in Appendix A of Section 4 of this permit.
This air pollution construction permit is issued under the provisions of: Chapter 403 of the Florida Statutes
(F.S.) and Chapters 62-4, 62-204, 62-210, 62-212, 62-296 and 62-297 of the Florida Administrative Code
(F.A.C.). The permittee is authorized to conduct the proposed work in accordance with the conditions of this
permit. This project is subject to the general preconstruction review requirements in Rule 62-212.300, F.A.C.
and is not subject to the preconstruction review requirements for major stationary sources in Rule 62-212.400,
F.A.C. for the Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) of Air Quality.
Upon issuance of this final permit, any party to this order has the right to seek judicial review of it under
Section 120.68 of the Florida Statutes by filing a notice of appeal under Rule 9.110 of the Florida Rules of
Appellate Procedure with the clerk of the Department of Environmental Protection in the Office of General
Counsel (Mail Station #35, 3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, Tallahassee, Florida, 32399-3000) and by filing a
copy of the notice of appeal accompanied by the applicable filing fees with the appropriate District Court of
Appeal. The notice must be filed within 30 days after this order is filed with the clerk of the Department.

www.dep.state.fl.us

AIR CONSTRUCTION PERMIT (DRAFT)

Executed in Jacksonville, Florida

(DRAFT)
____________________________
Richard S. Rachal III, P.G.
Program Administrator
Waste and Air Resource Management Program

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned duly designated deputy agency clerk hereby certifies that this Final Air Permit package
(including the Final Determination and Final Permit) was sent by electronic mail (or a link to these documents
made available electronically on a publicly accessible server) with received receipt requested before the close
of business on DRAFT to the persons listed below.
Rodney Palmer, Director of Operations, Kinder Morgan (rodney_palmer@kindermorgan.com)
John Vogler, Regional Manager EHS- Southeast Region, Kinder Morgan Terminals
(john_volger@kindermorgan.com)
Stephen Dubose, Terminal Manager- Nassau Terminals LLC (stephen_dubose@kindermorgan.com)
David Cibik, P.E. of Record, ARCADIS (david.cibik@arcadis-us.com)
Clerk Stamp
FILING AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT FILED, on this date,
pursuant to Section 120.52(7), Florida Statutes, with the
designated agency clerk, receipt of which is hereby
acknowledged.
DRAFT
________________________________
(Clerk)

Kinder Morgan Operating LP, “C”
Nassau Terminal LLC

______________
(Date)

Air Permit No. 0890440-001-AC
Initial Air Construction Permit
Page 2 of 8

SECTION 1. GENERAL INFORMATION (DRAFT)
FACILITY AND PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Existing Facility
Kinder Morgan Operating L.P. “C” is a marine cargo handling facility that currently transfers various types of
break-bulk type products. These products include, but are not limited to paper products, steel coils, rebar and
containers to and from vessels, railcars, and trucks using cranes and various types of mobile equipment. The
existing facility previously did not require a permit for the break-bulk products. The facility also has an
emergency RICE generator that is subject to the requirements of 40 CFR 60 Subpart ZZZZ- National Emissions
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Stationary Reciprocating Internal Combustion Engines. This engine
is not a source of HAPs. The engine met the categorical exemption from having to obtain an air permit in Rule
62-210.300(3)(a)35., F.A.C.
xx

Emergency RICE Engine (4 cycle, 605 HP, Rich burn, Cummins Model No. NTA-885-G5, manufactured
3/6/09)

Proposed Project
This project will re-purpose the facility to also allow the handling and transporting of coal. This operation will
consist of trans-loading inbound coal from vessels, via ship-mounted clamshell, up to possibly three hoppers
and then to truck(s) for offsite delivery; and also trans-loading of coal via clamshell to a barge for temporary
storage. The coal would then be transferred from the barge via clamshell to the hopper(s) and then truck(s) for
offsite delivery. This project will add the following emissions units.
ID No. Emission Unit Description
001 Ship offloading of Coal

002

EP01 Via Clamshell to (Ship-hold/Vessel)
EP02 Clamshell from (Ship-hold/Vessel) to Hopper 1*
EP03 Clamshell from (Ship-hold/Vessel) to Hopper 2*
EP04 Clamshell from (Ship-hold/Vessel) to Hopper 3*
EP05 From Hopper 1* to truck
EP06 From Hopper 2* to truck
EP07 From Hopper 3 to truck
Transporting of Coal to Barge

Particulate emissions will be controlled
through a combination of best
management practices, shielding, and
water sprays as needed.

EP01 Via Clamshell to (Ship-hold/Vessel)
EP02 Clamshell to Barge
EP03 Barge to Clamshell
EP04 Clamshell to Hopper 1*
EP05 Clamshell to Hopper 2*
EP06 Clamshell to Hopper 3*
EP07 From Hopper 1* to truck
EP08 From Hopper 2* to truck
EP09 From Hopper 3* to truck
*Up to three (3) Hoppers may be installed. Each drop point to the Hopper(s) and each drop from the Hopper(s)
to the truck will be a separate emissions point (EP).

Kinder Morgan Operating LP, “C”
Nassau Terminal LLC

Air Permit No. 0890440-001-AC
Initial Air Construction Permit
Page 3 of 8

SECTION 1. GENERAL INFORMATION (DRAFT)

FACILITY REGULATORY CLASSIFICATION
The facility is not a major source of hazardous air pollutants (HAP).
The facility has no units subject to the acid rain provisions of the Clean Air Act (CAA).
The facility is not a Title V major source of air pollution in accordance with Chapter 213, F.A.C.
The facility is not a major stationary source in accordance with Rule 62-212.400(PSD), F.A.C.

Kinder Morgan Operating LP, “C”
Nassau Terminal LLC

Air Permit No. 0890440-001-AC
Initial Air Construction Permit
Page 4 of 8

SECTION 2. ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS (DRAFT)
1. Permitting Authority: The permitting authority for this project is the Florida Department of Environmental
Protection (Department), Northeast District Office, Waste and Air Resource Management. The Northeast
District Office's mailing address is 8800 Baymeadows Way, Suite 100, Jacksonville, Florida 32256. All
documents related to applications for permits to operate an emissions unit shall be submitted to the
Northeast District.
2. Compliance Authority: All documents related to compliance activities such as reports, tests, and
notifications shall be submitted to the Northeast District Office. The mailing address and phone number of
the District Office is: 8800 Baymeadows Way, Suite 100, Jacksonville, Florida 32256. The Compliance
Authority’s telephone number is 904/256-1700.
3. Appendices: The following Appendices are attached as part of this permit:
a. Appendix A. Citation Formats and Glossary of Common Terms;
b. Appendix B. General Conditions;
c. Appendix C. Common Conditions; and
d. Appendix D. Common Testing Requirements.
4. Applicable Regulations, Forms and Application Procedures: Unless otherwise specified in this permit, the
construction and operation of the subject emissions units shall be in accordance with the capacities and
specifications stated in the application. The facility is subject to all applicable provisions of: Chapter 403,
F.S.; and Chapters 62-4, 62-204, 62-210, 62-212, 62-213, 62-296 and 62-297, F.A.C. Issuance of this
permit does not relieve the permittee from compliance with any applicable federal, state, or local permitting
or regulations.
5. New or Additional Conditions: For good cause shown and after notice and an administrative hearing, if
requested, the Department may require the permittee to conform to new or additional conditions. The
Department shall allow the permittee a reasonable time to conform to the new or additional conditions, and
on application of the permittee, the Department may grant additional time. [Rule 62-4.080, F.A.C.]
6. Modifications: The permittee shall notify the Compliance Authority upon commencement of construction.
No new emissions unit shall be constructed and no existing emissions unit shall be modified without
obtaining an air construction permit from the Department. Such permit shall be obtained prior to beginning
construction or modification. [Rules 62-210.300(1) and 62-212.300(1)(a), F.A.C.]
7. Source Obligation:
(a) At such time that a particular source or modification becomes a major stationary source or major
modification (as these terms were defined at the time the source obtained the enforceable limitation)
solely by virtue of a relaxation in any enforceable limitation which was established after August 7,
1980, on the capacity of the source or modification otherwise to emit a pollutant, such as a restriction
on hours of operation, then the requirements of subsections 62-212.400(4) through (12), F.A.C., shall
apply to the source or modification as though construction had not yet commenced on the source or
modification.
(b) At such time that a particular source or modification becomes a major stationary source or major
modification (as these terms were defined at the time the source obtained the enforceable limitation)
solely by exceeding its projected actual emissions, then the requirements of subsections 62-212.400(4)
through (12), F.A.C., shall apply to the source or modification as though construction had not yet
commenced on the source or modification.
[Rule 62-212.400(12), F.A.C.]

Kinder Morgan Operating LP, “C”
Nassau Terminal LLC

Air Permit No. 0890440-001-AC
Initial Air Construction Permit
Page 5 of 8

SECTION 2. ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS (DRAFT)

8. Application for Non-Title V Permit: This permit authorizes construction of the permitted emissions unit
and initial operation to determine compliance with Department rules. A completed Application for Air
Permit - Non Title V Source (DEP Form No. 62-210.900(3), F.A.C.), shall be submitted to the Department
at least 90 days prior to the expiration date of this construction permit. To properly apply for a construction
permit, the permittee shall submit the appropriate application form, processing fee, and compliance test
reports as required by this permit. [Rules 62-4.050, F.A.C.]

Kinder Morgan Operating LP, “C”
Nassau Terminal LLC

Air Permit No. 0890440-001-AC
Initial Air Construction Permit
Page 6 of 8

SECTION 3. EMISSIONS UNIT SPECIFIC CONDITIONS (DRAFT)
EUs 001 and 002
This section of the permit addresses the following emissions units.
ID No. Emission Unit Description
001 Ship offloading of Coal

002

EP01 Via Clamshell to (Ship-hold/Vessel)
EP02 Clamshell from (Ship-hold/Vessel) to Hopper 1*
EP03 Clamshell from (Ship-hold/Vessel) to Hopper 2*
EP04 Clamshell from (Ship-hold/Vessel) to Hopper 3*
EP05 From Hopper 1* to truck
EP06 From Hopper 2* to truck
EP07 From Hopper 3 to truck
Transporting of Coal to Barge

Particulate emissions will be controlled
through a combination of best
management practices, shielding, and
water sprays as needed.

EP01 Via Clamshell to (Ship-hold/Vessel)
EP02 Clamshell to Barge
EP03 Barge to Clamshell
EP04 Clamshell to Hopper 1*
EP05 Clamshell to Hopper 2*
EP06 Clamshell to Hopper 3*
EP07 From Hopper 1* to truck
EP08 From Hopper 2* to truck
EP09 From Hopper 3* to truck
*Up to three (3) Hoppers may be installed. Each drop point to the Hopper(s) and each drop from the Hopper(s)
to the truck will be a separate emissions point (EP).

1. This project shall be in accordance with the application and associated documents provided to the Permitting
Authority for the issuance of this permit. Any changes to the project that are contrary to these documents and
permit shall be reported in writing to the Permitting Authority by the P.E. of Record.
[Application No. 0890440-001-AC]
2. Hours of Operation. The hours of operation for these emissions units are not restricted, i.e. allowed to
operate continuously, 8760 hours/year (8784 in any Leap Year).
[Application No. 0890440-001-AC and 62-210.200(PTE), F.A.C.]
3. Maximum Process Rate (EU001 and 002). The maximum process rate to the ship offloading and
transporting system is estimated to be 500,000 tons per year of coal.
[Application No. 0890440-001-AC and Rule 62-210.200(PTE), F.A.C.]

Kinder Morgan Operating LP, “C”
Nassau Terminal LLC

Air Permit No. 0890440-001-AC
Initial Air Construction Permit
Page 7 of 8

SECTION 3. EMISSIONS UNIT SPECIFIC CONDITIONS (DRAFT)
EUs 001 and 002
EMISSIONS STANDARDS
4. General Visible Emissions (Testing only upon request). No person shall cause, let, permit, suffer or allow
to be discharged into the atmosphere the emissions of air pollutants from any activity equal to or greater than
20% opacity. EPA Method 9 is the method of compliance pursuant to Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. This
regulation does not impose a specific testing requirement. The Department may require a special compliance
test in accordance with Rule 62 297.310(7)(b), F.A.C. (refer to Appendix D, Condition No. 4.b.)”
[Rule 62-296.320(4)(b)1, F.A.C.]
5. Unconfined Emissions of Particulate Matter. No person shall cause, let, permit, suffer or allow the
emissions of unconfined particulate matter from any activity, including vehicular movement; transportation of
materials; construction, alteration, demolition or wrecking; or industrially related activities such as loading,
unloading, storing or handling; without taking reasonable precautions to prevent such emissions. Particulate
emissions will be controlled through a combination of best management practices, shielding, and water sprays
as needed.
Operate water sprays during coal unloading and transfer operations and on paved roads as needed to
maintain the moisture content of the materials to as close to or higher than “as received” levels.
Keep material transfer points as low as possible (daily, when in operation). Typical drop heights are
10’ for coal.
Curtail operations during high wind conditions, as necessary.
Cover the haul trucks upon leaving the facility (daily, when in operation).
Post speed limit signs on paved roads (permanent).
Visually inspect ship unloading area (at least twice a day during unloading periods) and take corrective
actions as appropriate to minimize visible emissions.
Implement good housekeeping at all times (daily, when in operation).
Records of inspections and maintenance will be retained for a minimum of two years, and will be made
available to the Department upon request.
If corrective actions are necessary, maintenance job request will be immediately initiated. These
records will also be maintained for a minimum of two years.
Use of operational controls as necessary (i.e., carefully lowering the clamshell buckets into ship holds,
minimizing drop heights, shrouding the hoppers, wind shields, etc.).
Sweep roadways and other paved areas within Terminal; grounds as necessary to prevent particulate
matter from becoming airborne.
[Application No. 0890440-001-AC]
6. Commencement of Construction and Operation. The permittee shall submit to the Air Compliance
Authority of this Office written notification of the date of commencement of construction and operation of
EUs 001 and 002. Also, indicate the total number of Hopper(s) installed for EU001. This notification shall
be submitted or postmarked within as many days prior to the date of construction and operation
commencement as practical, but no later than thirty (30) business day following commencement of
construction and operation.
[Rule 62-4.070(3), F.A.C.]

Kinder Morgan Operating LP, “C”
Nassau Terminal LLC

Air Permit No. 0890440-001-AC
Initial Air Construction Permit
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PUBLIC NOTICE OF INTENT TO ISSUE AIR PERMIT
Florida Department of Environmental Protection
Waste and Air Resource Management, Northeast District Office
Draft Air Construction Permit
Project No. 0890440-001-AC
Kinder Morgan Operating L.P. “C”, Nassau Terminal LLC
Nassau County, Florida
Applicant: The applicant for this project is Kinder Morgan Operating L.P. “C”. The applicant’s authorized
representative and mailing address is: Rodney Palmer, Director of Operations, Kinder Morgan Operating L.P.
“C”, Nassau Terminal LLC, 5321 Hartford Street, Tampa, Florida 33619.
Facility Location: Kinder Morgan Operating L.P. “C” operates the existing Nassau Terminal LLC, which is
located in Nassau County at 501 North 3rd Street in Fernandina Beach, Florida.
Project: The applicant proposes to re-purpose the facility to also allow the handling and transporting of coal.
This operation will consist of trans-loading inbound coal from vessels, via ship-mounted clamshell, up to
possibly three hoppers and then to truck(s) for offsite delivery; and also trans-loading of coal via clamshell to a
barge for temporary storage. The coal would then be transferred from the barge via clamshell to the hopper(s)
and then truck(s) for offsite delivery.
Permitting Authority: Applications for air construction permits are subject to review in accordance with the
provisions of Chapter 403, Florida Statutes (F.S.) and Chapters 62-4, 62-210 and 62-212 of the Florida
Administrative Code (F.A.C.). The proposed project is not exempt from air permitting requirements and an air
permit is required to perform the proposed work. The Permitting Authority responsible for making a permit
determination for this project is the Department of Environmental Protection’s Waste and Air Resource
Management in the Northeast District Office. 8800 Baymeadows Way, Suite 100, Jacksonville, Florida 322567590. The Permitting Authority’s mailing address is: 8800 Baymeadows Way, Suite 100, Jacksonville, Florida
32256-7590. The Permitting Authority’s telephone number is 904/256-1700.
Project File: A complete project file is available for public inspection during the normal business hours of 8:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday (except legal holidays), at the physical address indicated above for the
Permitting Authority. The complete project file includes the Draft Permit, the Technical Evaluation and
Preliminary Determination, the application and information submitted by the applicant (exclusive of confidential
records under Section 403.111, F.S.). Interested persons may contact the Permitting Authority’s project engineer
for additional information at the address and phone number listed above. In addition, electronic copies of these
documents are available on the following web site: http://www.dep.state.fl.us/air/emission/apds/default.asp.
Notice of Intent to Issue Air Permit: The Permitting Authority gives notice of its intent to issue an air
construction permit to the applicant for the project described above. The applicant has provided reasonable
assurance that operation of proposed equipment will not adversely impact air quality and that the project will
comply with all appropriate provisions of Chapters 62-4, 62-204, 62-210, 62-212, 62-296 and 62-297, F.A.C.
The Permitting Authority will issue a Final Permit in accordance with the conditions of the proposed Draft
Permit unless a timely petition for an administrative hearing is filed under Sections 120.569 and 120.57, F.S. or
unless public comment received in accordance with this notice results in a different decision or a significant
change of terms or conditions.
Comments: The Permitting Authority will accept written comments concerning the proposed Draft Permit for a
period of 14 days from the date of publication of this Public Notice. Written comments must be received by the
Permitting Authority by close of business (5:00 p.m.) on or before the end of the 14-day period. If written
comments received result in a significant change to the Draft Permit, the Permitting Authority shall revise the
Draft Permit and require, if applicable, another Public Notice. All comments filed will be made available for
public inspection.
(Public Notice to be Published in the Newspaper)

Petitions: A person whose substantial interests are affected by the proposed permitting decision may petition for
an administrative hearing in accordance with Sections 120.569 and 120.57, F.S. The petition must contain the
information set forth below and must be filed with (received by) the Department’s Agency Clerk in the Office of
General Counsel of the Department of Environmental Protection at 3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, Mail Station
#35, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000 (Telephone: 850/245-2241). Petitions filed by any persons other than
those entitled to written notice under Section 120.60(3), F.S. must be filed within 14 days of publication of this
Public Notice or receipt of a written notice, whichever occurs first. Under Section 120.60(3), F.S., however, any
person who asked the Permitting Authority for notice of agency action may file a petition within 14 days of
receipt of that notice, regardless of the date of publication. A petitioner shall mail a copy of the petition to the
applicant at the address indicated above, at the time of filing. The failure of any person to file a petition within
the appropriate time period shall constitute a waiver of that person’s right to request an administrative
determination (hearing) under Sections 120.569 and 120.57, F.S., or to intervene in this proceeding and
participate as a party to it. Any subsequent intervention (in a proceeding initiated by another party) will be only
at the approval of the presiding officer upon the filing of a motion in compliance with Rule 28-106.205, F.A.C.
A petition that disputes the material facts on which the Permitting Authority’s action is based must contain the
following information: (a) The name and address of each agency affected and each agency’s file or identification
number, if known; (b) The name, address and telephone number of the petitioner; the name address and telephone
number of the petitioner’s representative, if any, which shall be the address for service purposes during the
course of the proceeding; and an explanation of how the petitioner’s substantial rights will be affected by the
agency determination; (c) A statement of when and how the petitioner received notice of the agency action or
proposed decision; (d) A statement of all disputed issues of material fact. If there are none, the petition must so
state; (e) A concise statement of the ultimate facts alleged, including the specific facts the petitioner contends
warrant reversal or modification of the agency’s proposed action; (f) A statement of the specific rules or statutes
the petitioner contends require reversal or modification of the agency’s proposed action including an explanation
of how the alleged facts relate to the specific rules or statutes; and, (g) A statement of the relief sought by the
petitioner, stating precisely the action the petitioner wishes the agency to take with respect to the agency’s
proposed action. A petition that does not dispute the material facts upon which the Permitting Authority’s action
is based shall state that no such facts are in dispute and otherwise shall contain the same information as set forth
above, as required by Rule 28-106.301, F.A.C.
Because the administrative hearing process is designed to formulate final agency action, the filing of a petition
means that the Permitting Authority’s final action may be different from the position taken by it in this Public
Notice of Intent to Issue Air Permit. Persons whose substantial interests will be affected by any such final
decision of the Permitting Authority on the application have the right to petition to become a party to the
proceeding, in accordance with the requirements set forth above.
Mediation: Mediation is not available for this proceeding.

(Public Notice to be Published in the Newspaper)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Faith Ross
Kelly Gibson
EMERGENCY!
Wednesday, September 03, 2014 3:04:07 PM
public_notice.pdf
0890440-001-AC draft.pdf

Kelly,
It seems that the Port of Fernandina is applying to load coal onto trucks now. Please add the
notices to your voluminous file of information concerning the plans of the Port Authority.
We have until Sept. 10th to comment.
Attached.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Gene Alley
OHPANC@gmail.com
Gene Alley
Kinder Morgan Proposal to repurpose the Port of Fernandina Beach port facilities
Thursday, September 04, 2014 10:14:58 PM

Attn: Richard Bruce
Dear Mr. Bruce,
I’ve just been made aware of an article in the “Fernandina Observer” electronic forum that
speaks to a Florida Dept. of Environmental Protection (FDEP) notice indicating that they are
considering an application by Kinder Morgan L.P. “C”, Nassau Terminal LLC to repurpose the
port facilities to permit the handling and storage of coal. This raises several questions where
your response would be greatly appreciated:
1. Is the OHPANC Board aware of this application to FDEP, and was it done with the
knowledge and consent of the OHPANC Board?
2. Assuming that this action was taken with the knowledge and concurrence of the OHPANC
Board, is there some reason why it was not included in the revised OHPA Master Plan that is
currently under review by the City of Fernandina Beach?
I have been and will continue to be a strong supporter of a viable port operation on Amelia
Island. Those goals and expectations need to be weighed very carefully within the scales,
balancing the needs of the community with those of the port. I look forward to receiving your
response, and to hopefully working with you in the future to achieve a profitable port
operation while remaining a good neighbor within our community. The mills have managed
to accomplish this, and I believe the OHPANC can be equally successful.
Gene Alley
(m) (904) 233-9027

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Gene Alley
Ed Boner; Sarah Pelican; Charles Corbett; Pat Gass; Johnny Miller
Joe Gerrity; Kelly Gibson
Fw: OHPA Master Plan Further Thoughts
Thursday, September 04, 2014 9:53:38 PM

Honorable City Commissioners,
From: Gene Alley
Sent: Thursday, September 04, 2014 9:17 PM
To: pab5@fbfl.org
Cc: Gene Alley
Subject: OHPA Master Plan Further Thoughts

Len,
Good evening. I’ve just read an article that appeared in the “Fernandina Observer” electronic
news forum that speaks to the possible use of the port facilities by Kinder Morgan for the
offloading of coal, with the coal either delivered by truck to unspecified destination(s), or
possibly stored on a barge temporarily before being rehandled a third time for truck delivery.
I would like to register my strong objection to this possibility for the following reasons:
1. There is no mention of coal cargos anywhere in the proposed 10 Year Master Plan that is
currently under review with the Planning Advisory Board. While there is some mention of
handling bulk commodities, this was explained away as being potentially wood chips or pulp.
For Kinder Morgan to have advanced this concept to a point where FDEP is evaluating it and
soliciting input from interested parties clearly evidences that this concept has been under
consideration for some time. For OHPA and/or Kinder Morgan to not have included this in
their proposed Master Plan is at the very least disingenuous. The PAB subcommittee has
suggested to OHPA that they rewrite their Master Plan and distill the document such that it
reflects their reasonable expectations. Here is an example where something that probably
should have been included was not included for some unexplained reason.
2. Coal, and especially coal handling is a very dirty business. In sophisticated large scale
operations the coal is routinely transported in closed conveyor systems, and coal piles are
continuously wet down with a water spray to minimize coal dust escaping into the
atmosphere. Discharging coal from a bulk carrier utilizing a clam shell, loading into hoppers
which in turn discharges into heavy haul aggregate dump trucks will create a coal dust plume
that will exist whenever the material is being handled. Coal dust is a recognized carcinogen.
It’s release into our environment creates a health risk for the entire population of Fernandina
Beach, Amelia Island and the Eastern most portions of mainland Nassau County.
3. Coal dust is insidious. It will coat every exposed surface (roofs, lawns, drive ways, side
walks, etc.) and is very difficult to remove safely and efficiently. The port facilities are
immediately adjacent to the downtown historic district, and are in close proximity to the Olde

Town historic district. To expose these valuable and off times irreplaceable structures to coal
dust will result in substantial and sustained economic damage.
I have written to the City Planning Advisory Board subcommittee members detailing my
concerns about the possibility of handling coal as a bulk commodity at the Port of Fernandina
Beach. I have also offered my suggestions on how the PAB might address this specific issue
within the confines of the PAB review of the revised OHPA Master Plan. I have appended
below my suggestions and recommendations for you information and consideration. I believe
the City Commission has an immediate role in this issue to the extent that the City
Commission might share their respective views on this subject, including where appropriate
providing guidance and recommendations to the PAB to assist them in their evaluation of the
revised OHPA Master Plan.
On the basis of this recent action by Kinder Morgan, acting either independently, or as the
port operator for OHPA, I believe the PAB should make a clear recommendation to the City
Commission to not accept the current proposed OHPA Master Plan. The PAB
recommendation should clearly delineate the inadequacies of the current proposed Master
Plan, including both the “over the top” items (toll road to Brunswick, oil refinery, etc.) as well
as the apparent oversight in not including the apparent attempt to repurpose the port
facilities to facilitate the handling of bulk coal shipments. The PAB recommendation should
clearly state that the OHPA Master Plan be rewritten and resubmitted to reflect the reality of
what OHPA and the port operator, Kinder Morgan, believe are reasonable and realistic goals
that may be achieved in the next (10) years.
Gene Alley
(m) (904) 233-9027

Summary of Comments Received as of August 26, 2014
There are a number of recurring and overarching themes within the comments received by email and from recent public
meetings the following list is simply a summary which identifies requests for more information, revisions, or enhanced
analysis to be included in the Port Master Plan Update and the associated Comprehensive Plan amendments.


Request to specifically detail compliance with applicable Florida Statutes for deepwater port planning



Request for risk analysis for each proposed project



Request for an environmental, socioeconomic, and fiscal impact statement for each proposed project



Request for Background and History Section



Request to identify a realistic approach to what is achievable on Port property within the next 10-years



Request to remove projects that are unattainable due to physical or environmental constraints from within the
plan



Request for additional analysis of how rail and barge transportation may be utilized to offset truck traffic
o

Questions: What are the hours of operation for train activities between mills and port? AND Is it possible
to enforce hours of operation?



Request for methodology used to determine the increased truck traffic forecasted



Request for vessel loading assumptions to be included in report



Questions raised about the ports ability to handle certain sized containers and its ability to service 106’ beam
vessels



Citizens provided specific and detailed input on Comp Plan policies proposed in Appendix D

Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chuck Hall <banjoman_15@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, August 20, 2014 8:05 PM
Kelly Gibson
exactly what am I allowed to ask about?

Hi Doctor Gibson;
Thanks again for putting up with me and my rants. You are a saint.
I might not be able to attend the Thursday meeting. I want to understand this, really I
do; is there a way that the port can agree to limit themselves to current size and
traffic... or that of 2012 (the managers best year).
Is there a way that the port can be encouraged to properly queue the trucks out of the
residential neighborhood? With the coming increase, I'm afraid the trucks will start
backing up daily again.
This all seems so heavy-handed, and with enough money, they could implement all this (and
the Master Plan is where they start). Why not just down-size the ambitious Plan to
current conditions?
Thanks again for your help. I really appreciate it.
Chuck
Business Internet Consulting www.WebsitesByChuck.com
Hand-made wood sculpture from Amelia Island, www.ShadyOakStudio.com
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Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chuck Hall <banjoman_15@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, August 19, 2014 1:04 PM
Kelly Gibson
Re: State Law Requirements Pertaining to Ports

Hello Dr. Gibson;
Here is the first few comments I have re: Master Plan/recipe book.
- The port agreed to a 30-foot buffer. Let's keep that.
- The current plan allows them what they are doing now. They have claimed that they only
want to get back to 2011 traffic. Let's remove everything other than what allows that to
happen.
- The only thing that changed since 2011, is they lost a customer. Why can't they just go
out and get a new one? Or a bunch of others?
- Why are we being drawn into the current management's problems of marketing?
- Why does this have to be so massive if all they want is a customer or two?
- I would prefer to see everything taken out that does not currently exist in the current
plan.
- the port plan makes NOT accommodation for the truck queuing on Dade Street. There is no
plan to stop this, no solution, not even a mention. Why can't the City take this
opportunity to gain a resolution to this ongoing problem?
Sorry to rant.
I'm trying to understand the bureaucracy of all this.
thanks
Chuck

Business Internet Consulting www.WebsitesByChuck.com
Hand-made wood sculpture from Amelia Island, www.ShadyOakStudio.com

On , Chuck Hall <banjoman_15@yahoo.com> wrote:

So I see that the Fernandina Master Plan of
April 15 2002
is 22 pages?
can that be right?
Business Internet Consulting www.WebsitesByChuck.com
Hand-made wood sculpture from Amelia Island, www.ShadyOakStudio.com

On Tuesday, August 19, 2014 10:53 AM, Chuck Hall <banjoman_15@yahoo.com> wrote:
1

thanks, ma'am !
ch
Business Internet Consulting www.WebsitesByChuck.com
Hand-made wood sculpture from Amelia Island, www.ShadyOakStudio.com

On Tuesday, August 19, 2014 10:33 AM, Kelly Gibson <kgibson@fbfl.org> wrote:

Chuck,
This website does a nice job of explaining the statutory requirements for local
comp plans and Ports. http://www.floridajobs.org/community-planning-anddevelopment/programs/technical-assistance/economicdevelopment/deepwater-ports. I hope you will find this helpful.

Kelly N. Gibson
Senior Planner
City of Fernandina Beach
204 Ash Street
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034
Office: 904.310.3141
Fax: 904.310.3460
kgibson@fbfl.org
www.fbfl.us/cdd
CDD: Working Together for a Safer Community
Tell us how we’re doing: CDD Customer Feedback
Disclaimer: According to Florida Public Records Law, email correspondence to and from the
City of Fernandina Beach, including email addresses and other personal information, is public
record and must be made available to the public and media upon request, unless otherwise
exempt by the Public Records Law. If you do not want your email address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact
this office by phone or in writing.
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PORT FACILITIES ELEMENT
Preamble

CURRENT COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LANGUAGE
The primary purpose of the Master Plan is to clearly define the Port’s
direction for the future. The Ocean Highway and Port Authority believe
this plan will enable the Port to best serve the needs of the surrounding
region. The Port can achieve its objectives only if local government,
business, industry and the general citizenry understand the important
role of the Port and support the policies and plans outlined in the Master
Plan. This Master Plan provides the Ocean Highway and Port Authority
a guide for short-range and long-range planning and development
opportunities.

Appendix D [JUNE 2014]
PORT’S RECOMMEND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN REVISIONS
GOAL 5P
The Port of Fernandina is located in Nassau County, within the municipal
jurisdiction of the City of Fernandina Beach. As such, the Ocean Highway and Port
Authority intends to plan and develop the Port as identified in Figures 5.5-1, 5.5-2
and 5.5-3, in accordance with market forecasts and the community’s commercial
and industrial resources, to create jobs and stimulate local and regional economic
development.

1
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PROPOSED DRAFT LANGUAGE RJROSS & OTHERS –
[8/25/2014]

The Port of Fernandina is located in Nassau County, within the municipal
jurisdiction of the City of Fernandina Beach. As such, the Ocean Highway and Port
Authority intends to plan and develop the Port as identified in Figures 5.5-1, 5.5-2
and 5.5-3, in accordance with market forecasts and the community’s commercial
and industrial resources, to create jobs and stimulate local and regional economic
development.

The primary purpose of this Master Plan is to clearly define the Port’s
direction for the future. The Ocean Highway and Port Authority believe
this plan will enable the Port to best serve the needs of the surrounding
region.
The Port can achieve its objectives only if local government,
business, industry, and the general citizenry understand the important
role of the Port and support the policies and plans outlined in this Master
Plan.
This Master Plan provides the Ocean Highway and Port Authority and town
of Fernandina Beach aa guide for short-range [next 3 -5 year] and longrange [ next 5- 10 years] planning and development opportunities.

2
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Goal 5P.01
Port Development
Existing Comprehensive Plan Language
OBJECTIVE 9.01.
Economic Development
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall continue to plan for and
Maintain facilities to meet the long-term useful life of the Port facility

Appendix D [JUNE 2014]
PORT’S RECOMMEND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN REVISION
OBJECTIVE 5P.01
Port Development
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall pursue the phased planning
and development, consistent with the Port Master Plan, to provide
appropriate support facilities that will accommodate projected waterborne
commerce demand, and appropriate support facilities.
Policy 5P.01.01
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall acquire land and work with
other land owners as needed to support Port development and economic
growth. Specific plans for lands added to the Port’s ownership shall be
reflected in the next update of the Port Master Plan.

1
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PROPOSED DRAFT LANGUAGE RJROSS & OTHERS –
[8/25/2014]
Port Development
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall pursue the phased planning
and development, consistent with the Port Master Plan, to provide
appropriate support facilities that will accommodate projected waterborne
commerce demand, and appropriate support facilities.

The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall continue to plan for
and Maintain facilities to meet the long-term useful life of the Port
facility
Policy 5P.01.01
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall acquire land and work with
other land owners as needed to support Port development and economic
growth. Specific has no current plans to purchase or condemn
adjacent land or land in the Fernandina Beach Historic District. Any
plans for lands added to the Port’s ownership shall be reflected in the next
update of the Port Master Plan.

Policy 5P.01.02
The Port of Fernandina’s performance in the last few years has been
down due to the recent economic downturn along with the loss of a
few key carries. The port is consequently operating below capacity
at present. The short term planning and development shall focus on
an aggressive marketing program to return the 2008 to 2011 cargo
volumes while maintaining the unique character of the City of
Fernandina Beach.
Policy 5P.01.03
Long term planning and development will explore developmental
strategies to maximize port capacity within the physical and
infrastructure constraints of the current Port site.
2
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Goal 9 of the Current Comprehensive Plan will be deleted
Goal 5P will replace the current Goal 9 as an amendment to Goal 5 of
the Conservation and Costal Management Section of the current
Comprehensive Plan
GOAL 9
CURRENT COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LANGUAGE
GOAL 9 | Port Facilities ELEMENT
THE GOAL OF THE PORT OF FERNANDINA SHALL BE TO STIMULATE
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE CITY OF FERNANDINA BEACH AND
NASSAU COUNTY AND COOPERATE WITH THE CITY AND COUNTY IN ITS
PLANNING FOR OPERATIONS AND EXPANSIONS WHILE STRIVING TO
MAINTAIN THE UNIQUE CHARACTER OF THE CITY OF FERNANDINA BEACH.

Appendix D [JUNE 2014]
PORT’S RECOMMEND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN REVISIONS
GOAL 5P
The Port of Fernandina is located in Nassau County, within the
municipal jurisdiction of the City of Fernandina Beach. As such,
the Ocean Highway and Port Authority intends to plan and
develop the Port as identified in Figures 5.5-1, 5.5-2 and 5.5-3, in
accordance with market forecasts and the community’s
commercial and industrial resources, to create jobs and stimulate
local and regional economic development.
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PROPOSED DRAFT LANGUAGE RJROSS & OTHERS –
[8/25/2014]
GOAL 5P
The Port of Fernandina is located in Nassau County, within the
municipal jurisdiction of the City of Fernandina Beach. As such,
the Ocean Highway and Port Authority intends to plan and
develop the Port as identified in Figures 5.5-1, 5.5-2 and 5.5-3, in
accordance with market forecasts and the community’s
commercial and industrial resources, to create jobs and stimulate
local and regional economic development.
THE GOAL OF THE PORT OF FERNANDINA SHALL BE TO
STIMULATE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE CITY
OF FERNANDINA BEACH AND NASSAU COUNTY AND
COOPERATE WITH THE CITY AND COUNTY IN ITS
PLANNING FOR OPERATIONS AND EXPANSIONS WHILE
MAINTAINING THE UNIQUE CHARACTER OF THE CITY OF
FERNANDINA BEACH.

The Ocean Highway and Port Authority prepared a Master
Plan in April 2002. That Master Plan has been updated.
The primary purpose of the updated Master Plan is to
clearly define the Port’s direction for the future. The Ocean
Highway and Port Authority believe this plan will enable the
Port to best serve the needs of the surrounding region.
The Port can achieve its objectives only if local government,
business, industry, and the general citizenry understand the
important role of the Port and support the policies and plans
outlined in this Master Plan.

CROSS ET AL_APPENDIX D COMMENTS RCVD 082514

This Master Plan provides the Ocean Highway and Port
Authority a guide for short-range [next 3 -5 years] and longrange [ next 5- 10 years] planning and development
opportunities.
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Objective 5P.03
PORT DEVELOPMENT
CURRENT COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LANGUAGE
Policy 9.01.02.
The Port Authority shall continue to coordinate with the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers to maintain and expand the Port facility
Access shipping channel and turning basin as Port development
continues.
Appendix D [JUNE 2014]
PORT’S RECOMMEND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN REVISIONS
.
Policy 5P.01.03 [Renumber 5P.03]
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall coordinate with the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers and other applicable local, regional, state and federal regulatory
agencies and stakeholders for the resumption of maintenance dredging and
initiation of new dredging as needed to accommodate the identified waterborne
commerce operations

1
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PROPOSED DRAFT LANGUAGE RJROSS & OTHERS –
[8/25/2014]
Policy 5P.03

The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall coordinate with the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers and other applicable local, regional, state and
federal regulatory agencies and stakeholders for the resumption of
maintenance dredging and initiation of new dredging as needed to
accommodate the identified waterborne commerce operations

2
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Objective 5P.04
Intracoastal Connections
CURRENT COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LANGUAGE
No Existing Language
Appendix D [JUNE 2014]

PORT’S RECOMMEND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN REVISIONS
OBJECTIVE 5P.04
Intracoastal Connections
To take better advantage of its proximity to the Intracoastal Waterway, the
Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall support initiatives to improve
Intracoastal connections, including shallow-water barge facilities, if
appropriate to meet the requirements of Port users or to serve
complementary industrial facility development in the region.
Policy 5P.04.01
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall cooperate with entities seeking to
improve conditions along the Intracoastal Waterway and promote more barge
traffic.
Policy 5P.04.02
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall consider synergies with industrial
users that can be served by barge as well as by road and rail.
.
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PROPOSED DRAFT LANGUAGE RJROSS & OTHERS –
[8/25/2014] [No Change]
Intracoastal Connections
To take better advantage of its proximity to the Intracoastal Waterway, the
Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall support initiatives to improve
Intracoastal connections, including shallow-water barge facilities, if
appropriate to meet the requirements of Port users or to serve
complementary industrial facility development in the region.
Policy 5P.04.01
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall cooperate with entities seeking to
improve conditions along the Intracoastal Waterway and promote more barge
traffic.
Policy 5P.04.02
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall consider synergies with industrial
users that can be served by barge as well as by road and rail.
.
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Objective 5P.05
Highway Access and Connectivity

CURRENT COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LANGUAGE
No Existing Language

Appendix D [JUNE 2014]
PORT’S RECOMMEND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN REVISIONS

OBJECTIVE 5P.05
Highway Access and Connectivity
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall collaborate with local and
state agencies to develop the intermodal connections needed for the
efficient movement of goods to and from its facilities.
Policy 5P.05.01
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall develop internal roads to
serve the Port users which provide efficient access to the proximate offPort, city, county and state highway network and shall coordinate the
development of its on-Port roads with the City, County and Florida
Department of Transportation.
Policy 5P.05.02
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall work with the City, the TPO, the
Florida Department of Transportation, the local community and other entities to
gain funding for any needed improvements to roads over which Port truck traffic
must travel. Such roads include SR 200/A1A, Atlantic Avenue (SR A1A) and US 17.

1
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PROPOSED DRAFT LANGUAGE RJROSS & OTHERS –
[8/25/2014]
Highway Access and Connectivity
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall collaborate with local and
state agencies to develop the intermodal connections needed for the
efficient movement of goods to and from its facilities.
Fernandina Beach is located on the northern end of Amelia Island.
Access to the island is by two bridges. The northern bridge is 4 lanes
wide. To access the Port trucks must proceed down either 8th Street
or 14th Street. Both streets become 2 lane city roads that transverse
residential neighborhoods.
Policy 5P.05.01
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall develop internal roads to
serve the Port users which provide efficient access to the proximate offPort, city, county and state highway network and shall coordinate the
development of its on-Port roads with the City, County and Florida
Department of Transportation.
Policy 5P.05.02
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall work with the City, the TPO, the
Florida Department of Transportation, the local community and other entities to
gain funding for any needed improvements to roads over which Port truck traffic
must travel. Such roads include SR 200/A1A, Atlantic Avenue (SR A1A) and US 17.
Policy 5P.05.03
Prior to any future expansion of the Port’s current capacity, the Ocean
Highway and Port Authority will address and mitigate to the City
Commissioners’ satisfaction any projected increased truck traffic
associated with any proposed expansion.
Policy 5P.05.04
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall collaborate with local
and state agencies to develop the intermodal connections needed for
the efficient movement of goods to and from its facilities.
2
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Objective 5P.06
Rail Service and Connectivity

CURRENT COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LANGUAGE
No Existing Language

Appendix D [JUNE 2014]
PORT’S RECOMMEND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN REVISIONS
OBJECTIVE 5P.06

Rail Service and Connectivity
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall collaborate with Genesee &
Wyoming and CSX to obtain the best possible service and interchanges.
Policy 5P.06.01 The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall continue its
use of the on-site rail line and shall seek opportunities for more efficient use
of the rail line.
Policy 5P.06.02
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall work with Genesee &
Wyoming and CSX to identify and pursue improvements to the off-Port rail
infrastructure, which could facilitate goods movement to and from the Port.

1
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PROPOSED DRAFT LANGUAGE RJROSS & OTHERS –
[8/25/2014]
Rail Service and Connectivity
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall collaborate with Genesee &
Wyoming and CSX to obtain the best possible service and interchanges.
Policy 5P.06.01 The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall continue its
use of the on-site rail line and shall seek opportunities for more efficient use
of the rail line.
Policy 5P.06.02
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall work with Genesee &
Wyoming and CSX to identify and pursue improvements to the off-Port rail
infrastructure, which could facilitate goods movement to and from the Port.

Policy 5P.06.02
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall work with Genesee &
Wyoming and CSX to identify and pursue improvements to the off-Port rail
infrastructure, which could facilitate goods movement to and from the Port.

Policy 5P.06.02
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority recognize that the
Port abuts a large residential district and that the rail
connection runs adjacent to down town Fernandina Beach.
Therefore the rail connection will not be used to bring LNG
[liquefied natural gas], propane, ethanol or any other highly
flammable materials to the port.

2
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Objective 5P.07
Airport Service and Connectivity

CURRENT COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LANGUAGE
No Existing Language

Appendix D [JUNE 2014]
PORT’S RECOMMEND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN REVISIONS
OBJECTIVE 5P.07
Airport Service and Connectivity
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall collaborate with local airports
to develop the intermodal connections needed for the efficient movement of
goods to and from its facilities.
Policy 5P.07.01
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall work with Jacksonville
International Airport, Cecil Commerce Center, Fernandina Beach Municipal
Airport and Hilliard Airpark to explore service opportunities for the efficient
movement of goods through the Port.

1
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PROPOSED DRAFT LANGUAGE RJROSS & OTHERS –
[8/25/2014]
OBJECTIVE 5P.07
Airport Service and Connectivity
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall collaborate with local airports
to develop the intermodal connections needed for the efficient movement of
goods to and from its facilities.
Policy 5P.07.01
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall work with Jacksonville
International Airport, Cecil Commerce Center, Fernandina Beach Municipal
Airport and Hilliard Airpark to explore service opportunities for the efficient
movement of goods through the Port.

2
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Objective 5P.08
CURRENT COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LANGUAGE
Objective 9.03.
Maintain Community Character
The Port Authority in operating the Port facility shall take all precautions to
protect the environmental and historic assets of the City of Fernandina
Beach.
Policy 9.03.05.
The Port Authority shall continue to coordinate with the Department of
Environmental Protection, Division of Marine Resources, the New England
Aquarium, the Cumberland Sound Pilots Association and other interested
organizations to support protection of manatee and right whale
communities that are on the fringe of Port operations.
Policy 9.03.06.
The Port Authority will continue to comply with the requirements of the
permits from the Department of Environmental Protection in regard to
maintaining and preserving the permanent conservation areas and the tenfoot-wide marshland mitigation area.
Policy 9.03.07.
The Port Authority shall use best management practices during
construction, operation and maintenance at the Port facility to ensure that
water quality with in the area of the Port facility will receive no degradation
as a result of Port activity.

1
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Appendix D [JUNE 2014]
PORT’S RECOMMEND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN REVISIONS
Natural Resource Preservation and Protection
In carrying out its development activities and day-to-day operations, the
Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall conserve and protect natural
resources including forests, wetlands, fish, marine life, and wildlife, and
shall cooperate with federal, state, regional and local agencies in
developing sound environmental policies and measures to minimize the
environmental impacts of Port development and operations.
Policy 5P.08.01
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall limit specific and cumulative
impacts on water quality to maintain the integrity of the Amelia River and
maintain the applicable water standards. In so doing, the Ocean Highway
and Port Authority shall design the drainage system on its property to meet
NPDES, Florida Department of Environmental Protection, and St. Johns
River Water Management District water quality standards and shall
coordinate its efforts with federal, state, regional, county and city
governmental agencies.
Policy 5P.08.02
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall limit specific and cumulative
impacts on identified wetlands and wildlife habitat by avoiding projects that
destroy or significantly degrade such habitat or by providing mitigation
measures.
Policy 5P.08.03
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall continue to coordinate with
the Department of Environmental Protection, Division of Marine Resources,
the New England Aquarium, the Cumberland Sound Pilots Association and
other interested organizations to support protection of manatee and right
whale communities that are on the fringe of Port operations.

2
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PROPOSED DRAFT LANGUAGE RJROSS & OTHERS –
[8/25/2014]
In carrying out its development activities and day-to-day operations, the
Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall conserve and protect natural
resources including forests, wetlands, fish, marine life, and wildlife., and
shall cooperate The The Port authority shall comply with federal, state,
regional and local agencies in developing sound environmental policies and
measures to minimize the environmental impacts of Port development and
operations.

Policy 5P.08.01
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall limit specific and cumulative
impacts on water quality to maintain the integrity of the Amelia River and
maintain the applicable water standards. In so doing, the
The drainage system [current and future] on any Ocean Highway and
Port Authority shall design the drainage system on its property to meet
NPDES, Florida Department of Environmental Protection, and St. Johns
River Water Management District water quality standards and shall
coordinate its efforts with federal, state, regional, county and city
governmental agencies.
Policy 5P.08.02
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall limit specific and cumulative
shall not further develop any impacts on identified wetlands and wildlife
habitat by avoiding projects that destroy or significantly degrade such
habitat or by providing mitigation

Policy 5P.08.03
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall continue to coordinate with
the Department of Environmental Protection, Division of Marine Resources,
the New England Aquarium, the Cumberland Sound Pilots Association and
other interested organizations to support protection of manatee and right
whale communities that are on the fringe of Port operations.

3
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Policy 5P.08.04
The Port Authority shall continue to comply with the requirements
of the permits from the Department of Environmental Protection in
regard to maintaining and preserving the permanent conservation
areas and the ten-foot-wide marshland mitigation area.

Policy 5P.08.05
The Port Authority shall use best management practices during
construction, operation and maintenance at the Port facility to
ensure that water quality with in the area of the Port facility will
receive no degradation as a result of Port activity.

4
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Objective 5P.09

Protection from Natural Hazards

CURRENT COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LANGUAG
Policy9.03.04.
Storm water runoff at the Port facility shall comply with storm water
management requirements established by the St. Johns River Water
Management District as well as federal state and local agencies.

Appendix D [JUNE 2014]
PORT’S RECOMMEND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN REVISIONS]
OBJECTIVE 5P.09
Protection from Natural Hazards
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall implement the measures
required by the City of Fernandina, Nassau County and other agencies to
protect human life and property from natural hazards.
Policy 5P.09.01
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall see that any habitable, nonresidential buildings in special flood hazard areas are designed and
constructed to reduce the potential for flooding and wind damage.
Policy 5P.09.02
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall see that all buildings are
designed and constructed in accordance with the Unified Florida Building
Code or as approved by the local government.
Policy 5P.09.03
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall prepare a hurricane
evacuation contingency plan and keep its plan up to date, ensuring that it is
consistent with city and county emergency plans.
Policy 5P.09.04
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall implement post-disaster
redevelopment procedures to reduce or eliminate exposure to human life
and property to natural hazards. These procedures shall include the
structural modification or removal of facilities that have experienced
repeated storm damage.
1
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PROPOSED DRAFT LANGUAGE RJROSS & OTHERS –
[8/25/2014]
OBJECTIVE 5P.09
Protection from Natural Hazards
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall implement the measures
required by the City of Fernandina, Nassau County and other agencies to
protect human life and property from natural hazards.
Policy 5P.09.01
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall see that any habitable, nonresidential buildings in special flood hazard areas are designed and
constructed to reduce the potential for flooding and wind damage.
Policy 5P.09.02
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall see that all buildings are
designed and constructed in accordance with the Unified Florida Building
Code or as approved by the local government.
Policy 5P.09.03
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall prepare a hurricane
evacuation contingency plan and keep its plan up to date, ensuring that it is
consistent with city and county emergency plans.
Policy 5P.09.04
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall implement post-disaster
redevelopment procedures to reduce or eliminate exposure to human life
and property to natural hazards. These procedures shall include the
structural modification or removal of facilities that have experienced
repeated storm damage.

Policy 5P.09.05
Storm water runoff at the Port facility shall comply with storm
water management requirements established by the St. Johns River
Water Management District as well as federal state and local
agencies.
2
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Objective 5P.10
Protection from Manmade Disasters

CURRENT COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LANGUAGE
Policy 9.03.01.
The Port Authority, in cooperation with the U.S. Coast Guard and the U.S.
Department of Transportation shall prohibit the handling of unauthorized
toxic materials and will be prepared to contain toxic spills that could occur
at the Port facility site.

Appendix D [JUNE 2014]
PORT’S RECOMMEND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN REVISIONS
OBJECTIVE 5P.10
Protection from Manmade Disasters
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall reduce exposure to human life
and property to harm from manmade disasters by implementing sound
safety and security programs.

Policy 5P.10.01
To provide a safe operating environment, the Ocean Highway and Port
Authority shall implement required safety and health measures and see
that operations are conducted in accordance with those measures.
Policy 5P.10.02
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall prepare and implement the
security plan mandated and approved under state and federal guidelines,
consistent with funding availability

1
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PROPOSED DRAFT LANGUAGE RJROSS & OTHERS – [8/25/2014
OBJECTIVE 5P.10
Protection from Manmade Disasters
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall reduce exposure to human life
and property to harm from manmade disasters by implementing sound
safety and security programs.
Policy 5P.10.01
To provide a safe operating environment, the Ocean Highway and Port
Authority shall implement required safety and health measures and see
that operations are conducted in accordance with those measures.
follow all applicable Federal, state, and local safety and health
regulations.
Policy 5P.10.02
Policy 5P.10.02
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall prepare and implement the
security plan mandated and approved under state and federal guidelines,
consistent with funding availability
a Port Security Plan constructed to be consistent with, and not in
limitation of, federal, state, or local laws; City Ordinances; United
States Coast Guard (USCG), Customs and Border Protection (CBP)
and Transportation Security Administration (TSA) directives and
regulations. The Plan will be updated and submitted to the Planning
Advisory Board for their review and comment during January of each
year.

Policy 5P.10.03
The Port Authority, in cooperation with the U.S. Coast Guard and
the U.S. Department of Transportation shall prohibit the handling
of unauthorized toxic materials.

2
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Policy 5P.10.03
The Port Authority and /or the Port Operator will have a specific
plan and be prepared to contain toxic spills that could occur at the
Port facility site. The plan will be updated and submitted to the
Planning Advisory Board for their review and comment during July
of each year.

Policy 5P.10.03
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority recognize that the Port
abuts a large residential district and that the road connections run
through high density residential and commercial areas. Therefore
the Port shall not bring LNG [liquefied natural gas], propane,
ethanol or any other highly flammable fluids to the port for
processing and / or distribution by rail or ship.

3
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Objective 5P.11 Budgetary Process
CURRENT COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LANGUAGE
No Existing Language

Appendix D [JUNE 2014]
PORT’S RECOMMEND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN REVISIONS
OBJECTIVE 5P.11
Budgetary Process
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall implement a budgetary
process that balances Port revenues, operating expenses, and capital
expenditures needed to satisfy the anticipated market demand and capture
new market share.
Policy 5P.11.01
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall monitor tariffs and fees
charged by neighboring ports, both north and south, and shall implement a
competitive fee structure.
Policy 5P.11.02 The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall update its
capital improvement plan annually to reflect budgetary and market
changes, prioritizing implementation to obtain the best return on facility
investments.

1
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PROPOSED DRAFT LANGUAGE RJROSS & OTHERS – [8/25/20]
NO PROPOSED CHANGES

OBJECTIVE 5P.11
Budgetary Process
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall implement a budgetary
process that balances Port revenues, operating expenses, and capital
expenditures needed to satisfy the anticipated market demand and capture
new market share.
Policy 5P.11.01
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall monitor tariffs and fees
charged by neighboring ports, both north and south, and shall implement a
competitive fee structure.
Policy 5P.11.02 The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall update its
capital improvement plan annually to reflect budgetary and market
changes, prioritizing implementation to obtain the best return on facility
investments.

2
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Objective 5P.12 Funding Opportunities
CURRENT COMPREHENSIVE PLAN LANGUAGE
Policy 9.01.01.
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall utilize all available sources of
funding to finance Port improvements. The Authority to the best of its ability
will implement the Capital Improvements Program cited in section II of this
document.

Appendix D [JUNE 2014]
PORT’S RECOMMEND COMPREHENSIVE PLAN REVISIONS
OBJECTIVE 5P.12
Funding Opportunities
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall pursue diverse funding
opportunities to accelerate the rate at which it can implement its capital
improvement program.
Policy 5P.12.01
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall prepare a briefing for area
legislators in the fall of each year to reacquaint them with the Port’s
economic impact on the region and the importance of its needs being
addressed in the state’s budget process.
Policy 5P.12.02
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall actively seek grant funds from
state and federal sources and shall supplement funding needs not met by
grants with loans from commercial lending institutions and/or governmental
entities.
Policy 5P.12.03
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall explore opportunities for
public/private partnerships in the development of maritime and industrial
facilities.
1
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PROPOSED DRAFT LANGUAGE RJROSS & OTHERS –
[8/25/2014]

OBJECTIVE 5P.12
Funding Opportunities
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall pursue diverse funding
opportunities to accelerate the rate at which it can implement its capital
improvement program.
Policy 5P.12.01
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall prepare a briefing for area
legislators in the fall of each year to reacquaint them with the Port’s
economic impact on the region and the importance of its needs being
addressed in the state’s budget process. .That briefing will be at a public
forum and posted on the Fernandina Beach City website.
Policy 5P.12.02
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall actively seek grant funds from
state and federal sources and shall supplement funding needs not met by
grants with loans from commercial lending institutions and/or governmental
entities. . The Port Authority will not use the port property located in
Fernandina Beach as collateral for those loans.

Policy 5P.12.03
The Ocean Highway and Port Authority shall may explore opportunities for
public/private partnerships in the development of maritime and industrial
facilities.
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Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

chip ross <chip14758@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, August 13, 2014 10:05 AM
Kelly Gibson
Planning Advisory Boards

Good morning:
Would you please either provide me with e‐mail addresses of the Board members & alternates or distribute
the following to them prior to tonight's meeting. Thanks
chip ross

13 August 2014
Fernandina Beach, Florida

I am a full time resident of Fernandina Beach and live at 210 North 3rd Street. I am employed
on the island. Six days ago by chance [not public notice], I became aware of the proposed
amendments to the Comprehensive Plan proposed by the Port and tonight’s presentation of that
plan.

My understanding is the prosed amendments were written by an Australian company. The
funding was $100,000 grant funded by taxpayer dollars. There was no public input or
participation in the writing of the proposed amendments.

My understanding is that the requirements for comprehensive plan amendments are delineated
in Florida Statute 163.3177 and 163. 3178. It would appear that the proposed Port amendment
does not adequately address the applicable requirements mandated by the statutes.

The statute requires [163.378(2-b)] in pertinent part “an analysis of the environmental,
socioeconomic, and fiscal impact of development and redevelopment proposed in the future
land use plan, with required infrastructure to support this development or redevelopment…”.
No such analysis is provided.
1

The statute requires [163.378(2-c)] in pertinent part an analysis of the effects of existing
drainage systems…”. No such analysis is provided.

The proposed amendments fail to address or inadequately address other statutorily required
elements. However the most glaring deficiency is the utter lack of addressing the impact of
increasing the semi-trailer truck traffic from the current 19,796 annual truck trips to a projected
151, 244 annual truck trips [page 6-24 Port Master Plan]. Those numbers do not include the
substantial truck traffic from the other commercial uses on the island. The plan proposes to
funnel that increased Port traffic down the already over-burdened 8th Street and down 14th
Street. The plan completely ignores how that massive increase in truck traffic will alter the
community.

I urge you to either create a committee [as allowed by Florida Statute] or adopt the process that
was successfully utilized to adopt the 2011 revision of the Comprehensive Plan to carefully
study and comment on the proposed Port Master Plan amendments prior to any further action
by this Board.

chip ross
410‐394‐0220
chip14758@hotmail.com
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Dear Planning Advisory Board:
Please add to the record the following information concerning the review of the Ocean Highways and
Port Authority’s proposed Master Plan.
RE: Vibrations from Heavy Vehicle Traffic (All sources noted below.)
Concerns were raised at the first Planning Advisory Board meeting concerning truck vibrations causing
damage to older homes in the Historic District. From the studies noted below this appears to be a
legitimate concern and a concern for any structure (no matter how old) located along a motorized traffic
path.
The engineering world nationally and internationally concurs that damage can occur to any structure
located near roadways if:
1. road conditions are not smooth,
2. structures are located too close to road surfaces,
3. or the soils below road surfaces or buildings are conducive to vibration.
The above concerns are extended to all structures whether the damage is cosmetic or structural. Most
studies note that historic buildings and/or buildings on or near sand deposits are the most vulnerable to
ground vibrations from heavier vehicles. Both of these features exist along the roadways of Amelia
Island.
The level of vibration (Peak Particle Velocity, PPV) at which damage occurs to nearby structures is not
consistent from study to study due to factors of soil conditions and building construction. Prevention
and mitigation for structural damage caused by a concentration of truck traffic would require the costly
expertise of an engineering firm. However, most studies identify the chief culprit of structural damage to
buildings as rough road conditions (#1 above). Some jurisdictions investigate vibration allegations and
others have implemented a requirement of vibration and noise impacts in construction zones in
recognition of damage to nearby structures due to vibration.
Since major studies acknowledge rough road conditions as a common reason for structural damage to
businesses, residential homes and historic properties, it follows that smoother road surfaces are
necessary to prevent damage. However, to maintain smooth road surfaces, timely and expensive road
maintenance is required.
Are there solutions?
To address the issue of rough road conditions and road damage from heavy vehicular traffic, the Federal
Highway Administration enacted the HVUT (Heavy Vehicle Use Tax). “The need for road surface
maintenance is greatly attributable to the heaviest vehicles.” US Department of Transportation, Federal
Highway Administration https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policy/091116/03.htm “The U.S. Department of
Transportation in its most recent Highway Cost Allocation Study estimated that light single-unit trucks,
operating at less than 25,000 pounds, pay 150 percent of their road costs while the heaviest tractortrailer combination trucks, weighing over 100,000 pounds, pay only 50 percent of their road costs.”
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/policy/091116/03.htm The HVUT only funds interstate highways. Florida

state roads are funded through vehicle registration fees and fuel taxes of both passenger and
commercial vehicles.
Unfortunately in July of 2010 the State Legislature increased the allowable weight limit of trucks on noninterstate roads. “Florida has increased the weight limit of trucks on non-interstate roads from 80,000 to
88,000 pounds.” http://www.truckinginfo.com/channel/drivers/news/story/2010/07/higher-truckweight-limit-in-effect-in-florida.aspx At this time it is unclear if the Florida Department of Transportation
has increased truck fees to compensate for added truck weight damage to Florida’s non-interstate
roads.
To maintain roads that do not damage structures, particularly historic buildings and structures built in
sand, it appears that limiting truck traffic to enforced smooth-surface truck routes would minimize
damage to structures close to roadways. Another solution would be to provide more funding to attain a
“smooth road policy” when buildings are not far enough away from roadways to avoid damaging
vibrations. Of course if funding is unavailable and further damage is to be avoided to City road surfaces,
banning heavy trucks from sensitive City streets where structures are close to roadways would certainly
be a consideration. Requiring that the OHPA and FDOT investigate damaging vibrations caused by truck
traffic has merit. Compensating building owners for heavy vehicle traffic may prove to be more
problematic.
Sincerely,
Faith Ross, Resident of Fernandina Beach, FL
Sources:
Ground Vibrations, Northeastern University College of Engineering, See Pg. 2.7, Traffic Vibrations
http://www.coe.neu.edu/Depts/CIV/faculty/myegian/library/Ground%20Vibrations.pdf
Metropolitan Transportation Authority/New York City Transit South Ferry Terminal Project, Pg. 20.26
Section 5.11.5.2, Vibration and Ground-Borne Noise Criteria
http://web.mta.info/capconstr/sft/documents/chapters/511_noise_and_vibration.pdf
Department of Transportation, United States of America Pg. 7.10, Guideways “ For rubber-tired systems,
the smoothness of the roadway/guideway is the critical factor; if the surface is smooth, vibration
problems are unlikely.” http://www.fta.dot.gov/documents/FTA_Noise_and_Vibration_Manual.pdf
Michigan Department of State Highways, Investigation of Alleged Residential Vibration Damage,
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/mdot/R-707_428639_7.pdf
http://www.consultnet.ie/environmental%20vibration.htm Peak Particle Velocity (PPV), Regulations
and Standards
Vibration Analysis for Milton Madison Bridge http://www.miltonmadisonbridge.com/wpcontent/themes/miltonmadison/pdf/nepa/Apx_I-Vibration_Analysis.pdf

Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Faith Ross <floridafaithross@gmail.com>
Wednesday, August 13, 2014 12:39 PM
Kelly Gibson
Port Authority Presentation

Dear Planning Advisory Board Members

I am opposed to the PAB’s consideration of the updated Comprehensive Plan amendments for the Port
Authority of Nassau County (Port of Fernandina) until they present a workable traffic plan. Even the DOT
states that the Master Plan has understated the additional traffic caused by the proposed expansion of the Port.

It also appears that the OHPA Master Plan has left out major components required by Florida statute for
amendment to their Comprehensive Plan.

Public scrutiny of traffic patterns and specific plans for the development of the Port properties need to be
carefully considered by all.

Also I am opposed to the changing of zoning of R-2 lots to Government zoning. According to the Port
Authority’s Charter, they have the power to build residential buildings related or unrelated to the activities of
the Port. There is no reason why the zoning needs to be changed. Their Master Plan states that they operate at
50% capacity. There is plenty of room for parking. And they are very capable of rebuilding residential
properties on these lots. In fact, in reviewing their 2013 financial statements, they would gain more profit from
the construction/sale or rental of homes than from their present port activities. This would also provide real
estate tax revenue to Nassau County which the County would not receive if they are zoned Government.
Until a workable traffic plan is put forward, there is no need to change the zoning on 3rd and Dade.

OHPA Master Plan Pg. ES-4 “the OHPA has the power to acquire land for the purposes of developments and
related and unrelated to the shipping industry. Motels, hotels, radio stations, entertainment and eating places,
casino and recreational facilities including stadiums, athletic fields, concert halls and auditoriums and golf
courses are a few of the non-port related uses”. It appears that the Master Plan has left out the residential
housing component of their powers.

Sincerely,
1

23 August 2014
Both A Vision and Challenge
Ocean Highway & Port Authority
Revised Master Plan Dated June 2014
The Subcommittee of the Fernandina Beach Planning Advisory Board (PAB) has conducted a series of public
meetings to solicit comment both from the public and the Ocean Highway and Port Authority (OPHA) in an
effort to more fully understand the ramifications and possible impacts of the Port of Fernandina Beach’s
future operations on the local community. These discussions have revealed several significant issues,
specifically:
-

The revised OHPA Master Plan as presently written does not reflect the OHPA and Port
Operator’s (Kinder Morgan) vision of what is realistically possible within the next ten (10) years.
Both the OHPA and Kinder Morgan representatives present at the meetings to date have both
stated that they “are not happy” with some of the data and content of this document. The PAB
subcommittee has suggested that the OHPA revise and “distill” the existing document to more
accurately reflect the OHPA vision of where the Port of Fernandina Beach will possibly be within
the next 3-5 years, and 5-10 years.

-

Traffic volume and flow both within the city limits, and the confines of Nassau County is a major
concern of the residents of our community.

With these issues in mind, and recognizing that the OHPA may further substantially revise their Master Plan, I
believe the review process currently underway offers a unique opportunity to address an existing problem
that the present revised OHPA Master Plan attempts to quantify. This issue is the total volume of truck traffic
presently on our major traffic arteries (SR 200 and 8th Street). If the data in the existing Master Plan is
accurate, the total daily truck traffic on this highway system attributable to the two mills and the port is
approximately 1,474 truck trips (Rock Tenn 840, Port 134, and Rayonier 500). While the contribution of the
Port is presently relatively small, OPHA anticipates that it may grow somewhat to the levels experienced
during 2011.
The issue here is not so much what a modest increase in port truck traffic will have on the community, but
rather what impact the total truck traffic has had and will continue to have until an alternative solution is
identified and the necessary steps taken to implement an alternative transportation system. It is my belief
that Mr. Yulee’s railroad offers a viable solution, one that will not only result in a more efficient and cost
effective transportation model, But also at the same time measurably improve the quality of life in our
community.
There are those that will say that this has already been looked at, including a test by Rock Tenn’s predecessor
that demonstrated that use of the railroad increased the material handling costs, and was therefore not
justifiable on an economic basis. In any economic model there are a number of variables, one of which is
volume. It is my belief and recommendation that an economic model developed that substantially captured
most, if not all, of the raw materials going to both mills, the finished product delivered from these mills,
together with the containerized cargos going into and from the Port of Fernandina, that the “unit costs” for
handling (loading and unloading) and rail transport will be substantially reduced.
There is a further argument put forward that the use of rail to move a substantial portion of the current truck
traffic would have a negative impact on truckers’ income and livelihood. This argument holds water only in
so far as the other variables in the economic equation remain unchanged. If the intermodal facility were

located in either the Greater Yulee area, or possibly the Crawford Diamond development, it is reasonable to
assume that the harvesting area for pulp wood would also be adjusted as well. Depending upon where the
intermodal facility is located, it’s quite possible that the total pulp wood truck miles might remain
unchanged, and might possibly actually increase. However those truck miles would not be on SR 200 and 8th
Street.
The question then becomes how do we get there from here? First, the economic stakeholders need to be
encouraged to work together. These entities include Rayonier, OPHA, Rock Tenn and the Genesee and
Wyoming Railroad.
Second, the various governmental and NGO organizations need to agree a common goal and then begin
working in their respective areas to achieve the goal of a more efficient transportation system. There are
multiple benefits to such an approach which I will attempt to identify shortly. Stakeholders on this side of
the equation include the Fernandina Beach City Council, the Nassau County Commission, the Economic
Development Board, the Chamber of Commerce (city and county), Amelia Island Tourist Development
Council, FDOT, our elected representatives (local, state and federal), in addition to the citizens of Fernandina
Beach and the rest of Nassau County.
One of the fundamental issues encountered by a comprehensive change such as this is the cost of
implementation. Given the benefits derived from developing the railroad as a cost effective solution to the
current and future highway and street overload, I believe that much of the infrastructure costs can be
defrayed through the use of both State and Federal grants. Grant money can be used for land acquisition,
development of an intermodal facility, rail expansion as necessary to handle the increased volume and the
possibility of a centralized chipping plant that could handle the raw material requirements of both mills.
Benefits to the various stakeholders include:
-

Improving the cost stability of both mills, securing their place within our community.
Permitting the controlled growth of the Port focused on container traffic.
Creating additional employment opportunities within the community.
Alleviating traffic congestion on SR 200, 8th Street, Gum and Dade Streets.
A critical first step in improving the appearance of 8th Street, the front door to historic
Fernandina Beach.
Alleviating damage to historic structures within the city, including as an example St. Peters
Episcopal Church.

The Planning Advisory Board is in a unique position to identify this issue and make recommendations to the
City Commission that can move this issue forward. Some may argue that this is a discretionary
recommendation, but I believe it can be argued that this is the essence of what a Planning and Advisory
Board should be doing. I would encourage the PAB subcommittee to take this idea back to the Planning
Advisory Board, and to the City Commission for consideration and action.
Finally, one last thought: Change is inevitable. Those that ignore change are condemned to live with the
consequences. Those that recognize change, and plan to incorporate it into their plan s enjoy the benefit of
managing how change affects them and their community.

18 August 2014
OHPA MASTER PLAN UPDATE
PLANNING ADVISORY BOARD
SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING ISSUES
1. Data “delta” between 8/13 Presentation and 6/14 Updated Master Plan

2. Page 2.6, para 2.1.3.1: Provide number of vessels calling in the port for 2012 and 2013

3. Vessel loading and discharge assumptions (100% turn)

4. Port’s ability to handle 45’, 48’ and 53’ boxes

5. Port’s ability to service 106’ beam vessels (crane boom length)

6. Page 2-11, para 2.2.1: Question rationale for statement

7. Page 2-13, fig. 2.2-1: Question traffic volume figures

8. Page 2-25, fig. 2.2-7: Overlay projected port traffic volume growth onto baseline

9. Coordination with County’s Growth management process?

Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

David Murphy <murphy-david@comcast.net>
Wednesday, August 20, 2014 7:40 PM
PAB 9; PAB 5; PAB 3; Kelly Gibson
Port Master Plan

Dear Board Members,
We feel that we need to deny the Port Master Plan as written. The Plan would potentially eliminate our city’s charm
and wipe out the tourist industry thereby destroying small businesses in our downtown district. The Port Manager
stated that they wanted to simply return to 2011 sales figures and did not envision the expansion stated in the
master plan. Based on that comment, it would seem that the Port capacity is fine as it stands. We feel that the
most important thing we can accomplish to ensure that our historic district and Amelia Island as a whole is not
destroyed is to at the very least remove from the master plan the items we deem destructive and replace them with
a realistic plan. A realistic plan that our Historic District, small business district, citizens of Fernandina Beach, and
Amelia Island as a whole can live with. Here is a list of some of the most egregious issues that we need to address:










Traffic capacity and management
Cost to taxpayers for road repairs
Possibility of LPN Gas and hazards
Impact on Historical District
Impact on small businesses downtown
Impact on Tourist Development
Possible refineries and dangers
Structural damage to historical buildings
Wetlands/dredging

Each time we were told that what was published in the Port Master Plan was not what they were planning to do, we
were reminded of the story about The Scorpion and the Frog:
A scorpion asks a frog to carry him over a river. The frog is afraid of being stung during the trip, but the
scorpion argues that if it stung the frog, both would sink and the scorpion would drown. The frog agrees
and begins carrying the scorpion, but midway across the river the scorpion does indeed sting the frog,
dooming them both. When asked why, the scorpion points out “ Don’t blame me, you knew that I was a
scorpion when you met me.”
It must be made clear that the master plan as written is not acceptable and will be voted down unless these changes
are made. Let’s not destroy our beautiful island and have these words haunt us in the future: “Don’t blame us, you
knew this was in the master plan.”
Respectfully submitted,
David and Denise Murphy
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General thoughts on focusing the next PAB meeting.

Not knowing the scope of state regulations regarding a Comprehensive Port Plan‐CPP (not research
document), I am led to believe that the CPP is required by the state to encompass any possibilities for
development over the next 10 years as long as it can work in concert with the city Comprehensive Plan.
That being said,












Delete those areas of the current CPP to exclude those items which we are told “will never
happen”. To leave them in is like saying, “We’re opening the barn doors but only one horse from
the herd will leave”. If opportunities arise in the future, why not amend the CPP at that time
with City approval?
Approval Time Limit – Approval of the CPP is an important matter which can dramatically affect
future island life for every individual and small business. Now that the public is being engaged,
we request that there be a longer period to allow for public communication, evaluation, and
analysis regarding the CPP.
Speaking to Chuck Hall’s point, to approve the CPP as is, with all the doors that it could
potentially open, would almost certainly increase the value of the Port, making it more
attractive to deep‐pocketed business interests which might then exploit those “things that will
never happen”.
Include in the CPP an study on the impact (1,5,10 year) to local neighborhoods, tourism and
island desirability as a vacation and retirement destination.
Does the Navy have anything to say about the CPP? Should they be consulted?
Outline the general steps Kinder Morgan will take to return Port activity to 2011 levels and the
time frame anticipated to reach that goal. If they know the maximum capacity of the Port, why
not limit the CPP to that?
County jobs creation seems to be the only economic benefit. Is that correct and if so, what does
that mean in terms of City revenue?

Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chris <cocchuizzo25@comcast.net>
Sunday, August 17, 2014 1:09 PM
Ed Boner; PAB 5; Kelly Gibson
Port Master Plan

To: The Fernandina Planning Advisory Board
From : Chris Occhuizzo – Resident
I attended your subcommittee meeting on August 18, 2014. Mine was a last minute effort as I had just been informed
(and shocked) by a neighbor as to what the subject of the meeting would be. I shall not remain so uninformed in the
future.
The Port Master Plan presentation was a clear and well presented business plan. Yet, a business plan nonetheless which
in no way took into account the social and economic impact on the community and island in general. To my mind, it was
a plan which would result in the profit for a few at the expense of the many.
Last year I retired to Amelia Island, after visiting and living here part‐time for nearly 15 years. What drew me here was
the beauty, serenity and social diversity, the lifestyle opportunities ranging from the quaint Historic District to the
Greenway to the beaches, and the public facilities like the hospital and well designed shopping areas. This island is a
gem and one that should be protected and preserved. I can’t tell you how many times neighbors or even strangers have
said to me on the street or in the grocery store. “Another day in paradise”. And it is true. However, if this Port Master
Plan is implemented, even to a small degree, it will ring a bell which cannot be unrung and that bell will toll the demise
of a unique and rare lifestyle.
What was conveniently overlooked in the Port Master Plan was the social, emotional and financial impact on the
community at large. Yes, as the Plan noted it may create a few jobs county‐wide over the next few years according to
the numbers outlined by the Genesis Group. I am not insensitive to the fiscal demands required to run a community, but
that potential increase in employment would do next to nothing to offset the negative economic impact of
quadrupling truck traffic (from 134 daily trips to 603). Even though communities are always challenged to stretch their
budgets, the quality of life cost of the plan being considered is incalculable, even frightening.
To a large extent, Amelia Island depends on presenting itself as both a tourist destination and a retirement location.
Right now the traffic burden seems to be relatively acceptable, affecting day to day life very little. But to increase the
commercial traffic fourfold would be a hammer strike on the very desireability of the island. Noise pollution, truck
exhaust, clogged arteries, increased infrastructure maintenance costs, traffic to frustrate and discourage tourists (Center
Street is already struggling, just look at the empty storefronts),weakened real estate values – these are just a few
effects this port plan would create.
As said earlier, I believe this is a plan driven by greed, one that profits the few at the expense of the many. Development
is always a touchy issue, especially in an area as pristine and unique as this. It is therefore crucial that the local
government, in concert with the citizenry, decide exactly what they want this community to be and what they are willing
to pay for it. I have made my decision. The day a plan like this is approved is the day I put my home on the market. I will
not live in a paradise lost.

Best regards,
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August 25, 2014

TO:

Planning Advisory Board Members

This is to respond to the proposed OHPA Master Port Plan.
It is apparent that
the residents of Fernandina Beach are not being considered in this new plan.
We are concerned about the huge increase in truck traffic along 8th and 14th
Streets that would be the routes for increased truck access to and from the port .
Much of the property along 14th street is residential. Traffic, environmental,
and safety impacts of additional truck traffic in the residential areas along 14th
street need to be addressed. The 14th street area is not only residential but
there is pedestrian traffic, a bicycle trail, fire department, hospital access, school
crossings, and tourist traffic to the beach that will also be impacted.
Everything has a life cycle, so maybe this is the time to think about other uses for
the port area on the island. There are reasons why the Fernandina Beach Port's
business has decreased in recent years and this increases the need to evaluate
the viability of the port. Perhaps Jaxport is a better facility for import/export
business, so why try to compete.
It appears that this is a plan to spend public money on a dream to profit a few
poeple, but not in the best interest of Fernandina residents.
Respectively submitted,
John Spaanderman and Claudette Pelsor

- Fulltime Residents

Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Phillip Scanlan <phillipscanlan@comcast.net>
Thursday, August 14, 2014 11:13 AM
Kelly Gibson
Kreger Len
Port Plan review suggestions and questions

Kelly Gibson
FB City Planner

8/14/14

I was glad to see the Planning Advisory Board ( PAB ) establish a committee to review the Port proposed
Master Plan ‐‐
before voting to approve it, or not. I also agreed with the citizen comments made last night at the
Hearing. The primary concern
was that the Port’s Plan to have up to 600 more trucks per day on 8th St. has not even considered the impact
on
the city, the island, the tourist industry, or the housing market.
Since you requested written input, here are a few suggestions/questions for that review:
1. How does the Port plan (to maximize cargo shipment and add up to 600 trucks/day to A1A (8th St.) traffic)
effect
the focus of Amelia Island and Fernandina Beach on resort, tourism and the housing market? If the tourism
market
( 500,000 visitor/yr) and the housing market are the primary focus of FB and Amelia Island – the effect of
loading
the primary route (8th St.) on and off the island with more industrial trucks has to be considered a negative
for the island.
If adding 600 more trucks is a major negative impact on the primary tourist and housing markets, does that
preclude the City of F.B. from supporting Port plans to add up to 600 trucks per day?
2. Is the traffic on 8th St. now already at or above maximum carrying capacity? If so does that preclude the
City of FB supporting
Port plans to add more truck traffic?
3. What are the economics for alternative Port transport modes – such as rail and barge. While the Port has
stated
truck traffic is the most economical – those economics may not include major community costs such as
road costs,
and losses to the tourism housing markets. FDOT is currently planning a $112 million 4 lane to 6 lane
expansion
of A1A from Rt. 95 to Nassauville Rd. just off the island – because that section of road was at capacity with
4 lanes.
However, on the island we will have an A1A bottle‐neck going from 6 lanes to 4 lanes then to 2 lanes.
Road costs are very expensive community costs – and should not be left out of the economics of
transportation costs.
1

4. The Port volume has been declining for 3 or 4 years and is now less than 1/2 what is was.
The Port Plans did not explain the reasons for this trend‐line – and did not address the root causes of this
decline.
I understand a major customer moved its operation to Jax Port for access to many other shipping
connections?
The Port should share the reasons for the Port volume decline – and what in the Port Plan will address
those root causes.
Why is Jax Port a preferred port? Can F.B. Port compete with Jax Port and if so how?
Would FB Port be better off working with Jax Port – than competing with Jax Port?
The Port Plan is pushing for “Container Traffic” (with anything in it?) – why can F.B. compete for that with
Jax Port?
Is it based on false economics of using trucks for connections through roads that are already at carrying
capacity –
with no additional road costs considered in the economics?
If FB wants to be a profitable small Port – what is a niche strategy that perhaps Jax Port is not interested in,
that FB Port
could be competitive with? Or perhaps FB Port could work with Jax Port to handle some shipping segment
that would be
beneficial to both Ports. Has FB Port attempted to work with Jax Port on a strategy for both ports working
together?
We need to see where and how FB can win – and perhaps help the overall Jax Port larger strategy ‐‐ in
some niche shipping segment.
What can FB do that Jax cannot do, or does not want to?
From our island I see a lot of ships at the mouth of the St. Johns River waiting to get into Jax Port – can FB
help with that que somehow?
Can FB Port be used as a Jax Port overflow – for some shipments at some times?
5. Assuming there is no additional road traffic capacity off the island – how can the port use rail and barge
transport to meet
some market segment needs better than Jax Port can? Is there some shipping segment that
rail and barges could be used effectively by FB to meet that need? If so what is that?
6. Increased passenger Cruise Ship Traffic was mentioned in the Port Plan as an option to be considered. FB
and Chamber had a Committee look into that a few
years ago. Cruise ships do not provide good tourism business – because beds and meals are provided on
the ship as part of the package.
Cruise ships also have been know to cause port water pollution problems. I do not suggest this as a
strategy. However, believe the committee tried,
and was unsuccessful, in attracting a cruise line operation.

Philip M. Scanlan
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Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mike Spino <mikespino@bellsouth.net>
Monday, August 11, 2014 5:38 PM
PAB 5
Kelly Gibson
The Port's Plan

Len,
Just a couple of thoughts as you consider the Ports plan. It seems like this is mostly wishful thinking. But if they could
do even half of what they propose the city would be screwed.
Looking at the Port's plan you can see that they have had a large drop from 2010. From 628,000 tons in 2010 to 384,000
tons in 2012. The number of containers dropped from 20,000 to 11,000 over that time. The issue is they are projecting
to increase tons carried by 7 times to 2.7 million tons over the next 9 years (2023) or increasing the number of
containers from 11,000 to 139,000 (see page ES‐6 of the report.) So we're talking about an exponential increase in truck,
train and ship traffic. If you assume that most of the increased traffic goes by truck then 8th St. becomes a truck parking
lot and the island along 8th St. becomes a very unpleasant place to be. But this all could all come to nothing. The Port
only uses 1/4 quarter of its current capacity.
Some have speculated about the economic impact of the Port. The direct impact is 80 jobs and $50,000 a year in
payments in lieu of taxes by the Port to the city. In a city budget of $14 million that is about 1/3 of 1%. There are other
jobs that depend on the port indirectly such as the mill and other businesses.
The question I would ask the Port folks is “How likely is it that the Port will achieve these projections in traffic?” and
“How many trucks come the Port on average each day and how many would come to the Port each day if the Port
achieved the projected growth?”
Ultimately we all want the community to grow and thrive. The Port has an important place in the economic base of the
city. But we can’t destroy the quality of life and drive away tourism in the process.
Thanks for your service to our community.
ms
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From the desk of Suanne Z. Thamm
August 24, 2014

To

:

Kelly Gibson, Senior Planner
Community Development Department, City of Fernandina Beach

Re

:

Comment on Port Master Plan Draft – Historic District/Quality of Life

Rail traffic to and from the Port and Rock Tenn is addressed in chapters 2.2.5.1 and
2.2.5.2. The document states that one train heads into and out of the Port daily
between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. It also claims that Rock Tenn has
scheduled train runs between 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. daily.
If these statements are correct, what currently accounts for the train traffic along
the Centre Street portion of the tracks between 9:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.? If the hours
of operation were correct as stated, there would be no need to talk of creating a
Quiet Zone in the CRA.
Can the hours of train operations be enforced so that all parties adhere to the time
frames outlined in the plan?







August 13, 2014



Mr. Len Kreger, Chair
Planning Advisory Board 
204 Ash Street
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034



Subject: Ocean Highway and Port Authority Master Plan
Amendment to Fernandina Beach Comprehensive Plan



Dear Mr. Kreger and Members of the Planning Advisory Board:

I am a property owner and resident of Fernandina Beach.


I have read the OHPA Master Plan, with its proposed amendments to the Fernandina and
Nassau County Comprehensive Plans, and I am alarmed by a number of things, particularly the
huge increase in truck traffic proposed for 8th and 14th Streets. Has there been a cost/benefit
analysis? An environmental impact report? Any reports by consultants working for the City
(even if paid for by a third party)? Does this document and the public process associated with it
meet all applicable statutes and regulations?



The Port Authority's enabling legislation is very broad, but OHPA cannot use roadways within an
incorporated city without the city's consent. I think the Planning Board and the City
Commissioners need to slow this process down to make sure that there is an informed public
process which satisfies residents of Amelia Island that their interests are being protected. 


Yours very truly,




Anne M. Thomas
402 Date Street
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034
athomas9135@gmail.com







Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Warner <cdrwarner@gmail.com>
Monday, August 25, 2014 2:15 PM
Kelly Gibson
Comments on the Port Expansion Plan

Look long and hard about creative options that may be available to inhibit container drayage through
the main streets leading through Fernandina Beach and the A1A corridor. The port operator, Kinder
Morgan, will put as little investment as possible into using rail to transport containers through
Fernandina Beach – when drayage trucking is available. How about increased charges per container
based on exceeding a minimum limit – enough to offset the impacts on roads, businesses, and the
tourist industry on Amelia Island. Sometimes “growth” is bad “growth”. The cruise industry is more
beneficial to all that live and work here.
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Kelly Gibson
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Warner <cdrwarner@gmail.com>
Tuesday, August 19, 2014 7:07 AM
Kelly Gibson
Comments Concerning The Port's Master Plan.....

Kelly this corrects some minor typos in my my previous e-mail.
I submit the following concerns:
1. No substantial recommendations were made about connecting or using our existing port rail line directly to the
CSX/Norfolk Southern rail junction near Callahan, using single or double stacked rail cars to transport containers into and
out of Fernandina for further movement by both major rail lines - or to an intermodel transfer facility closer to less
impacted surface transportation routes.
2. No discussion or recommendation about a possible intermodel transfer facility on the existing rail line out of
Fernandina near the Nassau Tradeplex industrial park off A1A, on the east side of Rt 17.
3. No discussion about how proposed highway traffic increases would impact hurricane or storm evacuations from north
and south Amelia Island and the eastern part of Nassau County.
4. No discussion about the nature of trucks and drivers performing drayage services (older trucks with increased risks of
accidents and pollution, driver qualifications, etc.).
5. No discussion about increased port - and container - security, given the direct line of site between the Port and the
Trident Nuclear Submarine Base (all East Coast Trident Submarines) at Kings Bay.
6. No discussion about why increased container capacity is needed at all, given the adjacent container ports of
Jacksonville and Brunswick - each with direct rail links to intermodel surface transfer facilities. Would a cruise line focus
serve the business, resort, conservation, and retirement communities of this area better?
7. No discussion concerning storage of containers outside of the port area.. In and around Portsmouth, Va. they are
stored everywhere.
e
8. No real discussion concerning movement of containers into the port (I may have missed it).
9. Bare mention of the use of barge traffic and a barge intermodel transfer facility as an alternate means of moving
containers other than relying on surface drayage through the main streets of Fernandina Beach.
10. Who wins and who loses with this plan? The folks of Fernandina and the rest of Amelia Island, including the Ritz
Carlton and Omni resorts - and surrounding upscale reidential areas, have much to lose.
In brief, I see movement along the present course of this plan highly destructive of the nature of this community with
nothing in return.
Respectfully,
Bob Warner
2116 Nature's Gate Ct., S.
Fernandina Beach, Fl 32034
(904) 430-0481
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